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ABSTR.i\CT 

Because of their obvious valw2l in plot-complication, 

disv,uise-clevices wer(-:i very pormlB.r a~110ngz:..t Renaissance pl<:y

wrights; occ~.sionally they we:i.'e usod with freshness and 

originality, but nore often di.d not escape the dullness of 

convention. Disf.'nise fi~u:ras proriinentljr in Jonson 1 s co;ne:dy, 

and a close examination of thG ·wtJ.y :i.n which the dramatist 

employs disguise demon;,trates that h:-J er::iows it with u pnrti

culi..:r sir,nificm1ce that is co::'.lsistcmt thr·ov.ghout his dramatic 

Jonson 1 s u.ffection for Stoic doctrine is ·\:lell known, 

and ht.1 is especially cou.. erne:d with th9.t part of the doctrine 

that sees jt as a manrs moral duty to create an identity for 

hirn:::e:;_f and. to rerc.s.in constaT!.t to it. ':!:he fooli.s~1 or vicious 

ti.ty, or his inab:tlity to create it, by his preference for 

the Jnfisk"' Putting th:ls r.1et3-pho:- :tnto action, Jonson creates 

o. suti:ric.'. wo:i.•ld oi' dis~~clise::.•s vnd role-p1n:rers, of men who 

creat"1 an ilJ~1sion of the:mselves by a change in appearance, 

or by \'>:!:;.'b<>l disguise., But there is alwa;>rs a moral weieht 

att~ched to the use of disguise: a disguioer is criticized 

for that v2ry actlvity. 

A ch.1•,)rJoJ.ceical examination of' the plays dernonst:ratos 
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vision cl.ani::ed thrcughout his c~roer. 11orc important, ~n. 

understanding of the function of the disguiser :i.z he] 7:f'uJ_, 

and often cru~ial, for an m.1.derstan.1ing of' the ethic:~l direc

tion of the plays. For Jonson's world is genor~lly a world 

without norms, a world entirel:y· mc:..de up of vi11e.ins, where 

wit rather tlk"ln morality seems to be tr·iumphantf< But the 

disguiser himself tmplies :l no:i:-m, int;ofar as he implies the 

alte:rno.ti-ve possibility of Stoic integrity and authent:icity. 

And although this Stoic figure rarely appears in the plays, 

he is pro:ninent :i.n Jonson 1 s poetrye 

An understanding of Jonson's attitude toward the 

play-actor also helps explain our uneasiness in accepting 

apparent norms like Truewit and Quarlous, whose triul]ph is 

one of' wit rather than supar:tor morality; for by their irn

pl:t.c~rtion in the genernl role-playin~ they prove thmriselves 

to be, finally, as empty as those they mock. 

This study substantiates the view that J-onson is 

aJwr.ys a J';JOraJ.ist, even when there are no moral spokesmen in 

his plays, and that a clear understanding of his plays requires 

an understanding of his subtly ironic viewpoint. Indeed, it 

is those 1~lays which have a moral spokesman that are his 

J.eaf;t sue~ E~F;sful. Further, it underlines the unity of hls 

vision, not s:l.mply j_n individual plays, but throughout the 

body of his work. FinaJ.ly, it helps explain the disturbj_ng 

ari~biguity which Jonson shows toward hls chosen mediurn, th-e 

starre. 
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NOrE 

Throughout the present stu.(l~Yt references to Jcn~ion 

are. to th1~ great HE:rford and Simpnon edition of his works. 

In r.,11 cases, the original spelling has been retained; but 

j) u, Rnd v lw.ve been normalized. 
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INTRODUG'.i'ION 

The rre<~ursor of drama is maskc~d rttual dance. Whethe1' 

1rnitating v.n:l.i::als or· gods, pr:i.mitive rnc:.n Wafi able to loso him

s0.lf in his mask; disgui~ed as an antmal, he beca:··10 that ani

rnal, dit:;gui.sed as a gctl he became that god. The ps~rchological 

implications of this self-surr0nder are obscure and complex, 

but ur1deniably "the dancer becomes one with the spirit to 

which ho gives hirn:Jelf, end the god becomes a real presence 

in the: ritee1ul Th2 urge to "play a part" is basic, but bocomos 

serious, ceases to be plttY, at the point where the distinction 

between player and part ceases to exist, whare exterior br:coi:~.s~ 

intor1or. 

The drr:1ma, of course, is the most coDplete i:1et"".:.phor 

for this "playing a partn, and disguise usod within tbe 

fr.~1.mework of' the drama tends to co~plicate the metaphor. In 

tb.Ei :m~;.sque th3 dj.seuise of' the dra:rna and the disguise within 

th0 drama are idE:mtical, but in the play proper the disguise 

within the c.1raffia exists in a more complex relationship to the 

disguise of the drama. 

Despite the rerna1~1r:able frequency of use of disguise 

on the I~nglis:1 ~;tare during the Renaissance there has boen 

1 
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little extensive examinatiO'..'l by schoJars of the subject. '.l'he 

only ft'll-scale examination is that by Victor Freeburg, first 

published :tn 1915;2 but his ma1n concern is simply the ic.l..en

tification, cataloguing and categorization. cf disguise plots~ 

Other works have treated disgui~e as a part of the larger 

field of deception, or as part of a fuller "world-as-staee" 

metaphor, or have concentrated on the use of disguise in 

specif:l.c plays.3 

In his examtnation of disguise conventions Frc;eburg 

discovers that thGre are five basic classi.ficati.ons, !tthe 

female page, the boy bri.de, the rogue in multi-disguisn, the 

d:.tsguised spy, and the dj sguised lover. 114 These categories 

are of course very flexible, sometimes comically so; for in

stance, Freeburg includes as a "boy bride" Falstaff disguised 

as the Witch of Brentford.o Harston' s Antonio, disr,uised as an 

Amazon, falls into the two categories of 0 boy bride" and 

ndisguised lover". The disguised spy category includes the 

disgui~ed husband spying on his wifG, and the disguised ruler 

3 
See, for example, John V.Curr;1, .R·3.f'.2.D£9IL.l!Ll".Li:..":. 

E.JHr}::i::!Jl....GJ.:Lii.2.X · (Chic1:.:.gO, 19 5)) ; A!1~11~ Highta:}, J2. :.'-i..;:·-2?..::~··.'i:_:r.£ 
!;lt~!.i!!:~_J/Ls:.::·:_of _~i.}.,:'.L.Pl_s.v. (H2.rr::ondsworth~ 1967); h·urJ.el c.;. 
B.:·:'.ldh.r·ooJ.i:, LLI....DL~:~.~'.:J.1 nnd St111 f"'. b.rre o:f El i?.ab2th'.ln Cc;;:,~;sit 
(Harno:nd ,<.n1orth, 1()63) • 

4 
F'r.·eeburg, Di.sguJ.ca Plgt~-; hL11.i.:~G.flCith<1.l.L12l:G.21h p.~-. 
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~~pying 0:1 his kingdom -- two quit ..~ dif'~'e1't.:::·nt things. 

It will be evident f':rom this brief ontli.no of FroG

bur~'s approach that he sees disguise plots in terris of con

ventions, and. indeed, he tr.eats all disguise as being largely 

plc.·t-de-:ice or complicating factor. Disguise, he thinks, uas 

so long popular with dramatists because it provided a wealth 

of intrigue; 5.t aLw allowed a certain a::wunt of verbal and 

dranatic irony, and, in the final unmasking, brought a logical, 

complete, and satisfyj.ng end to the play. While it may be trne 

that ln rnany plays disguise is used conventionally, and even 

ineptly~ it i3 clear that in much Elizabethan drama it tal~cs 

on additional meaning. 

A number of traditions can be demonstrated as influen

cine the Elizabethan dramatist's usa of di~guise. Miss Brad

brook Euggests two: 

The Ital:i.an comedy of travesty-doubles, or quic'l-r:-change
artists nnd of clever cheating, was at the opposite 
e::~treme i':ron the nat tve use of disguis~. In the moral 
p1aJr, d:i.~'~:.uj r..e had almost ah:ays had the flavour of the 
svr,e:rno.t111'c:cl; it was th0 spu~ie.1 role of the Vices to 
d :L:;gui:.::8 i;h::·1,1~;eJvcs as V:L:r-tu~w and. to ~dopt their 
na111es; their unma:-;;king ended thB play .. ,. 

Al1ardyce Nicoll places even greater emphasis on the influence 

of th3 native morality tradition: 

To a certain EJXtent the disguise device seems to have 
arisen c~hicfly out of the morality-play po.ttorn. 1'he 
hero, or at least the centr~l figure in a play, is 
approached by some evil characters who wish to get 
h1m into their clutches; if they come to him in their 

http:d:i.~'~:.uj
http:Ital:i.an
http:satisfyj.ng
http:ontli.no


own shape;;; he rnay be j.nduced to dlr;11·i~;~..; them sur,iJnarily, 
and so they pretend to be otho1• +.:i::rm thoy are. 'This 
device is coi1stant1y b8in::-: er.1pl c:,rc.:c~, anct we r;i_ay well 
believe that the f&milinrizing of sixtc:?cntn-ccntu:i.~y 
spectators with the convention helps to explain the 
poru1a:rlty of t~.::1 ciisgulse E-;J,~·,mcnt in tb:~ lc:.tcr Eli
zabethan drar:1a. O:r'ten this d i~>r-:·u j_si:;'6device is n.sso
cjated with the pe1"'::::on of the Vic:o .. 

This association of the disguise device with the person of tho 

Vice has been discussed at some length by Ann Wierum. Sha dis

cusses the importance of the acting-motif in morality treatments 

of the ,ru;.x_ch9machia, the central allegory of evil as masquerade, 

and the significance of the Vice's acting abilities: 

In his n1ost effective role as ter.:J)ter a:nd psychological 
persuader, tho Vice r:'ust excel us perf01•r:rLng 11actor H. 

He must be able to as surne a fal EJv 1·ace or 11 r:as1::" of 
affection, grief, kindliness, piety, respectability, 
simplicj ty ~ honesty, or 11 ir,nocenc morriwent 11 as occa
sion dcr.iands; and he often describes his OWil talents in

7theatrical terms. 

The moral ambiguitJr of disguising wa:> therefore a part of the 

native tradition before~ it rea~hed the Elizabethan audience. 

Disguise, then, as it relatec to the Vice and other 

11 evil charactersn, reflects the traditi.onal idea that the Devil 

can take any shape he wir.hes when he terGpts mank).nd; but it is 

p0ssible that the Devil was originally believed to appear in 

false shape, not in order to deceive, but simply because his 

own shape was too frightful for man's eyes. We may remember the 

Allardycc Nicoll, J3J'iti sh Dr<1!1'a. (New York, 1963) , 

7 
Ann Wierum, "tActors' and 1P1ay-Acttng' iri th~ Icforality 

Tr·aditionu, lillr~aJ~i~~~..!JS~. Dr(:.~, n.s .. 111 (1970), 190-1910 

http:mank).nd
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f:J.rst words of 1.:.:irlowG 's Fr.ustus to }fophostophilis: 

I charee thee to return ar..d change thy shnpe; 
Thou ar·t too ugl~r to at tend on me.. 8(I. iii., 23-21.:-) 

Like man;t of Satan's victims, Faustus has already deceived 

himself .. 

For the other main tradition one can perhaps go back 

beyond Miss Bradbrook 1s Italian comedy to Plautus: 11From ·what

ever source Plautus drew, it is evident that he was fond of 

disguise; he est;1.blished tbG motive as a dramatic device, g:i.

ving it strengt!:l, as it were~ for a flourishing career in tl:..o 
I"\

comedy of the Rcnaissance. 11 '1 Many of the most comlT'on devices 

are found in Plautus -- their earlier history need not concern 

slaves who 1..lse disguise to trick others for the benefit of 

their masters; in Cnrtivi mnster and servant Exchange id en

tities; in Casin::i. the device of the boy-bride appears; and in 

A~hitruo there is the dGvice of the disguised lover. Pl~utus' 

infJ.uericc appears widespread in the dra;na of the Renaissance, 

both in the basic devices, and in larger borrowings (the early 

Interlude, .Jack .Jue-e:lf":J:, is entirely based upon the subsidiary 

device of A!J.lli1itruo where l·'.ercury disguises as Sosia). 

This continental tradition, along with the more contem-

Christopher Harlow~, The CoDlJ?.1.frte Play_~, ed., Irving
Hitner, ( !-;;:.:\J Yorl{;, 1963) • 
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po1·ary one of Itali.an povt:~Il.~:h impi.nged on the native ballad 

tradition wtich had made disguise a popu1ar device of fiction 

long before Eliza1iethan c1rarr1atists took it up. "In romances 

and ballads, disguise is a proof and almost a badge of the 

lover~ Fro~ Hind Horn to Fair Annie, the heroes and heroines 

put on mean attire, the men to test their true-J.ove, ahd the 

womon to f 011 ow theirs. nlO 

·whatever the traditions, and whatever the reasons for 

the audience's interest, we can see the great appeal to drama

tists of disguise conventions. In a developing art, use of 

disguise greatly expar"ded the possibilities of characteriza

tion~ Writing of Shakespeare's use of the girl-page device, 

Miss Bradbrook says that "it enlarges the original role, and 

also dj.scovers its latent possibilities. ull This remark can be 

ex:teI;ded to apply to most disguise situations where a device 

has been used with any subtlety -- it allows the dramatist to 

transcend the ljmitations of the basic character, to expand 

the point of view of a single centre of conscj.ousness, even to 

have the two sides' of a disguised character com~ent, expli

citly or implicitly, upon one another. "This development of 

character through disguise ••• is an extension of the method 

of contrasted plot and sub-plot. The two sides of Rosalind or 

10 
Bradbrook, The Gro·wth a!'ld Structure of EJ i.zabethan 

COIT'cdy, p. 95,, 

11 

Ibid • , p. 97. 
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of Viole. have o. different tone, und yet each is allowed full 
J2play." 

The taking-on of disguise has two m3.in aspects: the 

hiding of the attributes of the disguiser's own self, an::l the 

assumption of the attributes of the personality represented by 

the disguise. mlen a disguise-device is used to its fullest 

potential, our interest lies in the precise relationship between 

these two aspects. In relatlon to this point, it is useful to 

make a cisttnction about the motivation of disGuise. Those plays 

in which cha:r>acters initially disguise for purposes of con

cealment or self-protection can be seen as distinct fro~ those 

in which a character freely chooses to put on disguise in order 

to observe, or to trick others. This division reflects the type 

of play involved -- plays in which characters initially dis

gulse under some sore of constraint tend to be romantic, wherenf.> 

pl:s..ys in which characters voluntarj_ly put on disguise tend to 

be satiric. Of course, the two types of motivation often ovor

lup, just as the categories "romantic" and 11 satiric 11 are by no 

means always meaningful or mutually exclusive. Thus Shakesp0are's 

Rosalind j,s "cmistrained" to put on disguise only at the very 

beginning of As You J,ike J...!,: she could, if she wished, reveal 

herself without danger late~ in the play, but she ret~ins her 

disguise to function as a satirist. And conversely, we must 

surJpose that Marston' s Halevole is forced to put on disguise, 

12 
Ib~.d., p.98. 
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even though the play he appears in is satiric. However, e.s a 

broad generalization the distinction is valid, and will be 

found useful when we approach Jonsonian disguise. 

It will be useful at this point to consider a number 

of' disguise-devices a little more closely. The survey will be 

far from complete, an.1 especially in the case of examples drawn 

from Shakespeare only a bare outline of their significance wi11 

be attempted. Although Freeburg's division of devices into five 

types is useful, it tends toward rigidity, since it mnkes 

widely differing uses of a device appear conventional by em

phasizinR their sinilarities. Conseq_uently these l'.!ategories 

will be modified where necessary. 

One of the most common devices, and certainly that 

most favoured by Shakespeare, is the "girl-page". In general 

this disguise is motivated by a need for self-concealment, 

often even for self-preservation. An early example, !.yly 1 s 

Gallathea, has two girls, Gallathea and Phillida, disguised as 

boys by their fathers in order to save them from sacrificial 

death. Each, of course, falJs in love with the other, and the 

device is used mainly for the pathetic ironies arising from 

the situation. In Greene's ~~es IV, Dorothea disguises as a 

man 7 again to save her life, and the ironic love-situation 

appc:)ars again when Lady Anderson attempts to woo her. The bur

den placed upon Dorothea by this disguise is, however, too 

great -- she 1.s too insipid, too shal1owly depicted, to de

monstrate any interesting effects of character. 
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G.Wilson Kni~ht sees this girl-page device as having 

an eruble:matic effact. The girl-par;e is a sort of her1:iaphrodite 

combining the best characteristics of man and woman: nsexual 

disguise is used by many drawati[;ts to signify pictorialJy an 

ideo.1 state. 1113 Thus the motivation for disguise is only the 

dramatist's pretext for getting the girl into man's clothing. 

This is especially true of Shakespeare. Rosalind has to put on 

disguise to escape from her uncle; it is her exuberance that 

makes her choose man's rather than woman's attire, and that 

makes her retain her disguise long af'ter the initial dangers 

have passed. But this retention of disguise a11ows her to turn 

satirist, besides giving her the power to resolve the conflicts 

of the play, to act as a figure of harmony. Very little reason 

at all is given for Viola's disguisj_ng in TweJ fth Fir:ht; but 

once she is in disguise she cannot reveal herself until her 

brother appears to take over the role that she has created. In 

these plays, what counts is the use the dramatist makes of the 

disguis12, and not the mere external uses of mistaken wooings 

and attacks. As Knight continues: 

It is only when in ma1e disguise that these heroines 
are given their best wisdom •••• Viola and Rosa
lind are always feminine, and that their exquisite and 
authoritat:lve realizations of womanhood come through 
disgulse sug£~ests that within the bisexual dinensi (~-,.l
whatever is-best in sex itself is not abrogated, 
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bu·c fulfilled; or rather, it is filtered through, 

all that f~ sexually limited, or lustfulj being

left out .11

But even in the gen2ra11y light-hearted disguising of 

the girl..,,page convention, something of an ambivalent attitude 

can be felt, perhaps reflecting the feelings about disguise 

that we have already noted in relation to the morality Vice. 

Thus occasional reference is made by dramatists to a 11 conven

tional :morality" that would not accept such disguising simply 

as a pleasant prank. Thus Lyly has his Phillida object, 

bei'ore putting on her disguise in Q.§;.1.J.ath§l: "For then I must 

keepe company with boyes, and commit follies unseemelie for 

my sexe; or keepe company with girles, and bee thought more 

wanton than becommeth. rt She accepts only "since my father 

will have it so" (I. iii). Similarl:>r J·uli.a, in The Two Gentle

men of Vero~a, says to Proteus: 

Be thou asham'd that I have took upon :rne 
Such an immodest raiment -- if shame live 
In a dis1?,Uise of love. 
It is the lesser blot, modesty finds, 
Women to cha.nf!e their shapes than men their minds. 

(V .iv.105-109) 

The disguiser aclmowledges at least a failure in decorum as 

a result of her activities. However, insofar as the act of 

disgui~ing is an expression of character, it is, with most 

of these girl-pages, a reflection of energy. 

Disgulso can be used to express other aspects of cha

14 

12~£., pp.68,69. 
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racter. The "rogue in multi-c~isguis3" is, in ef:t>:Jct, d0fincd 

by his disguising. The concept of a man puttj_ng on a disguise 

to dupe others dates back through Plautus to Horner' s Odysseus. 

It is a logical move, both from the point of view of plot

construction and from the po:l.nt of view of character-con

ception, to develop this original figure into a character who 

ca.n put on as many faces as he wisheso The relationship with 

the Vice is obvious; disguise here is a sign of resourceful

ness, although it can have a chaotic effect on the plot. So 

Chapman's 1:he.J2_1j;~1 Be~er'J' of Alexanrlr:Ln. requires a constant 

shifting of costume as the Beggar sustains four different 

disguises; Look About You has its central character, Skink, 

play six different parts beyond himself and has, furtherr:10re, 

six other characters who use disguise. The device is used with 

rather more restraint by Harston in '.tl'ifLP..11!:..<!h Court~1§:.Ih where 

Cockledemoy uses multi-disgui~e for the systerJatic degradation 

of Mu11igrub. Middleton bas Shortyard and Falselight each 

disguise three times in l1_icl:.S&l~s Te1::n unlike the earlier 

plays using this device, however, l11£ha8lmas T0l:!ll lays overt 

moral weight on the disguise, for these rogues are punished. 

Middleton's Folly·wit in A !'-'.'ad World,_ 1iY Masters is also subtly 

punished, for he marries the Courtesan he has earlier imper

sonated. 

If versatility and resourcefulness are demonstrated 

by the disguising of these rogues, the same characteristics, 

though on a more serious level, appear in the figure of the 

http:Court~1�:.Ih
http:tl'ifLP..11
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i:i:.i.chiavel. The machiavel is, alrr:os·c by definition, a disguiser; 

yet it is surprising, considering that the whole conception of 

the character rests on his use of deceit, how rarely he uses 

literal disr,uise. Up to this point the examples of disguise 

th&t we have exam:i.ned have entailed a change :i.n costume or in 

appearance; but a disguise can be purely verbal, ·when a cha

racter claims to be something he iz not without modifying his 

appearanceo The machiavel is always ploying a role, but does 

not nece~sarily change his appearance for the role he plays. 

Barabas, 1n 1'.b.9 .Te\·!_2f_l<~11g, US(:JS literal disguise only onco, 

when he nia1rns his attempt on the lives of Itharnore and his 

colleagues. Although his use of disgttise is hardly surprising, 

and is in harmony with his constant duplicity, it is only a 

minor part of his general deceitfulness. Quomodo, in 1'11.QJr:-.tll

m.8:.s Tr-J:n, also uses literal disr,uise as the climax of his 

deceits, whtch have previously been verbal. Consequently, we 

can define "disguise" as the assumption of a false p3rsonality, 

whether through costume change or through the creation of a 

verbal surface. 

In the case of the disguised machiavel, and to some 

degree in the case of the rogue in multi-disguise, the mas

querade j_s quite evidently morally reprehensible. In some 

plays, however, disguise is emblematic of gua1'dianship, and 

is consequently acceptable. A character, often a ruler, dons 

a disguice in order to watch over his kingdom. or, more rarely, 

to watch over a single character. Shakespeare rs rF~asnre .f..QJ: 
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.Mfill:zl:s.:.El is the rrost d.istlneuished of such plays; Duke Vincen

tio disguises as a Friar to learn about his kingdom, and to 

observe the activities of his deputy, His disguised presence 

acts as a commentary on the events of the pla~r, and as a safe

guard. Marston' e _!he 1'1a1conteyi.t has a sit:ilar situntion, but 

the disguised ruler here has a different function -- not to 

guard his kingdom from vice, but to rail it back to virtue. 

This is what Wilson Knight means when he i:1rites of the emble

rnatic function of the disguises: "The Duke in friar's diGguise 

adumbrates the as yet unachieved union of Church an:l Stato,nl5 

the perfection of guardianship~ Altofronto•s })f~rS(211iJ:. of the 

bitter malcontent reflects the correspondingly more rotten 

atmosphere of his court. 

The disguised guardian who is responsible for only a 

single character is often a father rather than a ~uler. In 

2 Honest Whore, Orlando Friscobaldo disguises first to spy on 

his daughter to see that she is worthy, then to save her from 

her husband's maltreatment. Another disguised euardian is 

Kent in King Le&r; his doomed attempts to watch over Lear in 

his guise of blunt-speaking soldier give him a status almost 

unique, as an inferior guarding his ruler. In the same play, 

Edgar in his role as Poor Tom acts as guardian for his father, 

although this wa~ no part of his initial intention, in taking 

on the disguise. Portia, in T!1e Merchant of Vcn~.c.Q, falls into 



the eatagory of girl-page, but she too acts as guardian, since 

she nlone can save B~ssanio. 

All the:Je fall into Freeburg' s 11 disguised spy" cate

gory, but it is more useful to consider thGm as guardians, as 

against other characters who spy for more dubious motives, 

and often learn things mainly damaging to themselves; in effect 

they are pun:tshed for their irresponsible discuising. An early 

example of this occurs in Peele' s ETlwa:rd I, where the King, 

disguised as a friar to h0ar his wife's death-bed confession, 

learns not only that his brother was the Queen's lover before 

her marriage, but also that hi~; dau~hter is not his own child,. 

In 2 Henry I'!, Hal and Poins disguise as drawers to play a 

trick on Fa1staff, only to hear themselves maligned by him. 

In 11.lch;.iellJ·a~ Term QuomoG.o, disguised as a beadle, meets his 

own son, and also hears himself rraligned. In each of these 

cases, the disguise ironically reflects back on to the dis

guiser. 

In these "spy" plays, we are intended to see the dis

guiser as being censured by the author, and there are other 

plays where disguise is censured in a different way. There 

are plays in which members of the ruling class apparently 

playfully tciJce on disguise, but whose play-acting is shown to 

be irresponsible. Thus, in Greene 1s Frj_ar Bacon and Fr:i.~ 

~' Lacy goes in disguise to court Margaret on behalf of 

Prince Edward, whose feeling is of lust rather than of J.ove; 

to the courtiers it is a e;ame, but Margaret provides a cor
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rective to this) for to her it is much more serious: 

In jest with you., but earnef,t unto me; 
For-1·:hy these wrongs do wrir11?, me at the heart. 
Ah, how t:frn00 earls and noblemen of birth 
Flatter and feign to forge poor wonen's ill! 

(II.iii.113-117) 

Feigning here is directly connected to destructive action; it 

is perhaps a si.gnificant comment that Edward himself disguises 

as his fool. Prince !Ial 's literal dis[;uising in the two parts 

of Henry rv can be seen in this light -- although it is only· 

incidental, it acts as a cow~ent on his entire masquerade in 

the two plays. 

Another area of meaningful disguise, where disguise 

is used ironically, also derives from the Vice-tradition of 

the moral play, and is also related to the machiavel. Here, 

the disguiser takes on an appearance which represents his 

precise opposite, as the old Viees had disguised as virtues. 

In Webster's The White D~, Lodovico and Gasparo disguise 

as Capuchins to murder Brachiano; the garb of the holy man is 

a popular mask for h~tpocrisy. A situation alrr.ost the reverse 

occasionally appears: the noble Edgar in Kin~ LRnr disguises 

as the base beggar-madman Poor Tom. A further modification of 

this can be seen in The :t>-~alcontent, where the witless nobleman 

Pietro disguises as his precise opposite, a hermit, tradi

tionally a figure seeking solitude and wisdom, and is finally 

led to become wh~t he has pretended to be, to embrace those 

ideals represented by the hermit. 

These are some of the rnain areas in which disguise 
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is usc;d in Ellzab3tban d:rrl.ri'e. with a significaneo beyond that 

of plot-dev:lce. Freeburg~ as we sa\l, is r:iainly concerned witl1 

the conventional use of disguise-plots. Curry too is mainly 

concerned with the deceiver's in1"luence on the movernent of 

th.3 play: "these characters all resort to deception in their 

pursuit of their objectives and. in so doing affect to a con

siderable ·extent the flow of the plot. 1116 It is, of course, 

perfectly valid to sec disguises mainly as a JTeans of fur

thering the narJ"ative, or o:f providing the basis of the whole 

structure of the p1ay; but I have tried. to show somethin~ of 

the use made of disguise in developn!ent of character, or in 

support of tha moral direction, or in development of the tona 

or the theme of a play. Thus some disguise conventions hu.ve 

virtually been ignored, such as that of the boy bride, of 

which Freeburg sa:ls, "The conception of a man dressed as a 

woman is always farce • • .. • It cannot easily be sustained 

for any great length of time. 017 Tho disguised lover too 

exists mainly in o!•d.er to co:11plicate the plot o 

Brief as this discussion has been, it has shown that 

in many plays there is a strong feeling of the moral ambigui t.~r 

of diseuise. Further, we have seen that many dramatists use 

disguise to bring out important aspects of character, and in 

relation to this, disguise can be "verbal", when a character 

1 

17 

Freeburg, Qi§r-;uj. sc PJ.9.tJL i..n 31izabeth<.-u:LJ.2.ra!J2£i, p .101. 
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clain~s to be ~rnmething he is not, wlth01.1t necesso.rily taking 

on a literal disguise. In examining Jonson's use of disguise, 

we shall see that he consistently attaches a strong moral 

weight to disguise, that the role-player is at thG centre of 

Jonson's moral vision. 

2. Stoic CQ.nstan1::L 11.rf'+.._t.h_e F~,sJc- ~-

Before proceeding to examine J'onson rs use of disrr,uise 

in individual plays, we must exarr,ine certain philosophical 

and ethical views which the device will be shown to illustr·ate. 

When in E'vea_ ;.fan :ln His E111;;011:rz Brainworm, disr;uiscd as a City 

Sergeant, says, "Well, of all my disguises, now am I most like 

my selfe" (IV.xi.1-2), a connection is being made between 

the use of disguise and knowledge of the self. A specific 

concept of self-knowledge underlies most of Jonson's use of 

disguice, and certainly his most characteristic uses of it. 

This concept, derived largely from Stoic and Hooanist moral 

philosophy, sees the virtuous :man as being one who remains 

true to himself, one who adheres to an im1er truth that is 

indifferent to externals. 

A brief introductory study has been made by C.B .. Hil

berry of the relationship of Jonson's ethics to Stoic and 

Humanistic thought. He finds that "The primary inf'luen~c upon 

[Jonsozi"j was unquestionably Stoic, and particularly Sene

can • • .. • Hany of these basically Stoic ideas cmrio to 

http:wlth01.1t
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J·onson throuE;h the medium of the early humnni.sts. nl8 HerE' we 

need to co:;.1cern ourselves with that p::i.rt of Stoic doctrine 

which sees virtue as "a.n inner quality of the mind ••• in

dependent of outward forms such as clothes and titles. n19 It 

is a concept that arises from the central Stoic doctrine of 

fortitude in the face of all adversity, whether caused by man 

or by fortune, a fortitude which can only be acquired by the 

recognition that externals are unable to harm the man who 

pl<:1.ces no value upon them. It lies at the centre of Seneca's 

about in togas and in purple, as if they were well and strong 

are, for aJ1 their brir,ht colour, quite unsound, and in his 

eyes they differ in no way from the sick who are bereft of 

self-contro1.n20 Wi~dom and virtue are inseparable, and belong 

to the man 11ho has self-control and can recognize the futility 

of externals. 

A necessary corollary to this conception of virtue is 

the idea that the good and wise man will be conslstent. The 

man who has learned the futility of externals will seek out 

his true "self" and strive to rerr:ain constant to it. Harcus 

lv 
C.B.Hilberry, B_~ll....!:Is'..!12.£.D•s Ethi~s in RelRtion to 

Stoic and H1:"0nj st~ c ~<;th·ica1 'L1o~wnt., private e£:i.tion 
·(Chicago, 19j3) ,!):2., --· 

19 
·['h • 
~ .. , p.10. 

20 
L .. Armnml.s S~neca, Llf?~.SL..~s::::.~r.§., tr. John Wo B9.sore 

(3 vols. ;Londo?J, 1928), XIII.2. 
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Aurelius tells us that one of the most important things he 

has learned is ttto be the sal:1e inan alwo.yso 1121 Seneca arnpli

fies this idea. Describin3 the good rr"';.n he says: 

He has always been the sm~e, consistent in all his 
actions, not only sound in his ~jud.gr1ent, but t.rai:ned 
by habit to such an e:~tent tb8.t b2 not only ca.n act 
rightly, but canrot llelp acting rightly. We lnve 
forr.:ed the conception that in such a man perfect vir
tue exists •••• Virtue has been manifested to us 
by this ffian's orde1·, propriety, steadf2st1~ss, abso
lute harmony of action, ancl a gT'ec.i.tne:ss of soul thc..t 
rises superior to everythi.riz • • ... The greatest 
proof of an evil niind is unsteacih1ess and continued 
wavering between p:re..:cnce of vi::'tue and love of 
vice ••• a man r2ver the snm2, nGver even like 
himse1f • • • • 'That is hou a foolish mind is most 
clearly demonstrated: it Ghmrs first in this shapG 
<:?.nd then in tLat, 2nd is never lib~ itse>lf -- which 
is, in :riy Opinion, the most ShaIDGfU] Of qU3.lit:Les. r. 

(Bl?,.CXX, 10,11,20,21,22)~2 

The good man knoT..!S him~elf, and remains always the same; the 

evil man not only presents !!!any different shapes, but worse 

still, does not lmow what his own shape is. The gocd r:an 

lives inwardly; the evil man sees only the externals, and 

cannot be consistent. 

The quest for self-knowledge is, of course, basic to 

all Greek moral philosophy, ·which concerns itself with an 

understanding of man before an understanding of the universe; 

and the noed to understand and be constant to the self became 

21 
l-larcus Aurelj.us, The }feditations, tr. G.N.A.Grube 

(Indianapolis, 1SJ63), p.li-. 

22 
L. Annaens Seneca, .filL_'f,uc~JJ.idr:? J.22istolae U.Q.r..n.l~s, 

tr. R.M.Gumr:>ere (3 vols.; London, lS<V+)" 
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one of the comrnonE::st concerns a1.'.!ong Elizabethan ivrite:rs, rna.11y 

of whom had little interest in dist:Lngui.shing Stoic from 

other teachings. Shakespeare achieved the most memorable 

statEnnent of the ideal, in a context where the irony is often 

thought to underrnine its seriousness: 

This above all, to thine own self be true, 
And :it must folJ m·1, as the night the day, 
Thou cans·t; not tlrnn be false to any mano 

Amongst Renaissance teachers too, self-knowledge and constancy 

are considered of the utmost importance. Sir Thomas Elyot 's 

advice to the young governor is largely concerned with these 

values; there is a continual stress on the inner as opposed 

to the outer, with warnings against flatterers and against 

dissimulation. All knowledge, says Elyot, depends on self

knowledge, and one's ability to understand what is outside 

depends on one's ability to understand oneself: 

Knowledge • • .. declareth by what neane the sayde 
preceptes or reason and societie may be well under
stande, and thereby· justice finall:r executed. Tbe 
words be these in latine, }Tosce te il?-£.2],2, ·whiche is 
in eng1ysshc~ know thy selfe • • • • 1han in lcnowinr;e 
the condicion of his soule and body, h8 l:nm~eth h:h,1 
Selfe, and consea-µently in the same thinge he lmoweth 
every other man.2~ 

Knowing what one is, one will always appear to be that; the 

man who projects a false appearance is evil, for 11 the devill 

is called a lyer, and the father of leasinges. Wherefore 

all thinge, which in visage or apparaunce pretGndeth to be 

23 
Sir Thorria.s Elvot The f\o}rn N2!1ed thr~ Govern•:iu-r 

(1531) , ed. Foster Watson ~ u7a:1~--York-·and~LoncI'0n·,-T9o~,:if;--
pp. 202-203. 
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24 any ot.he;• than verely it is, may be n:i.med a leasinge. 11 All 

fraud is a product of the devil. 

Closer to Jonson, Sir Philip Sidney, v:ho we know had 

a great influence on Jonson's forffiative years, also believed 

that self-knowledge was necessary to enable a nan to combine 

right reason and right action. All lmow1edge, he says, is 

directed •!to the highest end of the mistress.,..knowledge • • • 
which stands, as I think, in the lmowleclge of a man's self f 

in the ethic and politic consideration, with the end of 

well-doing, and not of well-1'..:nowing only .. u25 R:tght reason, 

then, depends on J:r..:nowing what one is, and leads to virtuous 

action. 0 The truly rational man is also the truly virtuous 
26 man.n 

The centrality of the concept in Jonson's thought can 

be inferred from its frequent recurrence in his writings, 

which also make clear that his own ideas about it are associ

ated specifically· with the Stoic tradition. Since we shall 

be concerned in later chapters with the evidence of the plays, 

we may turn now to his non-dramatic writings to illustrate 

how closely his concept of virtue is related to the Stoics', 

and particularly to Seneca's. He j_s everywhere preoccupied 

:

25 
Si:c Phil ir Sidr::ey, !J.1.e Deft~nJi(~ of Poi:::;.~, ed. Albert 

S.Cook (Boston, 1890), p.12~ 

26 
Robert Hoopes, R:i c·ht Rea!'.>6n in the Eng.JJ.Q.L.Bena:i.s

sancr; (Cumbridg0 Hass., ir;G~:Er;-1»:-~r3.--
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1with :ru.0st:i.on.r. 1::0nccrning the re·lat5_onzhip betvrn'-~n inner o..n:L 

outer~ betweo:l t.~10 self and the appearance which :ts too often 

confused with th~ SGlf. In J2is,9o~v:,13rj~3s he writes with con

tempt for those who would put value on externals thus bll.n

d ing themselves to ree.1, inner valuGs: "Some love any Strum

pet (be shee never so shop-like, or meritorious) in good 

clothes 11 (317-318). Man's search sh01~.1d be for truth: "):]'nth 

is man's proper gocd; and the onely immortal thing, was given 

to our mortality to use 11 (531-532). The enemy of truth is 

opinion, which also is conf'used by appearances, while truth 

conforms to naturo, as should man. In this, Jonson can be 

seen to reflect the familiar Stoic view that man must follow 

N'ature, who herself is reasonable and consistent: "sho is 

alwayGs the same, like her selfe"(125-126). Truth is imrr.ortal, 

nature is con:;tant; the man who cannot retain one face lives 

contrary to both: "nothing is lasting that is fain'd; it will 

have another face then it did, ere long"( 540-542). 

It is esp8cially in his verse that Jonson considers 

these questions, since the purpose of so many of his poems 

is to present models of virtue. According to G.A.E.Parfitt, 

Jonson's verse reveals: 

the g~p between seeming and being, which 1mderlies 
mo~t of h:i.s satire. His view of nan as individual is 
a developn:ent of this perception: he admires constancy, 
honesty} and self-sni'ficiency, wP.;1;le detestlng hypo
crisy, fickleness, and flattery.~r 

7 
G.. A.. EvPo.rfitt~ "Ethical Thour,ht and Een .Jonson's 

Poetry0 
, §tud=i&_s in E!'·;~li sh Literature, IX (1969) , 126-12?. 
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Thcitms :M.Greene makes the distinction more fully. In a pa.pm? 

discussing the centered self, he says of Jonson 1s verse: 11 V:tr

tually all the heroes and heroines (the terms are not mis

aprli ed) of the verse seem to pos!3ess this quality of fixed 

stability," uhile the self which is not centered "paints, 

feigns, in-vcmts, gossips, alte't§. its manner and passion as 

1128 Iw1him or necess1.y't ct· *-~t n h'1s encon i asticicv~ es. verse, 

Jonson often praises those who are not concerned for appearance, 

but have an idea of themselves to which they always adherect 

In his poem "To Sir Her~ry Nevil n (}"}2. CIX) , for cxampJ.e: ttThou 

rather striv'st the matt.er to possesse,/And elements of 

honour, then the dressett(ll.9-10). The constancy of William, 

Earl of Pembroke is praised, he beine a man "whose noblesse 

keeps one stature still,/An:.l one true posture, though beseig'd. 

with ilJ."(E"Q.CII,11.13-14). This is the nature of thG classic 

Stoic hero, and Herford and Simpson in fact trace the reference 

back to Seneca$ 

When Jonson is giving advice on moral behaviour the 

same note often appears. To Sir Themas Roe he says "Be alwayes 

to thy gather'd selfe the same"(J22.XCVIII,1.9)o He advises 

another friend "That whatsoever face thy fate puts on,/Thou 

shrink~ or start not; but be a.lwayes one" (The Urderw0...QQ,XV, 

11.185-186). To Alphonso Ferrabosco he urges self-consistency 

I',\, 
C...(.) 

Thomn.s H.. Greenc .. "Ben Jonson and thG Centered 
Self 11 

, Studies in I<;ll".J__;i_rh'L:itq}"'::i.~·p·"'e, X (1970), 330, 331. 
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and the need to lock inwa.rd: 11 Thsn stand unto thy self, :not 

seeke wi th::u.t/For fume, with bre3.th soone k1.n.dlcd, soon.c 

blowne out"(]'{i.1•CXXXI,ll.l3-14). The celebrated in;lunction of' 

Persius, 11.ll.QJ.1 te _cJ;,1~iverj_ s extr..~!' (Satires, i, 7) , was a Stoic 

catch-phrr.se, to which Jonson alludes here and in a wide va

riety of different contexts. 

Two longer poems, both appearing in ~f:or1:9st., 

exemplify more fully Jonson's Stoic preoccupations. "To the 

Wor16.''(IV) presents a complaint &.gainst the vorld; as Wesley 

Trimpi points out, "The structure of the poem is that of 

accunmlated aphoristic comn1ent, which does not develop so 

much as restate familiar attitudes in various comn:onplaces. 11 29 

The "various commonplaces" relate to contempt of the world, 

and a resolut.ion to turn from it and seek solace within. The 

world is seen in the familiar role of :rr:a.sked plaj'or, vainly 

trying to hide its empti.ness: "I know too, though thou strut, 

and paint,/Yet art thou both shrunke up, and old 11 (11.13-14). 

But the woman spoa1cing has rejected the play-acting world, 

as she has rejected her own role within it: "Hence-forth I 

quit thee from my thought,/My part is ended on thy stage" 

(11.3-4). This is interesting; although Trimpi sees this 

image as one of the "commonplaces" of the poem, it is not 

used in an altogether commonplace way. Usually such an image 

http:catch-phrr.se
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would refer to irrm~inonc death, in the withdrawal from the 

stage. But here the metarllor refer.s s1mp1Jr to n. withdrawal 

into the self; the woman ·will no lo.neer 11act 11 , bGcause she 

has found the wiser course: 

Nor for ~y peace will I goe farre~ 
As wandrers doe, that still doe rome, 
But make rw strensths, such as they are, 
Here in rny bosome, and at 110:-r~e. 

(11.65-68) 

The world can be ignored only by those who have learned to 

be self-s~fficient. 

A more complete pj.cture of Stoic virtue f!.})pears in 

Forrest XIII, in the fine epistle to Katherine, Lady Aubignyo 

Speaking first of himself here, Jonson l'efers to h:i.mself as 

one who, 

though f orsooke 
Of Fortune, have not alter'd yet my looke, 
Or so riwself abandon 'd 5 as bt~co.:use 
Men are not just, or keepe no holy lawes 
Of nature, and societie, I should faint; 
Or feare to draw true lines, 'cau.se others paint. 

(11.15-20) 

Fortitude is difficult, but one who has remained constant 

to the self can embrace truth. Though Fortune changes, he 

will not. Turning the mirror around, he offers to let the 

lady hear uyour solfe but told unto your selfe 11 : 

Looke then, and see your selfe. I will not say
Your beautie; fo1, you see that every day:
And so doe many more. 

(11.29-31) 

The self, as defined lrnre, is not the appearance, however 

beautiful, because it is not to be found in externals; it is 
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somethinr, that can only be truly lcnm·m by its possessor; 0 in 

those outward formes, all fooles are wisea 11 The poet presents 

a satiric picture of those who live with the surfaces the 

worlds offers, fools and vicious men: 

yet must your comfort b0e 
Your conscience, and not wonder, if none askes 
For truthes coinpJ.exion, where they a.11 v!eare ?riaskes" 
Let who will follow fashions, and atty:c•es, 
Maintay!J3 their li:;d.ger3 forth, for i'orraine wyres, 
Nel t down th~-dr husbands land, to poure P.vay 
On the r:lose groome, and page, on rn:m-yeeres day,
And. almost, all days after, while they live; 
(They finde it both so wittie, <J.ncl safe to gj_ve.) 
Let 'hsl!l on poulders, oylt s, a:nd painti:ngs, spend, 
Till that no usurer, nor his bawds dare lend 
Them, 01· their officors: and no iran l;:r:ow, 
Whether it be a face they ~eare, or no. 

(ll.68-80) 

Those who would ignore the world, to follow the self, and. 

truth, are finally alone. The majority wear masks, and have 

no interest in truth, but only in hiding thamselves more and 

more with their cosmetics and new fashions. The word "fa.ce" 

is used often in the comedies with the ambiguous suggestion 

that it real1y means 11mask11 • Here we see why for those 

who abandon the self, the appearance becomes an empty sign,. 

serving only to mislead others. The poem ends with an exhor

tation already familiar to us: 

Live that one still; and as long yeeres doe passe,

Mademe, be bold to use this tru.Ast glasse: 

Wherein, your forme, you still the same shall finde; 

Because nor it can change, nor such a rninde. 


(11. J-21-121+) 

This concept of virtue, then, sets the man who lmows 

himself against those who are confused by surfaces, both the 
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world 's and thej_r own. An appropriate metaphor for such a 

concept is obviously one der::'i.ved from the stage: the vicious 

man is the man who plays roles, the actor who acts many 

parts -- perhaps none of which is himself. The virtuous nan 

is only himself. Tbis idea is of the~ utmost importance to all 

that is to fol1ow. As we have seen, Jonson sets up an ideal 

of self-know1edgc and consistency, against a world fu11 of 

ror;ues and. fools who are constantly changing surfaces -- in 

effect, men who play parts until th·ay are unable to recogni~e 

the original part, confusing the runsk with the face. 

Turning back to the Stoic philosopher::-., we firn.:1 th1.s 

theatrical metaphor actually used to define the wise and vir

tuous mana In the definition of good and bad men quoted above, 

Ser;eca defined both the evil and the foolish mind as one 

which always uavers, constantly changing 1ts sh:~pe, sinee evil 

is, fina11y, a failure of right reason, and therefore a type 

of folly .. Immediately follmling this definition, he says: 

Believe me, it is a great role -- to play the role 
of one man. But nobody can be one person except the 
wise man; the rest of us often shift our masks •••• 
We continu.:i.lly change our characters and play a part 
contrary to that which we have discarded. You should 
therefore fm•ce your~elf to r,mintain to the very t:md 
of 1ife's drc..ma the character whj_ch you assurJed at 
the bef inninc. See to it that men be able to praise 
you; if not, let th~~m at least identify you.

(EJ2. cxx, 22) 

Man is an actor, and he is free, at the beginning, to choose 

h:1.s oun part. The wisG man, ty force of ·will, maintains that 

role to the end. Foolish men are those who discu.rd one role 

http:discu.rd
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after another, and cannot be recor;n:ized, because they a1ways 

seem to be what they are not, and never the same thing for 

very long. 

A later Stoic writer, Epictetus, uses the same meta

phor with some modification~ 

Remember that you are an aetor in a drama of such 
sort as the Author chooses -- if short, the:1 in a 
short.one; if long, then in a long one. lf it be 
his ple::i.sure thn.t you should on?,ct a poor man, or 
a cripple, or a ruler, or a private citizen, see 
that you act it welJ... For this is your business -- to 
act well~the given part, but to choose it belongs to 
another • ..:iO 

This version differs slightly i'rom Seneca's; Seneca thinks 

a man chooses his own part, Epictetus sees tho part as 

chosen for man. But moral dut~r remains the same -- to act 

out only the assigned part. The man who fails to live his 

part is treated with contempt by Epictetus: 

Otheruir a, t~.k0 not ice, you will behave lilrn childrE!n 
who sometimes play wrestlers, sometimes glad:i.a tors, 
somettrrs s blow a t:ru~pet, and sometimes act a traP,"edy, 
when they hr:.ppen to have seen and admired these shows. 
Thus you too will be at one tlme a wrestler, and 
another a gladiator: now a pl1ilosophcr, now an ora
tor; but nothinc in earnestc Like an ape you m:tmic 
all you see, and one thir:g after another is sure 
to please you, but is out of favor as soon as it 
becomes familiar.31 

The man who fails to cultivate his own part, who fails to re

gard hts own identlty, is like a chj_ld or an ape -- the em

30--
Epictetus, The Enchiridion, 

( • . r:r::) -- -Indianapolis~, 19J::> , p .. 22. 
tr. Thomas W.Hig,g,inson 

, 

31
Jpi.Q. p.27. 
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phasl::; is on play-acting as folly, since both child and ape 

lack reason; but lack of reason also causes a failure in 

right action. 

That the thr:mtr:tcal metapho:i." is central to the Stoic 

View of the world is demcnntrated by the fact that it reap

pears in the writtngs of Neostoic authors, with v.'hom Jonson 

was almost certainly familiar. Justus Lipsius and Guillaume 

Du Vair both wrote during the later part of the sixteenth 

century, and the main Stoic works of both were translated in 

the last decade of the century. Lipsius useG example rather 

than statement, and employs the imo.ge in a way less strongly 

moral than those we have already seen; he is nonetheless 

concerned to demonstrate the blindness and futility of play

acting one's way through life, and to point out that it is 

the actor himself who is most hurt by the perforr:!ance. In a 

conversation, Langius says to the author: 

And as it is recorded in histories of E.2.lli§., a notable 
stage-player, that playing his part on the stage 
wherein it behooved him to exp'.'1.·esse so:ne great sorrow, 
he b~"'ou~ht v1ith him priviJ y the bones of his dead son, 
and so the remembrance thereof caused him to fil the 
theater with true teares indeed. Even so may I say by 
the most part of you. You play a Comedy, and under the 
person of your country, you bewail with tears your 
private miseries. One saith !he whol world i0 a st~ 
plr~· Trulie in thir- 2cace it is so •••• o player, 
pu off thJr vizard .J 

32" . 
Justus L:J.psius 2 ,!}~..9 BooJc~ of_pon~~ta....:UQJ.~, tr. Sir 

John Strad] :lng (15S' 5) , r.:C1. c hr Joli Y~irl: ( .:.:.Jw B1·u1lS'..'ick, 1939),
pp.88-89. 
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The plct.yer is the cause of his own sorrow, because of his 

:t'efusal to recogni7'e that he is playing; his grlef resuJts 

from his deniaJ of his rzal self. 

Du Vair's statef.'lent of the metaphor echoes almost 

exactly the versions of Seneca and Epictetus. Like his 

counterpart in Epictetus, man is given one part, and must 

p.lay only that part: 

Let us consider that we cone irJto the world as to a 
cornedie, where wee may not chu;:;e what part we will 
pla:r, but onely looke that we ploy that parte well 
which is given us in charga. lf the FoGt bid us play 
a kinfr~'s part, vre must take care that we doe it well, 
and so if he charge us with the porter or clo\"'ns 
part, we must do it likm·rise: :i'or a man may get as 
:much credit by playinr, thf1 one vmll, as by we11 acting
the other: and like discredit redoundeth unto him if 
neither bee done we11.3j 

Not all play-acting is wrong, since in a sense we all play 

one part; but the acting must be responsible -- that is, we 

must play only ourselves. Acting j_s immoral and foolish when 

it entails playing any other part, shifting masks or mimicking 

others. 

Jonson uses the same metaphor to similar en:i in a 

passage in Qj.scoveries for which Herford and Simpson have 

found no source: 

J have considered, our whole llfe is like a J.'lRJ:' 

wheroin every man, forgetfull of himselfe, is in 

travaj.le with expression of another. Hay i Y:ee so 

insist in imitating others as we cannot \when it 


33 
Gui11nume Du Vair, .~.0.e l{gra.1 Ph;Ll9~.Q.t?J.?iG Qf, th~ 

~)rn, tr .. ~['horr:as James (1590), ed. Hudoli Ki:cl::Oiow 
Brunswick, 1951), p.86. 
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is nece~.::sary) return to our t:::~)1Vos: like Chilc1:ren. 
that tm:i tat.e the vices of t:tam:-r1erors so lon::;, tili 
at last thr:y becomo such; a!id ID8.ke the habit to 
another nature, as it is never for~otten. 

(11.1093-1099) 

The common elements in the views of the Stoics and in Jonson's 

views are apparent enough. The virtuous man is one who has 

self-knowledge, and who lives according to that knowledge. 

Ho lives an 11 authenticu life. It follows that the role-player 

who tries to live parts other than his own is the vicious man. 

The 1.deal man, the rnan constant to his own role, is the man 

so often described in the verse. But Jonson's plays, for the 

most part, as we shall see, feature the staee-world in which 

the actors, knaves or fools, have lost themselves in their 

masks. 

It is important to note the quality of the moral cm

phasis plnc0d upon the nan-as-actor Metaphor he:re an:i through

out Jonson's work, and to distinr,uish it from the more com

monplace man-as-actor metaphor widely used in Renaissa.nce 

drama. When in As You Like It Jnques says: 

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and worren merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances; 
And one man in his time plays many parts, 

(II.Vii .139-llt2) 

or when Macbeth says: 

Life's but a walking sbadow, a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more, 

(V. v .2l+-26) 

they are using a metaphor belonging to a wholly different 
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tradition. They are concern~d with a philosophical generali

zation, a metaphoric desc:ciption of wha.t life is, not of 

what it should or should not be. It :i.s U5Ua1 ly an expression 

of cynicism or pesstmistic gloom, considerinr, the 1Jrevity cn~i:l 

futility of life, seeing man as performing for some outside 

observer, with no choice in the matter. Consequently it does 

not bear the l:ind of moral weight found in the Stoic man-as

actor metaphor, where man does have choice of the part he 

plays, but should choose not to act more than the one role. 

Within the framework of the drama, the use of dis

guise by a character corresponds well to the Stoics' vicious 

man-as-actor. We can therefore tentatively suggest that where 

a Jonsonio.n character uses disguise, that character is im

plicitly being criticized. Regarding disguise in dram:t, we 

need now to modify F:i.•eeburg 's definition: "Dranatic dis

guise • • • means a change of personal appearance which leads 

to mistaken identity. There is a double te$t, change and con

fusion.1134 CertainJ.y in Jonson disguise is a far more coJTJpleX 

concept, for it refers to a change in personality rather, than 

simple appearance. Disguise can be verbal; that is, a char

acter can pretend to be something he is not without changing 

his appearance. Perhaps "role-playing" is a less misleading 

term; but we need a broader definition of disguise than 

Freeburg offers. In approaching Jonson we will examine situ

34 
Freeburg, Dtsr,ui§.SL.Plots in ~J-5.zahcthan 1.Jr~J"n., p.2. 
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ations where there is no techntcal disguise -- cases of ver

bal di::;suise, that j_s, of pretf:mse or 1;iimicry, wh('3re a cha

racter misleads others as to ~ ht:i is rather than ·.vho he 

is (an example would be 'Mosca, who does not change his ap

pearance but who, through words a)one, presents a different 

face to each of his dupes). In relation to clisc;uise we ,,,jJ_l 

also consider situations where a character takes on special 

clothing for the same purpose (Stephen puts on the cloth:Lng 

of a gentleran, not to pretend that he is not Sterhen, hut 

to pretend that he is a gentlems.n)e 

Our main concern in the remain:-ler of this thesis will 

be with the plays, and so this might be an appropriate place 

for a brief r,lance at the masques, to see what there is in 

any of them to support the present suggestions. The basis of 

the masque is not simply r.cting, as 11ith the pln.y propt?:.r., 

but is actually disguising, nnd it is notm·10rthy that, in 

creating and developing the antimasque, Jons•)n appears to be 

recognizing the mor;:.~1 suggestiveness of disguise. In The 

;[Q.qsonj_an Ha~quQ_, Stephen Orgel tells us that Jonson 1 s ul

timate goal in the masque form was "to merge the t·wo cha

racters to create a symbolic figure that would be an adequate 

r·epresentation of the courtier beneath the mask. 11 35 In other 

words, those who perform in the main masque, the courtiers, 
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ure playing themselves; the r.:iask is not a disguise. But, 

Orgel elsewhere points out, in the distinction bGtween the 

dancers of tl!e masques and the performers in the antimasques, 

between the courtiers and the professionals, there are "moral 

impJications 11 
: 

A masquer's clisr,uise j_s a reprenentation of the cour
tier beneath • • •• But a professional dancer is 
like an actor: he plays any part; he can assurce all 
pe:rso:nn.11ties because he has none of his o~·.'n. Lil~e 
the cou.:r't1y masquer, he is 1dentic81 with his mask, 
but for a different reason: hiz pc.;rson.a in not a 
rr;.r:.'.'.:.0.f:'..'l"::;~_r:~1;02ll of the reality beneath, but the reality 
itE>2li' •.)v 

It is n.11r1ost as if the Stoic distinction between v:trtuous and. 

vicious is being applied to the very form of the masque~ The 

professionals have no "selves" because their lives are spent 

behind masks which do not relate to them in anJr real way: theJr 

.!11.'..§. what they are playing at the moment. The courtiers are 

the same whether in mask or not, for mask and face are iden

tical. The actor is vhat he plays, the courtier plays what 

he is. In the Welbecl\: Entertainment, however, Jonson suggests 

a higher· ideal than the courtier; the King, who took no part 

in the wasques, is praised for wearing no mask at all: ideal 

king as ideal man. He: 

studies not to seeme, or to show great, 
But be! Not drest for others eyes and eares 
With Visors, and false rumours. 

(11.323-325) 

Thjs is, of course, a restatement of those ideals we have seen 
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J.Qjj_., pp.117-118. 




so often in the verso. 

Surprisingly, although disguise provides the basin 

of the rr-asque, it is rarely j.ts subject .. Tl,JO ms..sques, hm·:

ev(~r, are worth menticning.. In 1J:DJ.:ft.r2.fl.i, the second part pre

sents a conflict bet\.,;een 'l'ruth who, like the Stoic virtuous 

man, cannot be disguised, and Opinlon who, like the vicious 

mun, is always disguised -- he:ce, disguised as Truth .. There 

can, of course, be no real conflict here. Truth says: 

whosoe're thou be in this disBuise, 
Cleare Truth, anon, shall ~trip thee to the heart; 
And shew ho':! mere phantasticall thou art .. 

(11.?19-721) 

So Opinion is stripped, and Truth appears with her heart 

visibly shining through her breast -- the inside can be seen 

f:i:om the outside, appearance and reality are the sa.rne, as 

i.1ith the Stoic man of virtue. So what we see here is, in one 

sense, an allegorical representation of thG Stoic conflicto 

The other place where disguise is the subject is in 

the antimc;.sque of .1,ove Restored. This masque was performed 

in 1612, \1hen Jaroes I had been taking a more-than-usually 

austere attitude toward the lavish expenditure traditional 

in the production of masques. Thj_s· gave Jonson an opportunity 

to mock the amount of money spent on what were, to him, 

the superficial aspects of the masque, and at the same time 

to mocl: the whole idea of disguising. Masquerado, first 

spoL.esman ou behalf cf the masque, ent~rs and tells us: 

111rhough I dare not shew my face, I can speake truth, under 
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a viz~1rd 11 (11. 5...6). From the S~oic vi.·::Wpoint we have bGen d:i.G

cussing this is an iuipossible pararlox; we have already seen 

in ll.Yn~21s..e:t that Truth never goes under a Vizard. Plutus, who 

at first seems to be pJ:>escmting the Stoic moralist point of' 

view as well as that of the Puritans, attacks Lasquerado and 

the whole idea of disguising as ttvizarded impudence": "I tell 

thee, I will have no r:1ore masqui:ng; I wjl1 not b11y a false, 

and flecrcing delight so dea::ce: The merry madnesse of one 

hower shall not cost me the repenta.nce of an age 11 (11.3l1--J6) o 

This is the 1an;;uage of the Puritan attack on Hail'Jnon, but it 

is directed age.inst the falseness, the inauthenticity of tbe 

masque. But Plutus himself is in fact disguised as Cupid, so 

implicitly undermining his own arguments. 

Robin Goodfellow successfully reveals Plutus' identity., 

and defends th12 masque against him. But Robin is hardly a 

compel1ing spokesman for disguising since, ironically, he has 

tried to enter the hall in ve.rious shapes, and been repulsed 

until "I eene went backe, and stuck to this shape you see me 

in, of mine owne ••• At which ••• they thought it fit, way 

should be made for men(ll.137-143). Neither side of the argu

ment can be said to win; the whole idea of masquing is being 

mocked, both its criti.cisms and its defence. In line with the 

satiric intent of this antirnasque, charges of disguising as 

evidencing a lack of self-knowledge are made general: "Do's 

a.ny bod:Le know themselves here, thinke you?"(ll.11-5-lt-6), and 

Robin Goodfellow's later sug?estion refers not merely to the 
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actors, bat also to the audience~ 11 We are all ~£11.fJ'Jl so:G"n:.~ ... 

times 0 (1.103). 

There ts here Ptmple evidence to show tr...a t Stoic v:i.c·w s 

of virtue and vice, of constancy and inauthenticity, are cen

tral to Jonson's beliefs. He is always a moralist, afid thene 

vie-ws are apparent throughout his work. We have al.so seen 

that the matapbor of the disguise or mask is an approp}:iate 

means of embodying these views. We shall now go on to examine 

in detail Jonson's use of disgui~;e-dovice s in his plays with 

in mind the bol j_ef that he uses them with a moral we teht., r.nd 

that their moral sug~estiveness relates them to thesG Stoic 

ideas. This approach will clarify a number of particular prob

lems in the plays, and will also he found helpful in a general 

survey of Jonsonian drama. 
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EARLY PLAYS' COMICALL SP5'Ym:rn' THAGl::DIBS 

Jonson's earliest extant. corr:edy is The Case j_s Al

.:t~.r.ed(l598), and it is also his first experiment with the 

device of disguise. The material of the play is PlautlnE~, but 

taken from Plautus at his most romantic, using as it does ele

ments of .C.<.?-~tiv.,L and Au1n1a:r:Ill.1 In keeping with th:i.s 9 the 

disguise here is essentially a romantic plot-device, although 

it does seem also to have scne further significonce, for each 

instanc.a of its use suggests a comment on the relationship 

between a character's surface and his 11 realit;r11 • It is not 

the same use as is made in later plays, however. Whereas in 

Jonson's more charnctcristic p1ays clisgui:':e is used to l-r1ake 

moral comment on or criticism of the character disQliscd, in 

this play the sue;gestion is that nothing can be hidden by 

disguise. 

Only· one character, Jaques, voluntarily takes on a 

disguise in the literal sense, but Rachel and Camillo are both 

11disguised 11 to the eyes of others and to themselves, since 

1 
For an opposing view, that the play is not a ro

mantic cot·,edy but a hum0urs-plc;,y, see John J. Enck, 0 .Al+e 
.G<i:<:<·_:?_ :tr;.. _,'.}.:q~!-i.!:.9'..q.. : Initj.al C_omedy of Htunours 11 , St1Flics in 
r~· ...,., .., ; ,. ... ;. l ( ·1 ._, r .. ~) , o r:--211.i. 
...,..}_-:,_::.~..:....:..:::..........:!_ ~ I~ k4.., / .) ._)I ' .._ /:; I • 
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rw1ther is e,~war·".: of his or her x·c~al i.dentity .. Th3Y sup;r·o::.'.t 

t b.at t:::tH:1 nob:tl:i ty nnd vi1:tue are not related to su1"face s, 

but v:ill sh:i.ne through tho poorc st appearance; that a change 

of appea:-cance and fortune cannot cause a change in what iz 

essGntial. Rachel aEe. Camillo are both nobly~born, but they 

believe themselves to be, and are believed to be, less than 

they are. Thu~: the use o:f.' disguise in these cases illustrates 

an idea first articulated by Paulo Fern~ze: 

Did st thou neare r'2ad in difff~rence of good, 
Tis no:re to shine in ver·Gue then in bloud? 

( I.x.3'7-38) 

In fact the play s1::.gr,ests, in trt.:ie romantic r:iam1e:~, thc:i.t 

virtue and 11 bloud" are generally closely related. Jaques, in 

telling the audiericr:~ of his past histo?:>y, says "Here have 

chang 'd my foru1e, m~r name and hers" (II. iolt3), but in this play 

changed fcrm hides nothing. Rachel's nobility is B.lways ap

parent, as is Jaques' meanness. Thus even the Count, on seeing 

Rachel for the first time, says: 

And :if I dici. not see in her sweet face 
Gentry and r1.oblentsse, nero trust me more. 

(II.vi.38-39) 

So it is with Camillo. Chamont can see through his 

apparent surface: 11 Sure thou art nobly borne,/How ever for

tune hath obscured thy birth"(IV.iv.20-21). The exchange of 

identities between Camillo and Chamont can successfully de

ceive only because Camillo is indeed of noble birth; in effect 

he is playing rd.msclf. It is only the Count, generally blind 

in these matters, who can believe htm to be an "j_J.l-bred 

I 
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slave''• It is he, not C<.»nillo, who is at fault, for ·when all 

real identities have been revealed, Paulo says: 

I see th~.t honours flames cannot be hid, 
No more than lightening j_n the blacl~est cloud. 

(V .xii.103-10>+) 

This is hardly a very unconvent:i.oml use of the device of 

disguise, although even here Jonson emphas:tzes those aspects 

of it which are suggestive to a cons:i.derat:i.on of' the idea of 

the essential "self 11 
• 

Rachel and C.s.millo do not choose their initial false 

appearances, and neither can be blanwd for them, for each 

remains constant to the self in spite of the disguises. Jaques, 

on the other hand, takes on his diseuise voluntarily, and is 

criticized for it. Because of his initial disguise, he is 

forced consta.ntly to dtssGmble. A11gelo, when he is attempting 

to trick Christophero, describes Jaques in a way that is 

ironically aprropriate: 

Why he is more inconstant than the sea., 
His thoughts, Qr.i]§l0on-like, change every Tiinute. 

(V .1 .. 16-17) 

But as a disguiser Jaques is inept; ·whenever confronted by 

anyone, his performance is jeopardized by his fear that his 

gold has been discovered. He has none of the cool assurance 

of Brainworm or Volpone. Nevertheless, even in this rudinen

tary study we can see in the employn:ent of disguise some of 

Jonson's latc1.. preoccupation.3 with inconsistency and inau

thenticity. 

This attitude toward inauthenticity is evident also 

http:cons:i.derat:i.on
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in the scenes f ea-Curing Jun~.per and Onion. Forerunners of 

Stephen and J?ungoso in their belief that they can change 

their own wo~th by putting c~ the trappingo of courtiers or 

gentlemen, they too are mocJrnd for their own presumption" 

Echoing Tambv.r1ainc, at his first appearance Juniper takes 

off his cobbler's clothing and puts on a serving coat saying 

"Lye there the weedes that I di[:daine to weare"(I.i.• 22). The 

familiar words point up the rtdicri.J.ous pretensions of thin 

gro£s parody of the over-reacher; the words also refer iro

nically forward to the later ttsweet metamorphosis" of Juniper 

and of Onion. But the metamorphosis is hardly a real one; no 

one is taken in by it, and the effect is purely farcical. 

Even JU.t"1.iper 's attitude toward his own fantastical langunge 

para1le1s fl.is delusion about the transforming power of clo

thing. When asked about the meaning of a word he has used his 

response is: "Meane? Gods_ so, ist not a good word man? what? 

stand upon meaning with your friends?.,(I.iv.9-10) To hirn, as 

to Jaques and Angelo, value lies only in the surface; re2l 

meanings are lost to them. Juniper and Onion have rudimentary 

elements of the later shams who have no self, who have no exis

tence except in their surfa~es. 

Although in The Case is Altered there are elements 

of the kind of use Jonson will later mal~e of disguise and re

lated devices as a means of criticism of character and of 

explorin[S an ethical view of authenticity and self-knowledge, 

there is no very serious or extensive exploration of the pos



sibilities that the use of disguise aJ lous. As in rnany' other 

aspects~ tllr:~ play seems to be an experiment with a form that 

Jonson de(!ic1od to reject. The romantic as opposed to the sa

tiric use of disguise offered little to Jon::ion, and it is 

perhaps significant that the play was excludE:d from the Folio 

of 1616; whereas the earliest play to appear in that collec

possibilities of a meaningful use of disguise devices which, 

though largely abandoned in the 11 comicall satyres 11 , was to 

be used more fully in the later plays. 

In Euo:i."r 1·~::-i"' i·n i~i·"' ~1«···""~-··~ (1508) 2 the only character~,/ J.1.,.;~;1. • -- ,.)' .l-V--1~ ~~ . / ' -

who takes on dj_sguise in the literal sense is Brainworm. This 

presents us wj_th rnany difficulties if we take Brainworm, as 

many critics do, to be a marginal character, a mechanical 

figure rmt into the play onl:r to keep the plot going. Free

burg, considering Brainworm as one of his "rogues in multi

diseuise", sees his disguising ~s being mainly a part of the 

play's plot-structure: n1n the structure of this play the 

main comedy is dependent on the 'humours' of the persons, 

while the movement from one situation to another is to a 

great extent brought about by the disguises and intriguing 

2 
Although this play is treated as Jonson's second, 

the more famiJiar revision of 1616, rather than the version 
of 1598, iE used, since for the purposes of this discussion 
the revisions n~Ke very little difference. 



of Brainworm. 11 3 But if we accept this view, th:it Brainworr:J 's 

disguises exist only as a 1r.eans of joining tor;ether the 

various episo:1 es coriceruing humour-charc:tcters, we are faeed 

with the problerr. that some of his disguises appear to be 

redundant. Hazlitt saw the problem and did not lil{e it. He 

wrote in a review in _1'j1e_ ~-~Zi1J'.1ine,r of June, 1816: "Braimrnrm 

is a p1rticularly dry and abstruse characte:.".'. \'le neither know 

his business nor his motives; his plots are as intricate as 

they are uselE=;ss, and as the i[~no:('ance of those he imposGs 

upon :ts wonderful. o4 John V. Curry, in his brief consideration 

of disguise plots, is also puzzled by tl1e uselessness of some 

of Brainworm 's activities: 

For the greater part of the play his deceptions and 
disguises do not seem to lead to anytb.ing practical 
or helpful. 11fh8.t, for i::1stanc0, is the point of his 
passing himself vff on young Knowell and Stcr,h•Jn as 
a soldie:r '.vh._m he fi::-:st n:cets th;;i:,? His profcDscd 
object in assu1:1j_ng the L1isguise wa~1 to help t11e young 
fe1 low. He could have informed Kn0well at that fir.st 
meeting in Mo'-)~fields of his father's sallying forth 
to spy on him. 5 

But this probleir of the arparent uselessness of some of Brain

worm's disguising only arises if we see it solely as a plot 

3 
Freeburg, Disguise Plots in Elizabethan Drama, p.134. 

li· 
Qu0ted in W.J.T.iawrence, Pre-Restoratiqn_ Stago Studie& 

(Cambridge, Mass., 1928), p.296. 

5 
Cur:ry, Dae:eption in Elizab2than Comedy, p.37. 



d::.rv:f.ce; if it cun be shown that Jonson had other :intentions, 

there :ts no Jonger a diffi.culty. 

It seems clear that Jonson intended Brainworm to be 

a character of interest in his own rj_ght, not merely a r;1ani

puJ.ator of the plot. Delight in his own virtuosit:l is a tra

ditional part of the disr,uiser's character, putting Brainworm 

in a line that culminates with VoJpono and Hosea, and S::i.btle 

and Face. This is what Curry fails to see, and it explains 

why some of Brainworm 's activities are not "practical or 

helpful" when seen only for their value in holding together 

the plot. 

We can reach a better understanding of Brainworm's 

significance by noting the importance of self-lmowlodge as 

a them.e in Ev~r_y Van in His Hu~. Humour characters lack 

self-lmowledgc, and in the rnidst of such characters B1~ainworm 

appears as a f'igur<J who knows hi::nself, although he can change 

his identity when he winhes. His function in the plot may be 

to keep the action going by manipulating characters; but his 

thematic function is rather an emblematic one -- he illustrates 

in a different way, contrasting with the humour-characters, 

the themes of self-knowledge and self-deception. 

Robert E.Knoll has considered the use of disguise in 

Every: Man in His Humour in something of this light: 

IJ?. .f.~~r~_l:J::i.p_JJ1.J5?.s HU.1.:!lQ}!.r. there are two kinds ?f 
d 1e<r-·'J"., •.,.,,, I•,'l 1-n.-·~J.t... 0, .. --, ..... ~11r'l "C''"''C>,.'.._i.:.._ \.""!1.. ~-, ll,'"r->_.,._ . ...._;.J(_,--)& \ J_·~ J.:;;;~.L .. -..i 7 v r·h~~'"'ctr'~"' •.L .. ..:....~,.··.:::.u~ ..- •. :.,:.,r... 

Bobadj 11 and l·is.tthew pretend to be !J01.~ than they 
aro. In contra~t ErainvtoriJ pretends to be 1£..~~;; than 
he is: a broken down soldier, a hireling servant, a 

http:f.~~r~_l:J::i.p_JJ1.J5
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police sergeant. UnlH::e Bobadi11 Fo.Dd 1·1atthe'.·! ~ he reco17
nizes the iudicrou.sness of i:iis pretenses. Ho bns a pur
pose anG. uhr~n it is acbieved_ he returns to hir:~3elf. Eo
badill has no reasonable end in vie1~1 • His cc:untorfe:t.
tinG, un1ikc: Bra:J.n;.;orm's, is conducted fo:r• i·cs own sake, 
because he ;:.nst livo i.n n. flamboyEnt world. lie invents 

c·~ ii 'b On the thnt""' '!..1-·....,ce•l.L.r>as l"'e- , 0C'Q~S uJ.·Cl"' Orlr'·. t")' :1"'-1)'P0"''.;. .ii~........ .1-0..l...«irJ<:'1' - ..._,._;_~ Oi' ,,. 1. Lu1V · e 


RG.ther like Falstaff 8..fter the flight fr·om G~cJ shill, 
reality and Bobadillrs construction of it are confused. 
RT'ainworm, in co~1trast, understa11ds hirn~elf. 3:caj_n~·:orm 
from the beglnnin[:; h'3.S \·:hat Bobadill strives to avoid: 
self-knowledge. The technj.que of disguise points up a 
central fact of ..To!1.son 's philosorhY. He knmr what 'l.·.:e 
are, o·ur dutiGs and our limitations, only by ta1cin::; stock 
of ourselves., 'l'he man '·:ithout scli"-knm'llcdge, the man ·who 
aspires beyond his abilities, is a foole Knowing hiBsolf, 
a man can trust in the benevolent Lord i'lho calls him to 
his st~thm. A1Jbiti.on beyond one's place, w!'li~~h is fol
ly, can be avoided by the exercise of reason.6 

Knoll is substant1.ally correct here; he sees self-knowlod.ge as 

dependent on the use of reason, and sees the fools as disgui

sing because of a lack of self-knowledge, a failure of reason. 

He also sees Brainworm's use of disguise as demonstrating the 

use of rec1.son by a character who knows himself. This, of courses 

is a departure from the Stoic treatment of inconsistency and 

masking outlined earlier, and it differs also from Jonson's 

more char·acteristic employment of disguise in later plays, 

where disguised characters are almost invariably criticized. 

Nevertheless, while agreeing that Brainworm is more leniently 

treated than later characters, we must perceive that he does 

not go wholly unconderr..ned. 

It has already been said that the humour theory is 

related to the question of self-knowledge; so before going 

on to exo.mi.:le the role of Erainworm more closely ·we must look 

Robc~rt E. Knol 1, Ben Jonson's Plays: An Int rodnet ion 
(Lincoln, 190i-), pp. 39-400 - · ~-- · 
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briefly at this relationship. In the Induction to J'~YQX..V l}:.11 

ont of His Eu~Jl: Jonson gives his definition of the term 

11huu1our 11 as he applies it to character. His definition en

compasses characters 1:!ho are 11 rcal" humours, obsessed by a 

single passion; but he also refers to affected or llshamn 

humours: 

As when some one pecu1:i.ar qu21 ity 

Doth so possesse a man~ that it <loth draw 

All bis affects, his spirits, and his powers, 

In their con..fluctions, all to runn-:i one way, 

This may be truly said to be a Rumour. 

But that a rooke, in um~ring a pyed feather, 

The c-ab1e hat-bo.nd, or tbe three-p11d r1J.ffe, 

A ya1·d of s1i.::;oetye, or t}·:'.! _9,;r.tt~~.:.~l:§. knot 


1On h .3. s Fr 0 "'"- 11 t• r·t ""S .:al.,..·,~oi·'•.U . .L'-• "' ·•'r- ·v T ~'OU e·'· ...-.....S~l::_~L.;; ua ' c..L .L -;; ~ - ..'!'8.i.· •- a nUrn r' 
o, 'tis more then most ridj.culous. 7 

By his own definition, most of the characters with whom Jon

son deals arc affected rather than true humours; in~ 

l!,an :i.n Fis Hu.moll.=!.:, only Kitely, and perhaps Downright, are 

true humour-characters; Hatthew, Bobadill and Stephen are 

affected hu.rnour-characters. 

To deal first with the affected humour-characters, 

Matthew, Stephen and Bobadill, it is clear that, although they 

do not disguise in the li.teral sense, as does Brainworm, they 

nevertheless do disguise. The whole basis of this type of 

character is that he fabricates the i1r.age he wishes to pro

ject -- this is his humour. His concern is not to deceive 

http:hat-bo.nd
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a1,out who he is, but about what he j_s. ',.ve can go further tha!1 

Knoll, I thinl~, a11d say that th2se characters are not merely 

lacldng seJ.f-kno\,:ledge -- they actually lack a seJ.f. In the 

brief discussion of ~asquos it was su~Restod that in a sense 

the professj_onal s who acted in an anti.masque had no selves, 

being only the masks they wore. These shams are similar, for 

there is nothine beneath the trappings, and they are only 

what they are on the out side. Bobadill and Hatthew are nothin;7, 

more than the "signe o'the Souldier, and picture o'the 

Poet 11 (V., v .49-50). The first time we ueet Stephen he is i.rishinG 

to learn about hawking and hunting becci..use these are activi

ties a11 gentlemen involve themselves in. From this point on, 

whether buying a rapier or putting on Downright's cloak, his 

only concern is to acquire more Encl more of the trappings of 

the picture he has of hiDself. So it is with all three shams. 

We see none of them except tllrough the images they present, 

and although we, like the other characters in the play, know 

they are shams, wa never see what they really are. Once they 

are publicly stripped by Justice CleJTlent, once the disr,uise 

is removed, there is nothing more for them to say, as there 

is nothing more for them to be. 

These are the "shams", or affected humours of the 

play. An affectation is the product of voluntary choice, so 

that the loss of self that accompanies it is evil, a moral 

failing rather than a psychological diseasec In an examina

tion of humour theory, Jawes D.Redwine has argued that the 
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ttreal 11 humour cl~aracte:.:•s too are mo:ral failures, that humour 

theory is an ethical rather than a psychological analysis of 

behaviour: 

Jonson's humour characters are conceived as respoi."'1
sible free agents, not somapsychotic c:i.uto1;iatons •••• 
To ca11 ~Ton~·:on 1 s theory of hrn:1ours a "psycho1oe:y" is 
to risk sor:ious misunderstand5.nt: •••• And to liken 
11 hUIDOUrtt to HneUrOSiS 11 

a • • is to CC.GlpOUnd tho dan
ger, since it is precisely bec:[mse ho Ji!:Lsn0es his 
reason and fJ."ee '-"'ill that a me.:n r,ets hi:msolf into 
this o:r.• trn-:: do.rkl:i.ng hw11our 0.nd tlwt be is consi
dered by Jonson ~o b~ morally responsible for his 
sad predicament. 

In this light we must examine the figure of Kitely who, al

though he does not take on disguise, is central to Jonson's 

consideration of the moral implications of a lack of self-

knowledge, and to the questions tllustrated by the use of 

disguise. 

To understand Kj_tely in this respect one must examine 

his major speech of self-analysis, or rather of attempted 

self-analysis, where he considers the causes and implications 

of his jealous humour: 

A new disease? I know not,. new, or old, 

But it may we11 be call'd poore mortalls plague:

For, like a pestilence, it doth infect 

The houses of the braine. First, it begins

Solely to worke upon the phantasie,

Filling her seat with ~~ch pestiferous aire, 

As scone corrupts tho judgement; and from thence 

Sends like contagion to the n1e:morie: 

Still each to other giving the infection. 

·~v.h:lch, as a subtle vapor, spreads it seJ.fe, 


Jc.mes D.Hedwine Jr., "BGyond Fsycholor;y: The I'ioral 
Ba.sis of Jonson's Theory of Hur::our Characteriz<J.tion11 , BJ}-~, 
XXVIII (1961), pp. 320-321. 
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Confuse~ly, through every sensive part, 
Till not a tl1()U~ht, o:c motion, in the riind, 
Bo f l'eG f'ron tr.e bla eke poyson of snsrect. 
Ah, but \·!h:lt rriir::erie 'is it, to l:nmv this, 

. 'J • tl . . t . •0r, kr10\0.nr; J... c, Y.o wa:rrc 1e IT!~1.n0e s e:rec· ion, 
Ir. sucl1 Gxtrc1::es? Well, I \vill once more strive, 
(In spit;ht of this black clourl) lr·Y selfo to ba, 
And she..ke tlio feaver off, that thus shal.~es me. 

(II. iii. 57-7l1-) 

This passage must not be taken out of context; it must be 

remembered that the analysis is Kite1y•s, not Jonson's. So 

Kitely is, essentially, absolving himself of moral respon

sibility when he describes his jealousy as if it were a 

psychological dissase. He sees his passion as having taken 

control of all his faculties, and as having obscured his 

reason. But a more rigorous ethical view than his would see 

that a man who knows truth cannot point to a lack of "the 

mindes erection" as a reason for failing to attain it. To 

know truth is to embrace it; reason is both the means and the 

end. So Kitely does .!1.Q.t have self-knowledge, although he does 

at least know that he does not. His resolution to struggle 

"my selfe to be" suggests that he has a concept of self, an 

idea of a Kitely without jealousy, and that it is one that 

can only be attained by re-elevation of the corrupted judgment. 

But he has allowed reason to abdicate, and passion to take 

over; a return to reason would be a return to the self, but 

of cour:;e Kitoly never r:Jakes that return of his own accord. 

Brainworm, in contrast to Kitely and the shams, does 

have self-knowledge. It is no accidental juxtaposition that 

follows Kitely • s words 11 Well, I will once more strive • • • my 
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selfe to be" with Brain·:1orn1 's fi.rst appearance in d:Lsgui;::e; 

and the point is underlined by Bra.inworm's own words: "S 11id, 

I cannot cl1oosc: but laugh, to see mJr solfe translated thus, 

from a poore creature to a creator 11 (II.iv.l-2). He is fully 

aware of what he is doing when he disgu.ises, and there is 

no sense of a 1oss of identity in his action. Kitely talks 

of strur:gling to be h:i.rnself, while Brainworm can laugh at 

the chs.nges he makes, for he is fully aware of the difference 

between inner a:1d O<.J.ter values: "0 sir, it holds for good 

politie ever, to have that outwardly in vilest estimationj 

that inwardly is most deare to us"(II.iv.5-7). Bis disguising 

of the se1f in no way implies a departure from it. At the 

end of this passage, where he sees Edward Knowell and Stephen 

approaching him, he swears an oath in Bohadill's style, and 

it is perhaps significant that the oath first appears in the 

text of the later version of the play. The oath co!ilrnent.s on 

the paradox of his own disguise, but in its echo of Bobadill 

it also implies a comment on that mock-soldier rs disguise: 

"as I am true counterfeit 1nan of warre, and no souldier1" 

(II.iv.22-23). 

Because Braimwrn has such control over his self, 

his disguises are successful. The shams deceive themselves 

and each other, but no one else is deceived by them. But 

Brainworm deceives every·one (except, in the end, Justice 

C1 cment). Ed.ward K.nowel1 describes Brainworm 1 s disguise as 

a beeg1ng soldier: 
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Into the !_il~enesse of onG of t.hes0: Rpfnt-·i''.r:dr) 1 $ h:.3.d 
h-3 1riou1dr3ci hims9lf so rerfectly, obs1i..:··J:G;z£ ·;-;..\tory
tricY:c o:f the:' r act ion, as va1·yin.::; the ace ent, 
swearing with an m;:ph9.sis, :i.ndeed c.11, i-!~.th so spe
clall a~d exc:ui~.~ite a 13r;c~cc, that (h:1dst thou st:~en 
him) tho11 would~ .:-;t have sworne, he might hav0 bcene 
Serjearrt-2Jfd..9.:~' if not Lieutcrn~.nt ~YJ.C:ll to the 
regiment. 

(IIIov.17-23) 

vlhen he disgu.ises as a Ser jeant, Brainworm again shows that 

he knows exactly what he is doing, when ho jests about tho 

relation between the disguised self and the real self: 

1.vell, of aJ 1 my disp;uises, no1v am I most like my 
selfe: bei:J~ in this Serjeant 1s gow:rwo A J:lan of my 
present profess:i.on never counterfeits, till he layes 
hold upon a debter, and sayns, he rests hin, for 
then he brings him to nll manner of unrest. 

- (IV.xi.1-5) 

The point lies in the main pun, of course, but there is a 

second pun in the word "profession" which has the main meaning 

of 11 1ine of work", and the subsidiary meaning of one who pro

fesses to be somethine he is not. 

The idea of self-knowledge and identity embodied 

here in Brainworm spills over to areas of the play other 

thc.n the main t·u_rnours plot. Old Knowell, asked in the first 

scene of the play by a servant if he is Edward Knowell, says 

11 1 should forget my selfe else, sir"(I.i.L~5), and proceeds to 

do exactly that by pretending to be the Edward Knowell he is 

not. It is, perhaps, punishment for this imposture when he 

himsel.i' is lat2r mistaken by Kitely for a "horie-headed let

cher 11 
• 

Even the young men of the play, in one sense the 

http:profess:i.on
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heroes or no1~rns, are involved :l.n the ii:iplicat.:i.ons of the 

themes of s:elf-k:nowl ed.ge and self·-constst ency. A de scr:i..ption 

of Wellbred contrasts his proviou8 steadfastness with his 

present e1•ratic bohaviou:r; and although the words are spoken 

by Kitely, they can be taken seriously: 

\ollwn he came first to lodge here in my house, 

He •1·r~ trust me, if I were n0t p::-:·oud of hin! 

Ne thought he bare hi~selfe in sucn a fashion, 

So fuJ.l of n•an~ and .s\lestrlesse in rds carriage, 

And (what was chiefe) it sh:~M 1d not borrowed in him, 

nut all he dj_d '.'I becan\o hin as his m:n9, 

And seer.1 'd as pel."feet, propr-:::.·, and possost 

As breath, with life, or co1ou1·, with the bloud. 

But, now, h:1. s cou.:~se is so Lr·rct:i:uJ.<01.r, 

So loose, affccte5, ard depriv'd of Brace, 

And he h:i.rriselfe ~:1ithall so far:re falne off' 

Fro11 that first ple.cc, as sct.rse no note remaines, 

To tell rrens judge12·1ents where he lately stood. 


(II..i.li-5-57) 

His greatest virtue was tbat everything about him "becarne 

him as his owne": all his qualities related to a consistent 

self. Now his behaviour :i.s the precise contrary of this, 

"affected 11 , like one of the shams. 

In later plays, the mere taking-on of disguise will 

be an object for condemnation, a criticism of the character 

disguising. Here, the shams are condemned. But Brainworm too 

is criticized, us is made clear by an examination of the way 

in which he is forgiven by Justice Clement, and of the rela

tionship between Clement and Brainworm. Brainworm sets much 

of the action in motion; Clement renolves it. He alone sees 

throur:h Brainworm 's plots; it is he 11ho publicly exposes 

the shans. At the first revelation of Brainworm's trickery 
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he condr.~mns him foi~ seeming to be what he is not, for not 

doing what he says he must do -- in short, for th.:-: gap in 

him betwGe~ appe~1rance and re2lity. But whereas in Bobadj.11 

and Matthe14 and Stephen this gap cannot be forgiven, Clement 

is wilJ ing to forgive Brainworrn on hea1~ing the full extent 

of his ruses, because of Brainworm's wit: "Here is rr,y m::Ls

tr·is. BRAY~IB-~..JOitHE1 to whom all my addresses of cou:i:tshi.p 

shall have their reference 11 (V.v.86-88). 

But Justice Clement himself is an arnblgncus figur·c. 

Accordi.ng to Lelwrence L. Levin, Clement is "a law f'i~ure u1i ... u , 

proaching his creator's conception of the idea1, 119 in the line 

of Asper-Hacilente, Crites, and Horace. He represents nthe 

three virtues which Jonson finds most essential in the making 

of a good prince and the ideal rran education, religion, 

and justice. 1110 But surely he must be interpreted otherwise. 

The 0 oneJ.y mad, merrie, old fellow in Eurone) 11 (IIIov.51+-55) 

he will dispense arbitrary justice on e. whim, whether there 

he a crime or not, 11 if it come in the way of his hmnour" 

(III.v.63-64). A lover of jests and of wit, he exposes the 

shams because they are lacking in wit, not because they are 

vicious. Correspondingly, he forgives Brainworm because of 

the wit of his devices. Brainworm bas at one point masqueraded 

9 


10 
Ibj<i.,, p.301. 
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I as Clement's clerk, almost symbolically infiltrating the camp 

of justice. So when Clement forgives Brainworm, f;c-:yin0 "'rhou 

hast done, or assisted to nothing, in my judgement, but de

serves to bee pardon 'd for the wit o 'the offence 11 (V. i ii.112-4), 

we must see that his judgement, as a statement of moral jus

tice, is undercut, since Clement, although apparently a figure 

of morality, shows himself to be hardly valid as a Ir.oral ar

bitnr. He is in the line of Lovew:tt, dispensing a sort of 

dramatic ju$tice, where wit, rathe:r than morality, is the ob... 

ject as well as the apparent standard. But it is a justice 

which the audience should net be too willing to accept as the 

definitive viston of the play. Wit may be triumphant, but it 

is not necessarily rir,ht, and Justice Clement dramatizes the 

distinction. 

It is po~.sible to argue that, early as it is, &1erv 

Man in Hin Hrunou~ is in form~ ~tyle, and content clo~ely re

lated to Jonson's n:ost characteristic works, the great come

dies from Vol120ne onward. The plays which follow Ever;t Man .ill 

His Humour are a departure from this type, and show Jonson 

experimenting with another form of satire. The three "comicall 

satyres", ID,tery MQ]l tmt of His Hum21J1:, C,rnthin 's Reve1 s, and 

Poetaste~, because of their different nature, do not need the 

use of disguise, either as t1otif t or in the form of a dis

guisod intrig~er exposing the follies of others. Instead each 

in~oJ..,porates a satirist-figure, representing in some way a 
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Jon::.onian point of view (although not repJ.~e senting Jor~son 

hire.self'), who expo~>es affectation as the use of disguise ex

poses it in other plays. In one sense, of course, this $a.ti

rist-figure is the dramatist himself in d:lsguise; as Alvin 

Kernan writes, 11 the character of the satirist is a mask which 

an author assumes for the purpose of making some lasting im

pression on the world he is attackin1~. 11 11 

Although there is little real disguise used in these 

pla~rs, we are still concerned with role-playing. We are con

cerned with characters who are not self-consistent, who in a 

metaphorical sense wear ma:..:ks and confuse tho tr.ask for the 

self. This is suggested by Asper's vow to 0 strip the ragged 

follies of the time I Naked, as at their birth"(Ind.17-18), 

or to "unmaske a publicke vice 0 (22). So there ara minor as

pects of these plays which ·uill bear oxmnination in the light 

of the main theme of this discussion. 

Every Mar. out of H:Ls H~ (1599) is largely cancer

ned with exposin:r, the pretensions of those who aspire above 

their social level and believe that the way to rise is by 

putting on the trappings of their betters. Fastidious Briske 

and Fungoso a.re counterparts of Stephen and Matthew in Eveu 

Nan is His Hl~m..,9_m::. Jonson, in his character of Briske at the 

beginning of the play, describes him as "one that weares 

11 
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clothes well 5 and j.n fashion., 0 because he is confitant1y chan

ging h:i.s clothing .. Herford encl Simpson quote Burton, who 

calls Briske 11 a meere outsid.e 11 ; he has no genuine gent:i.lity. 

Fungoso is characterized as a man who 11 followes the fashion 

a farre off 0 ; he is not essentially different from his idol 

Briske, and when the fJatirist Hacilente asks of him, "That 

painted jay, with such a deale of outside?/What is his in

side trow? 0 (II.v.42-l+3) the question is merely rhetorical, 

for Fungoso too is tta Ineere outside 11 • So 11acilente, who must 

lose his humour of env3r in order to achieve perfect Stoi.c 

self-sufficiency, can rail against those who have much r;iven 

to them, in material terms, but who have no ethical worth: 

o, that there should be fortune 
To clothe these men, so nakod in deserti 

(V. vi.136-137) 

It is sienificant that the play proper opens with 

Hacilente's statement of the Stoic ideal, which he then re

jects as being impossible in the real world: 

VJ• . ..,J.• ,.. t f,_,,.,J... " " '~ '"'• ~.,,, ~- 1 f'" ,-11 f· PT' ,-, __..:.:_§.!;;:.~-~..i:.l~'IJ~~'?-s ~ ~=~.C~±:..-:-.'~-~:...:~.-. • 
Tis tru2; lm . .-t, .:..·.:.o:i.quG, 'd~12re (in the vast uorld)
Doth that r.-ian breathe, that can so much conmand 
His bloud, and his affection? 

(I.i.1-4) 

Having lost his envy by the end of the play, Y~cilente can 

attain Stoic composure; and this ethical ideal dominates 

the play. 

As we saw in our discussion of The CasB is Altered, 

Camillo and Charnont exchange roles, and their masquerade is 

successful only because Camillo, playing the part of a noble 
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man, is in fact nol>lY born. Thus he is not playing a part that 

denies his being true to the solf. In J.~'VQrY 1'If1.P out o.LlL.i& 

Htll!&llt a similar situation arises when Sogl:Lar<.lo masquerades 

as a gentleman before Saviolina. His masquerade is successful 

n0t because he is actually of gentle birth, but because Sa

violina is foolish. Thus there is no criticism implied against 

Camillo and Chamont's role-playing; but Sogliardo's perfor

mance invites criticis:r:i both of himself and of Saviolina. 

In contrast to Every H.TQ....9.1-1:'~ _C!:f.....lii.L1iltrnou£, ..Qx..u}:.hin 's 

Rej!_e1s (1600) does contain literal disguising. Nercur!r'- and 

Cupid both disguise; but whereas the mischievous Cupid is 

banished for his disguise, Mercury's imposture is akin to 

Asper's masquerade as Macilente -- he takes on the role of 

presenter. Cupid, after disguising as a page, takes on the 

sho.pe of his own opposite, '1Jmti-Cupid, the love of Vertue 11 
7 

consequently aligning himself with the vicious courtiers who 

pose as their nei~hbouring virtues; this is the basis of his 

banishment from Cynthj_a 's court. 

The criticism implied in Cupid's use of disguise is 

related to the significance of the masque at the end of Cyn

ihia 's Revels. In fact, the play's title refers to this 

masque, ar,d all that comes before it is largely concerned to 

demonstrate the folly of the shams of the play, who will be 

i~orrnally unroasked at the revels. Like Evfil:Y._Man out of His 

fum1Qn!,, this play deals with pretenders, with those who are 

so intoxicated with self-love that th0y believe themselves 

http:Sogl:Lar<.lo
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to be what they are not in fact, in this context, self'

love precludes self·~knowledge. Self-love is closely related 

to the lie of flattEry; in distinguishing betweon the vices 

and the virtues of this play~ E.:M.Thron writes: 

If praise is the reflection of virtue, flattery is 

the reflection of one's self•••• Presu~ption, 

flattery, ancl self love form tho vices of the plal'~ 

praise, fame, and good ju.dgme:nt form the virtues. c... 


So the shams, as in the earlier play, are obsessed with sur~ 

faces, with appearance and clothin~;. Amorphus 1 advice to 

Asotus on how to succeed as a courtier includes a denial of 

or rather .n~.:en:-lqj,Q;::;, of those, which hold thG 

face to be the index of the mind"(II.iii.13-14). He goes on 

to demonstrate how, in fact, the face is to be used as a 

disguise of the mind by 11any politique creature". In contrast 

to such affect'3d humours stands Crites, Jonson's fullest 

study of the Senecan man, the virtuous Stoic who "stri.ves 

rather to bee th'.lt which men call judicious, then to bee 

thought so: and is so truly learned. that he affects not to 

show it"(II.iiL,131-134). Crites himself defines the flattering 

courtier in terms similar to those used by Seneca of the 

foolish or vicious man: 

some subtle PROTEUS, one 
Can change, and varie with all formGs he sees; 
Be any thing but honest. 

( I II. iv. 42-44) 
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He condemns what A.i.'tlorphus praisu.:. Crites is described by 


Arete as n11ke a circle, bounded in it selfe 11 (V.viii .. 19), 


that is, a~ beinr, self-contained and self-consistent, con


taining all virtues -- in effect, an absolute. And finally, 


when Cynthia E3levates him to he:' presence she sees his com

pleted perfection in terms of a yet more f'ully consistent 


self: "Henceforth be ours, the more thy selfe to be"(V .. vij_i.35)., 


In the light of this ideal of Stoic self-hood~ the 

final masquing must be judged. Just EtS Cupid is disguised as 

his opposite 11.nteros, so are the vice-characters disguir;ed 

as their corr8sponding virtues. Allan TI.Gilbert, in an excel

lent study of these masques, has pointed out the political 

and courtly significance tradj.tional :tn such use of disguise, 

referring to plays by Skelton and Lind.esay; the idea derives 

a Friend. "This device of representing vices masked as vir

tues had for the early seventeenth century a political sug

gestion, 1113 he says, and he goes on to define the play from 

this point of view: "Qznthi~'s Revels as a satire has for its 

main purpose the reformation of the manners of the courtiers. 1114 

This is no doubt true; but it must be noted that a revela

tion of thc.se who would be what they are not, who cannot be 

14 
Ibid., p.229. 
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self-consistert, is basic to alJ Jonsoninn comedy. So there 

:ts a morE; fundarnent.:s.1 ethical weight to thesG masques than 

Gilbert suggests. This is indicated by Crites' words to the 

un..T.a.sked Vices~ who must be purged in order to "become I Such 

as you fain would sae~e"(V.xi.155-156), to achieve true self

hood. 

In P.._oeta!itS.:l: (1601) , there is :no literal disguise, 

although this play too is concerned with pretenders. There 

is, however, the central scene in the Ovid-plot, where Ovid 

and his friends masquerade as the gods. Although there is no 

intention to deceive involved, this !i1a~queradc bears an ethi

cal weight similar to that borne by the employment of dis

guise in other plays. Ovid, because he is a poet, is generally 

sympathetically treated by Jonson; the dr&matist nevertheless 

recognizes tbat 0-vid is follo·wing the ·wrong :ideals, and lnclrn 

the moral soundness of the greater poets Horace and Virgil. 

Ovid is associated with the comic and affected characters of 

the play -- Chloe and Albius, Tucca and Crispinus all talrn 

part in this masquerade. Oscar J.Campbell, in his description 

of this "aphrodisiac masquerade 11 , sums up the moral criticism 

implicit in the treatment of the performance: 

The scene j_n which Ovid and his friends, associated 
with all the pretenders, sacrilegiously imitate a 
council of the gods, particularly their scandalous 
freedom to pu:rsue amm.·ous adventures, serves as an 
effective revelation of tho dangerously immoral 
foundation upon uhic~1 the .seductive graces of their 



society are basea.15 

Their imitation of the gods is akin to the :r.iasque of vices 

pretending to be virtues in Cynthia's revels. Ovid himself 

te11s us why Jonson, however sympathetic he mir:ht be, cannot 

accept the love-poet. Ovid has givan himself up to an empty 

ideal in embracing the sensual rather than the moral: 

o, :i.'n no labyrinth, can I safelicr erre, 

Then when I lose my selfe in praysj.ng her. 


(I. iii.47...48) 

The loss of integrity, of moral strength, implied in this, 

is exactly analogous to the loss of identity and of the self 

suggested by the use of disguise in other plays. 

An interest:l.ng extension of this is demonstrated in 

the apparent inability of the pretenders Albius and Chloe to 

distinguish, when confronted by Augustus Caesar, between what 

the;f are and what they play: 

CAESA. Say, sir, what a.re you"?

.ALBI. I play VULCAN, sir. 

CAESA. But what are you, sir? 

ALBI. Your citizen, and jeweller, sir. 

CAESA. And who.t are you, r~ame't 

CHLO. I play VE:tms, forsooth. 

CAESA. I aske not, what you pla;>r? but what you are? 

CHLO. Your citizen, and jeweller 1s wife, sir. 


(IV. vi.20-27) 

And in a sense, there is nothing more real in the Albius-iden

tity that in the Vulcan-identity. Jonas A.Barish sums up the 

sat:i.re of ]!v.3:.::l. Nan ovt of His Hur::our in a comment that could 

1) 
Oscar J. C<J.:·:!pbell, Co!T":i.caJ 1 S<ltyre and ShaJrns·oeare 's 

11 Troilus arid C::-ess:~3~. (San Ha.l·ir7c); i"STG"S); p.1i1+. 
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very well appJy to all three of thoso pl&ys: 

Carlo's malevolent eye finds the absurdity i.n ap
pearances .. Vac:Llente finds the C'11ptinoss underneath. 
He rarely· spE.:: drn of ext0:rnals, anci whcm ho doss, it 
is to d:lst hi.o:uish the splendid extc1rior from the 
rotten ir.t<.:;rlo:,· ..... But surfaces reflect the 
truth in this play. Many of the eharncters have no 
reality at all apart from their 2ppearances; the 
elaborateness of thejr wardrobes is matched by 
their inner aridity.lb 

In effect, the surfei.ce is the reality, becc..use that is all 

ther·e is. Tho trappings of the fop, the claims of the sham, 

serve only to masl;: the essential emptiness. 

These pJays have been treated liehtly; because of their 

particular experin;ental for;~ they can be treated together, but 

also because of that form they do not fit into the central 

stream of Jonson's work. They are an attempt, if we accept 

Campbell's definition, to recreate for the stage the elements 

of forrral verse satireo As such, th0y make unnecessary the 

device of disguise to reveal pretension and affectation. Even 

so, it is apparent that many of the main concerns of Jonson's 

disguise-plays, so much involved with themes of self-lcnowledge 

and self-consistency, are evident in these plays too. Jonson, 

of course, was an experimenter throughout his career, and he 

spent a great deal of energy on these plays. But in method, 

as in most other aspects, the comicall satyres appear to be 

1 
Jonas A. Barish, Jl2n JO.!J:'~.9..n and the Lrrnr:_uo.ge o:f. 

Pro ,.~•"=l Co1 •· -·'1\r (C''""brc dr•n '" '"'" ·, C ···()) p 1 0"'7......,.......,--.;.;.'·_,;;••.;;...-...,:·.;;;..'--'.;...!:..Lo.... •<-,.u, ~- t;""' 1•1a .... ..,., .L}v ' •..L 1 e 
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a by-road which Jonson explored before returning to his more 

charactc;;ristic form and v.ethod, the method of' YQ}_pon0. 

Although we are mainly concerned with Jonsonian co

medys a brief glance at his two traeedies will not be out of 

place here. In Sejgnll§. (1603), the earlier of the two, we are 

confronted with Jonson's first use of the Machiavellian mani

pulator. The Eachiave1 is traditions.lly associated, in his 

duplicity, with disguise; in Sc~jan:ru! there is no literal dis

guise; nevertheless role-playing is central to the play, and 

particularly associated with the fip,ure of Tiberius. 

In an excellent essay entitled 0 The Self-Reflexive 

Art of Ben Jon~;on ts -~~;i§JJ.11.§. 11 , Arthur Ii' .Marotti has examined 

at some length the significance of role-playing. He points 

out that acting a part is the province of the evil characters 

of the play, the ruthless politicians; those who represent 

the good, the Cermanicans, are in this as in other aspects of 

political manoeuvering unskilled: 

Subtle artistry -- in this case, play acting, but 
really the arts of rhetoric andplaymaldng as well is 
consistently associated with the villains, and the mem
bers of the Germanicus party, with the possible excep
tion of Cordus, are relatively artless by comparison.17 

Marotti does not go on to draw the ethical conclusion from 

this that play-acting in itself is immoral -- i.s a part of 

17 
Arthu1· r. l~a.rott i 11 The Sel:i-Rsflexivc Ju~t of' Den 

Jone-on '"' ~"' .; '. "'..,,,'-'it Ti:-····1 <:< cf-1v1 J' o-:;...,,> ~ \ -'_ • " P _I ~.i.. , .i. ~> ' - , ... ':I. t..,l U V ~ ,_... • ,, in Literature ar:l 1::.:n.Q1·1rt:-~,,__,._ ""-I , .·-- ~,,·n- -XI l l197C) , 21)._,. 
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the r,e!.l.eral i:mnoralit.;>r of the rr<:.r.::hj_avelli8n. As in the cc;,se 

of literal disguise in the ccmcdies, the role-player is being 

criticized for that very activity; it is not that the Germa

nicans are inept at play-acting, but that their honesty and 

constancy to the self are pRrt of their virtue. It is no 

accident that the virtuous characters in Sejanus are associ

ated with Stoic philosophy.18 

In the figures of Tiberius, Sejanus, and Hacro, we 

can see in action Machiavelli's description of the successful 

ruler: 

A prince, therofore, need not necessarily have all 
the good qualit~.es I mentioned above, but he should 
certainly appear to lw.ve them. I would even go so 
far as to say that if he has these qualities arid 
always behaves acco1·dine;ly he will find them ruinous; 
if he only appears to have them they will render him 
service. HEi should appear to be ccmpa.ssionato, faith
ful to his word, euilel·.::ss ~ 2.nd c'1cvout o And indeed he 
should be so., BHt his disnosit:ion should be such 
that, if he n~.?eds to be the opposite, he knows 
how. • • • And so he should have a flexible disno
sition, varying as fortune and circumstances dictate.19 

Jonson's Machiavels are cynical and arrogant; while preten

ding these good qna1ities, they are sufficiently· strone not 

to have to care about the reaction of their audience. Never

1 
For a discussion of the Stoic refusal of the Ger

manicans to be controlled by Fortune, see Gary D.Hat1ilton, 
urrony c:,nd J<'ortu.ne in Se,i_a..1T1.U~ll' _qtudj . .Q_s in English Liter-ature, 
XI (1971), 265-281. 

19 
Niccolo ~1achiavelli, 1'..:'2.~J:i:-:i.~, tr. George Bull 

(Harrnondswo::eth, 19ol), pp.100-101. 
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theless they accept the baoic premise that the politician 

must dissemble, that there must be a great distance between 

surface and r·eality. Arruntius, in comr:ienting on one of 

'l'iberius' perforrr'.lnces, makes this clear: 

If this were true nOi·J 1 but the space, tha space 
Between the brest, and lips -- TI5E.::°1IUS hoar·t 
Lyes a thought farder, then another m&ns. 

(III&96 ...98) 

Jonson presmnably accRpted Machiavelli's definition as des

criptive rather than normative; the amoral politician's 

philosophy is the exact antithesis of the Stoic thesis of 

constancy. 

The representatives of moral order in the play make 

clear the attitude toward role-playing that we are supposed 

to accept. In the first scene two of the Germanicans, Sabi

nus and Silius, attack the duplicity of flatterers, who are 

associated with Sejanus and Tiberius. 11 V1e have no shift of 

faces, no cleft tongues 0 (I.7), says Sabinus satirically. In 

response Silius, describing Sejanus' followers, tells how 

thoy'change every 11oode,/Habit an1 garbe, as often as he 

varies"(I.34-35) The present, dominated by such chameleons, 

is set against the near-ideal past by reference to the Stoi~ 

Cato, and the "constant Brutus", and the dead Germanicans 

whose suggested presence dominates the virtuous elements of 

the play. or Germanicus, Silius says, "SABINUS, and. my selfe/ 

Had rneane s to know 'him within" ( I.121-122) , a kri.m1lcdge -v:hich 

contrasts with the impossibility of "knowing within" the 
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monster or duplic~ty Tiberius. 

A tone is set from the beginning, then, with Stoic 

constancy placed against the role-p]aying of' the villains. The 

tone is heightened by the recurrent references to the use of 

cosmetics, to pn.inting-on faces. The use of imagery related 

to cosmetics is, of course, common in Renaissance ver~e; it 

is general:ty seen as a criticism of the :i.rnage created by 

God, and as a sign of Pride.20 But Jonson makes more use of 

it: than do most other dramatir'.ts, and it is particularly ap

propriate to his themes of role-play·ing and disguisini:;. Seja

nus is especially interested in the disguising power of cos

metics, as he shows in his satiric description of court 

ladies: 

Which lady sleepes with her owne face, a nights?
Which puts her teeth off~ with her clothes, in court? 
or, wh:Lch her hayre? which her complexion? 

( I.307-309) 

Livla's later ritual of putting on a cosmetic face for her 

meeting with Sejanus consequently takes on an emblematic 

suggestion, acting as a comment on the kind of relationship, 

the self-denylng distancing that exists for the villains. 

The greatest actor in the play is Tiberius. He always 

appears in "disguise", always wears the verbal mask he has 

created for himself. At his first appearance he admonishes 

one who kneels to him: 

~o 

See John Peter, Cq,::,n1a5.!J.l.•.~tJ1~..Sat. ire in Earl'I: En,~
lish Lite,r_at..1~ (Oxford, 19)1:>), pp.99-103 .. 
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Wee not endure these flatte.rles, let him stand; 
Our mr,pire, ffn.signes, a'.i;:es, rod.dos, and state 
Take not away oi;.r humane nature frorn us: 

(I.375-377) 

Such admirable democratic modesty is only apparent in him, 

as is made clear by the commentary of the Germanicans. Ar

runtius points ~~t that: 

his grace is meerely hut llp--good, 
And; that no longer, then he aires himselfe 
Abroad in publique, 

(I.410-412) 

Marott:t comments that "the virtuous charactera help to defj_ne 

the therne of play acting for tho theatre audience with their 

rlli"11ling co:mr:mntary on much of the actiono u21 It should be 

added that this commentary has an additional function of hel

ping the audience understand the motives of the role-players 

by penetrating at least some way beneath the verbal surface. 

T:i.berius always wears a mask. His public mask is not the same 

as that he ·wears for Sejanus or for 1'~acro, but we can never 

see far beyond his words. The Germanicans• commentary helps, 

but we are finally left with Arruntius' feeling of exaspera

tion: nBy JOVE, I am not OEDIPUS inough I To understand this 

SPHYNX"(III.64-65). 

Tiberius' exquisite art as an actor is best demon

strated in his confrontation with Sejanus in Act II. Appa

rently weak and fearful, Tiberius leads Sejanus into sugges

ting exactly those actions that he himself wants, and res

21 

Jb_tcJ..' p.208& 
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pords to the!:ie suggestions with a r::ockingly ironic admission 

of his own duplicity: 

We can no longer 
Keepe en our masque to thee, our deare SEJA11US; 
Thy thoughts are ours, in all, 

(II.278-280) 

He retal.ns control over the inferior actor Sejanus, for af

ter removing his mask he reveals only another mask. Con

firmed in his power he goes on "Acting his traf"edies with a 

comick facett(IV.379). 

Tiberius' skill as an actor extends to his role as 

puppet-master, the m~nipulator of the action from off-star,e. 

He is absent from the scene during the final two acts of the 

play, yet his presence is overwhelmingly felt. His letters 

to the Senate in Act IV extend the implications of his per

formance; because no one is allowed to know what to expect 

of hin:, all are made impotent. Laco says of one of the Em

peror 1 s letters: 

These forked tricks, I understand 'hefil not, 
Would he '\Jould tell us whom he loves, or hates, 
That we rd.ght follow, without feare, or doubt. 

(IV.423-42 5) 

.Even the inferior villains need to play roles; they cannot, 

like the Germanicans, remain constant to themselves, but they 

cannot either, like the greater actors, choose the roles they 

will play. Tiberius' undermining of the roles of the lesser 

actors here leads to his brilliant performance in Act v, 
where he directs the downfall of Sejanus. His letter, a series 

of inversions, strips Sejanus naked, and also reveals the 

http:retal.ns


Senators as representatives of' ab~rnlute inconstancy, for they 

too are forced to abandon their choss-n roles. 

The role here of Tiberius (am: to a far lesser extent 

of Sejanus) a!:'. stage-director, or "play1nakGr 11 , marks an inte

resting and important transition in Jonson's approach. They 

relate to th(~ playrnakers of earlier plays -- to Nacilente, 

to :Mercury, and to Horace -- and to Volpone and Hosea and 

Subtle and Face of later pJ.ay.s. The pluymaker characters of 

the three comicall satyres that immediately precede ,Sejanus 

are also the satirists in their plays and, in so~e sense, 

the heroes. The major playrr,a'kers in the later plays are sati

rists and vi11ains, and consequently included in the circle 

of the satire. In §.Qj.Q.llil.~, in some sense a "tragicall satyre", 

there is a separation between play-maker and satirist. The 

actors, or disguisers, are not hore the satirists; th::i.t func

tion is left to the "good-dull-noble lookers on11 (III.16), the 

impotent Germanicans, and particularly to Arruntius. But be

cause the satirist here does not have histrionic power he fails 

against those who do, and becomes comic. 

Nevertheless, although ineffectual, the Germanicans 

do provide a moral solution to the problem of living with the 

amoral poJiticians. Silius embraces Stoic suicide, Cordus 

praises the Stoic heroes of the past, and Lepidus, when asked 

by Arruntius what arts he uses to survive amongst the poli

ticians, replies with a statement of Stoic fortitude and con

stancy: 

http:on11(III.16


None, but the plaine, ano. passive fo:rt:ltude, 

To suffm·, and be silent; never stretch 

These arr.:es, ag;ninst the torrent, lj.ve u..t home, 

With my owne thoughts, and innocence about me, 

Not tempting tbe wolves jawes: these are my artes. 


(IV. 291t--298) 

But even this Stoic pose can be appropriated by the actor, 

for Sejanus himself plays the role of the Stoic. When Drusus 

strikes him Sejc:~nus praises the pat:tent attitude, not because 

patience is a virtue, but because through it his revenge will 

be the rr.ore unexpected: 

He th3.t, with such wrong mov'd, can beare it through
With patie;-ico, ar.d c:n even mind., b.1owes how 
To turne it bncke. Wrath, cover'cl, carryes fate: 
Revenge is lost, if I professe my hate. 

(I. 576-579) 

This is a statement of the disguiser's ultimate irony -- the 

absolute actor playing the part of the absolutely constant 

man. 

Jonson's two tragedies can best be approached in rela

tion to each other, so we shall deal here with Cati1h~(l611) 

out of chronological order. 'Much of what has been said about 

Sejanus finds a parallel here. 

Gabriele Bernhard Jackson has pointed out the key 

importance of the word "visor" in this play: 11 Cat11ine is 

the Play of Hasks: those who don them reveal themselves.n22 

This is perhaps saying a little too much about the use of 

masks; essentially they tell us as much as does the role

22 
Gabriele Bernhard Jackson, Visio'!'"l Hnrl Jt.~d,..er:ient 

in Bc.~n Jonson rs Dr~•.r'a (NG-~! Haven and London, i9"0J50-:T3'2". 
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playing of' the villains in Se.iam1j,• Such dissembling, or 

putting-on of verbal disguise is, for Jonson, an inevitable 

part of the vi11ain. How naturally the language of the role

player comes to Catiline is shown in his early conversation 

with Aurelia: 

We must not snare 
Or cost, or modestie. It can.. b1·J,; nhew 
Like one of JU?;o rs, or of JOVE 1S diseuises, 
In either thee, or m(~e: and will as soone, 
When things succeed, be tb.rowne by, or let fall, 
As is a vaile put oi'f, a visor chctng 'd, 
Or the scene shifted, in our th•"'.ater s --ri.1'?'J:1s5) 

We can see hE.:re the ease with whj_ch the political intriguer 

can consider the throwing-off of the self; there is also 

something in the idea of change of appearance as being god

like that echoes Volpone's consideration of the same idea in 

his wooing of Celia. 

The idea of disguising is again brought out in the 

use of cosmetics, as it was in Seja.D.ll§.. Here Galla and Fulvia 

discuss Sempronia: 

GAL. Shee has beene a fine lady.
And, yet, shee dresses her selfe (except you, madame) 
One o'the best in Tiq~: and paints, and hides 
Her decayes very well. FUL. They say, it is 
Rather a visor, then a face shee weares. · 

(II. 59-63) 

The metaphorical association between the idea of disguise 

and the use of cosmetics as a means of hiding corruption is 

even more strongly suggestive here than in the earlier play. 

The idea of maskirig and un.111asking, of hiding or re

vealing the self, is strongly felt throughout the play~ Of 

http:Seja.D.ll
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Aurelio., Gc:~11a says: 

You shall have her all 
Jewels, and gold sometimes, so that her selfe 
Appeares the least part of her selfe.· 

(II. 73-75) 

Any real meaning that the word "self" has somehow gets lost 

here. A little later in the same scene Curius enters and says 

to Fulvia: 

Where a:re you, faire one, that conceale your selfe, 

And keepe you:r: beautie, wi,chin locks, and barres, here, 

Like a fooles treasure? 


(II.216-218) 

Later still Curius, who has failed in all previous attempts 

to woo Fulvj_a, suddenly finds himself uriexpectedly successful: 

11Why, now mr FULVIA look0s, like her bright name!/ And is her 

selfe!"(II.348-Jl+9), which is ironic, since she is putting 

on a performance in order to learn from him about Catiline's 

plot. PoJitical intrigue is somehow reduced to a trivj.al 

level when it is seen in this light. 

In the trial in the Senate in Act IV, Catiline uses 

simiJar terms. When he sees that the mood of the virtuous 

Senators is against him he asks: "vJhat face is this, the 

Senate here puts on,/Against me, Fathers!"(IV.145-146). \>!hen 

he finds that his plots are alJ discovered, he asks in anger, 

uFalse to ou:".' selves?n (rr. 538) ; and shortly after, in trying 

to encourage his men, he exhorts them: nFriends, be your 

selves 11 (IV.54J). Oddly, although they use the language of 

the role-player, these villains are less concerned with 

conscious hypocrisy than are the machiavels of ,?,;::;ianus. They 

http:trivj.al
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are finally too arrogant not to allow thei!' cor1sp1.racy to be 

transparent and this, perhaps, is their downfall, set as they 

are against C:Lcero, who is prepared to use the methods of the 

machiavel. It is quite apparent that it is Caesar's subtlety 

as a performer that keeps h:in:. in power. According to Angela 

Dorenkan:p: 

If Cice:~o and Caesar are both llachiavellian, what 
is Catiline? He is certainly not of the same order: 
he is satanic and politically inept, chare.cteristics 
which can be fom1d in the kind of hero which emerged 
from 11 1\racbi<:~vel] ianism misundorstoocl.". 23 

The great actor in this play is Caesar who, even 

more secretly than Tiberius, manipulates fron the bnckgrou..11d. 

He is the successful dissembler, whose performance protects 

him absolutely frow Cicero, and who remains as a tlu"eat at 

the end of the play. He and Cati1ine are parallel to Tiberius 

and Sejanus; but the moral pattern of this later play is 

rather more ambiguous than that of §ejanus. There the Hachi

avellian villains are counterbalanced by a group of virtuous 

men, well-meaning but doomed to fail in the amoral political 

world, because they are unwilling to play roles. In Catiline, 

the virtuous men, especially Cicero, use the methods of the 

machiavels to defeat evil. When Caesar calls Cicero "cunning 

artificer0 (IV.91), he is using a term more generally a.ppli

23 
Angela G.DorenY",amp, "Jonson's .Catiline: History 

as the Trying Faculty"~ .{~tud.ies :tn PhiloJ_o·-rv, L...;.VII (1970), 
214-215. 



cable to the Jonsonian villain. Some critics stress the moral 

ambiguity here~ Robert Ornstein says: 

the very methods Cicero empJoys to purge the state 
limit tho scope of his action. His 1iachiave11ian 
means of intelJ.igencing and briber~r qualify his 
mora1 ends; and ••• the preservat:i.on of the state 
against un1~l~ful conspiracy is tainted by moral 
compromise •2 '1

C. G. Thayer acknowledges the same point: "Hany i:i.odern readers, 

no doubt, have thought Cicero far too dGvious and subtle to 

be a really virtuous political J.eader. 11 25 But the point is, 

as can be seen from a comparison of the two plays, that a 

1streally virtuous poJitical leader ~ will inevitably fail in 

the corrupt political arena of the role-players. Cato's un

compromising honesty is insufficient ·without Cicero's cun

ning; .§>~"""i..?-.W.§ shows us men of virtue who are defeated bocause 

of lack of cunning. 

The device of masking, or role-playing, relates these 

plays to the main theme of the present discussion. Politicn.l 

tragedy is hardly the form where literal disguise would be 

most in place; but the netaphorical possibilities of an ana

lysis of role-playing are very suggestive. Jonson is dealing 

with an area where virtue in itself is insufficient to tri

2 
Roliert Ornstein, uThe Moral Vision of Ben Jonson's 

Tragedy0 
, in EJi.2,a1J2than Drci.rc;a: Hoder.n Essay~ :i.n Criticism 

(New York, l<;:bf), p.2ol+. 

25 
C.G.'I'ha3rer, Ben Jonson: StiJdies in the Plays (Nor

man, 1963) , p.126. 
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umph; where 11disguising 11 is an integral part of vj_llainy, and 

where those who can best sustain the roles they have chosen 

to play, however evil, succeed. 



II 


VOLP01IB 

Throughout his career as dramatist, Jonson rema:Lned 

an experimenter, and his early drama includes a remarJr,.able 

variety of innovation. But al thour,h in C~Ll:JJjng_ Jonson was 

to turn once aB,:i.in to tragedy, it is clear that the th:eee 

ccmicall ~aty-res and the eal'ly tragedy~ are experi

ments in forms which Jonson, probably rightly, found it neces

sary to reject. F'or in Yo.lnQ:lQ (1607) he returns to the form 

which he first handled in ~er-y V_an in His H'crmou:r, the form 

which is to become his most characteristic; and with yo1r:c.ll£ 

he begins his series of comic masterpieces. 

It is of interest to note that, in spite of the fact 

that the subtitJ.e of Y.9-1.D.9..!l.El is Tho Fox, relatively little 

has been made by critics of the analogy between the arch

Protean and the fox. One critic notes that "under his rich 

robes and more gorgeous language Volpone rerr.ains a cunning 

animal, the fox;" another tells us that "fox invariab1y sym

bolized stealth, cunning, and covetousness."! Neither of them 

1 
Alvin B. Kernan (ed.) , Volncme ( Hm·r Haven and Lor)don, 

1962), p.5;_E~B,.Partridge, IhG __ B:t"c 1_~:.:~n ~\:JJC1ass: A.,..f?t.ndy of the 
Najor Co111ed1es of Ben Jonson (L01xio11, 19:;,J), p.<Yi-. 
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elaborates upon the precise nature of the fox's cunning. Yet 

it is apparent fro1:1 the use of the beast-fable that is the 

basis of the play that Jonson is drawing on traditional fox

lore in his use of the fox as the symbol for Volpone. And 

traditionally the fox's method of duping his victim is by 

role-playing, both on the level of mere feigning, and on that 

of actuaJ disguising. 

One brief paper on Jonson's use of traditional fox

lore, by D.A.Scheve, considers the ttattributed ability of that 

animal to catch birds by feigning death. 11 2 The fox plays dead 

in order to tra.p the b:Lrds of prey which con1e to feed on its 

body -- this is exactly the basic pattern of VolponEi• Scheve 

quotes the lines of Volpone's actual reference to this fable: 

vulture , kite, 
Raven, a11d gor-crow, all my birds of pre:,r, 
That thinke me turning carcasse, now they come: 

(I.ii.88-90) 

Scheve does not deal with the reference, a few lines later, 

to the fable of The Fox and the Crow, where the fox dupes the 

crow by flattery: 

Good! and not a foxe 
Stretch 'd on the earth, with fine delusive sleights,
Mocking a gaping crow? 

(I.ii.94-96) 

Any dictionary of folk-lore demonstrates that the fox is no

ted for such performances. The creature is associated with 

2 
D.A. Scheve, "Jonson's Vol.none and '.I'raditiom1l Fox 

Lore", P.ev:Leu of Enr:l:~sh Stndics, n. s. I (1950), 24·2. 
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disguise and p1:etense in mo.!ly lanc;uages and cultuJ'.'t'.; s, D.rtd its 

shape-sh~_fting -po>,:er is genGrally believed to be used for 

immoral ends. 

Kenneth Varty in his book RE?Y...D.?·rd_thG Fo:;s considers 

aspects of th9 disr;uised. fox tradition which would be quite 

familiar to Jonson. In a general study of the fox as depicted 

in Medieval English art, pc-.rticularly that to be found in 

churches, he shows how frequcmtly the fox dons religious garb 

to dupe his prey -- he is seen as bishop, priest, monk, pil

grim or friar .. This element of religious perversion can per

haps be related to the opening scene of Y.:;..•Jpon,g, where the 

Fox sees himself as high-priest of a money-religion. 

In a moralizing tradition, the fox became a very po

tent symbol: "Renard became the personification of hypocrisy, 

a symbol of sin, the Devil in disguise.u3 For Jonson, the fox 

was probably as close to the traditional Vice as to the Devil. 

Alan C.Dessen has related Volpone-Mosca to the worality Vice,4 

and we must not ignore the comic aspects of the fox's ability 

to disguise; i'urther, although the present discussion is con

cerned primarily with the serious moral implications of Vol

pone' s disguising, it must not be forgotten that he, like the 

3 
Kenneth Varty, Reynard the Fox: A Stndy of the Fox 

in Hc:;dievnJ_Enr;1_ish Art "(L
0

eicester, 1967), p.21. 

4 
Alan C.D.assen, Jonson's Foral Comscly (Evanston, 19'71),

p.75. 

http:disguise.u3
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fox and 1 ike the Vice, is a coL1:i.c figur·e, resourceful, witty, 

and in rnany ways attractive, in spite of his evil. 

In a recent paper on Volpong, Charles A.Hallett has 

discussed other examples of the impostor-fox.5 He quotes frore 

.llw.J3est_~?-r.z a comparison of the Devil's behaviour with that 

of the fox: 

The Devil has the natu:-e of this same. Hith all those 
w:.'1.o a:;."e livinr; accordine; to the flesh, 1w feigns him
self to be de:.:i.d until he gets them ·in his gullet and 
punishes them. BPt for spirituu.1 mgn of faith he is 
truly dead and reCiuced to nothi11g. 

In this, the Devil-fox takes on the role of ptmisher of sins. 

Hallett goes on to refer to ,'.J'r~e }i.~m rs Pr:Lest 's ~Tale and. to 

the 11 May Eclogue" of Ti1e Shenheardes CaJ ender as literary 

works where the fox appears as satanic impostor. We can add 

to this list Na.she's story in Pi.erce Penniless of the fox 

disguised as a sheep-dog, and his definition of' the c.ev:tl: 

so under the person of this old g:nathonical cor:1pa
nion? called the devil, we shroud all subtlety mas
king under the name of simplicity, all painted ho
liness devouring widows' houses"' all grey-headed
foxes clad i.n sheep's garmen-::: s; t 

So although it might be going too far to suggest that Jonson 

is using specific legends in his creation of the shape-shifting 

:..> 

Charles A.Ifallett, "The Satanic Nature of Volpone", 
Philologic2.l Qu<lrterly, XLIX (1970), 41-55. 

6 
T.H.VJ11ite (tr.), T~}_e Bestiary: A Book of B_ensts of 

the TweJ fth r;r~Lt11T'v (1Tew York, lS':..,Ti-), p. 54.. 
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Fox, it is certain that he \\'as acquainted with a tradition 

thr..t saw the fox as a role-pJayj.ng predator. Other Renais

sance playwrights relate the image of the fox to the use of 

d is[:uise. In Bale 1 s King J_Q.han, Dissimulation says: "Thowgh 

I seme a shepe I can pla;>r the suttle foxe 11 (1.71l+). Delr,.ker, 

in 1'P..f- Wh.ore of Babylon, makes the disguised Third King con

sider his .disguise in terms of a fox-s~::in put on: 

To flea off this hypocrisie tj_s tin:"e, 

Least worne too longe, the Foxes skinne bs knowne: 

In our disserr:bling now we must be braveo 


(II. ii.155-157) 

The same in:age is used by Niddleton ai1d Rowley in 1.bf_~!h3-nc;,q,

ling_, when Loll io penetrates Antonio's disguise: 11 Alas, I saw 

through your fox-skin before now"(IV.iii.144). Shakespeare 

suggests some moral implication in All 1 s Hell That Ends 1.'lell, 

when the First Lord says of the hypocrite Parolles: 11 1"<'e '11 

nako you some sport w:ith the fox ere we case him. He was first 

smok'd by the old Lord Lafeu. When his disguise and he is par

ted, tell me what a sprat you shall find him"(III.vi.92-95). 

Finally, we should not forget Machiavelli's famous prescrip

tion for those who would be successful politicians, that they 

should take on the attributes of the lion and the fox, for 

the attributes of the fox to which he refers are those related 

to the idea of fox as role-player: 

So, as a prince is forc2d to know how to act like a 
beast, he should learn from the fox and the lion ••• 
tho::::€.:~ who ~~2.ve Y:nown best how to ir:-1itate the :fox have 
come off best. But one must know how to colour one's 

http:role-pJayj.ng
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actions and be a great liar and deceiv0r.8 

Jonson has already explored the possibilities of this advice 

• (_I •in ~e:..J.a.nu s. 

If we examine Jonson's own use of the term ttfox 11 we 

come upon an interesting fact. Partridge suggests that at the 

end of the play Volpone becomes a wolf rather than a fox: 

Hosea., after he has been condemned to the galleys, 
cries .to Volpone, "Bane to thy woo1vish natm."'o. •i 'l'his 
shift from the fox to the w.olf marks the shift in 
Volpong' s own nature from the craft r.rnd cunning of 
the fox to the rap3.city and destructiveness of the 
wolf. Had he remained a fox, he wo-uJ.d not hELVe brought 
himself and his servant to this trap. 9 

This is surely wrong. The words, after all, are Mosca's, spo

ken in anger after the revelation of' his own duplicity. Vol

pone is forced into a corner where his alternatives are to 

act, or to suffer alone. If he remains a fox he will still 

suffer; consequently he reveals that he is a fox, which is 

not quite the sat11e as becoming a wolf. The point is that 

Jonson emphasises Volpone's fox-ltke nature only in the last 

act. Apart from the one use of the term 11fox 11 already referred 

to in relation to the seal on Voltore's plate in Act I, the 

term is not used at all until Act v, where it is used seven 

times. Most of these references are in a context of hunting 

terminology, laying emphasis on the fact that Volpone is in 

Machiavelli, The Prince, pp.99-100. 

9 
Partridge, The Broken Comp_8.s,£. p.103. 
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a trap; but a rrumber of the iafe:r0nces demonstrate also that 

the trapped fox is wearing a disp,uise. Mosca, mmocr1cing h:ts 

plot against Volpone, says: 

Ey FOXE 
Is out on his hole, and, ere he shall re-enter, 
I'le make him languish, in his bo:rrowcd case, 

(V.v.6-8) 

Volpone uses the same metaphor when he removes his .Q9Jl1~1:'.:..~n

£.~.lo-r.~ 's disguise: "The FOXE shall, here, uncase"(V.xii.85). 

He has earlier, while yet in disgtli~~e, and tormenting Corvino, 

referred to the fable of the fox and the crow, where the fox-

actor tri~ks the: crow into gJving up that which is j_ts most 

precious possession: 

Yet you, that are so traded i' the world, 

A witty ruerchant, the fine b:l.rd, COHVIHO, 

That have such 1;:o:call ..sP.2:YJe-:'..0.3. on your nn.rr,e, 

Should not have mmg your si1e.ue; and dropt your cheese: 

To let the FOXE laugh at your empt:lnosse. 


(V .viii.10-14) 

This fable emphasises not simply the stupid vanitjr of the 

crow, but also the self-seeking trickery of the fox which, 

however comic, is essentially immoral. It is clear that Jon

son is using traditional fox-lore, and that the fox is being 

used J.n an emblematic sense to emphasise the same elements 

in Volpone. To call Volpone a fox is to make a moral judgement 

upon h:i.m. The fox acts imn:orally insofar as he acts in dis

guise, for this escape from the self always includes some 

further destructive action. 

The obvious ir;;portance of the theme of disr,uising or 

of play-acting has been comriented upon by m2ny cri.tics of 

http:uncase"(V.xii.85
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Y.QlJ2one .10 The play is about metc:;.morphosis, the actual, or 

desired, changing of shape; this theme is explored on man~r 

levels, both in metaphor and in action. Volpone and Mosca are 

the most important actors, but most characters act at some 

point, and even in the sub-plot this is true. 

One of the most interesting explorations of this 

theme is Thomas M.Greene's. Greene takes as his starting 

point Jonson's iJ'.1nre sa of the broken compass and its sugges

tion of circle and centre: 

Center and c:Lrcle become symbols, not only of har:r10ny
and corr1plet0ness but of stability, repose, fj_xation,
duration, and the incorr:pleted circle, uncente:ced and 
misshapen, comes to symbolize a flux or a mobility,
grotesquely or dazzlin~ly fluid.11 

The relation of this to our earlier discussion of Stoic self-

consistency is apparent. In his consideration of Vol..non.~, 

Greene applies these suggestions about the integrity of the 

circle to the characters' cor:1pulsive need to disguise: 

VolnQne asks us to consider the infinite, exhilarating,
and vicious freedom to alter the self at will once the 
ideal of moral constancy has been abandoned. If you do 
not choose to be, t!1en, by an irresistible logic, you
choose to change, and in view of the world we are called 
upon to inhabit, perhaps the more frequently one changes,
the better.12 

10 
See, e.g .. , Kernan's Introduction to his edition or 

Vo1pone; Greene, "Ben Jonson and the Centered Self"; Alexan
der Legr:att, 11 'l'he Suicide of Volponerr, Untversity of Toronto 
Quarterl.y, XXXIX (1969), 19-32. 

11 
Greene, "Ben Jonson and the Centered Selfn, p.326. 

12 

lQi.9.., p.337. 


http:better.12
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Greene goes on to discuss the ·will to multiply the self -

which, he says, is to reduce the self -- in moral terms; so 

Celia and, to a lesser degree, Bonario, become the principle 

of constancy in this play. 

The master of disguise in the play is, of course, 

Volpone, since Hosea's play-actine, 1ike that of Tiberius, 

i.s purely verbal. Volpone' s entj_re public life is spent in 

playing one role or another. Sometimes he plays different 

versions of himself -- as sick man, as lover, as dead man; 

at other times he pretends to be someone else. Even i::rhen he 

is playing what appears to be his real part, in his scenes 

with Hosea, he is generally still acting, for the whole rela

tionship between Volpone and Hosea is a game. Volpone is to

tally involved in his own performance, and is finally blind 

to Mosca's reality. Mosca, also an actor, is nevertheless 

more objective about his role, and if we judge from the iro

nic tone that he brings to the relationship, he is more aware 

of the "realu Volpone than Volpone is of himself or of Hosea. 

Another discussion that suggests that role-playing, 

for Jonson, is an immoral and foolish activity is that by 

Alexander Leggatt: 

Jonson, I think, suggests that in some ways to act at 
all is to play the ~ool. Kernan is right to point out 
that Mosca and Volpone think they are extending their 
powers by acting but it should also be stressed that 
Jonson shows they are wrong. In this play acting is 
not (as it often is in Sh2ke~p~are) a m2ans of en
larging a character's nature, but a means of dimi
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. h. •t 13nis....ing :i.. .. • 

Leggatt ecllo8s Greene's suggestion that to attempt to r:ultiply 

the self is to reduce it. But what is the precise nature of 

the actor's folly or immorality? 

That Volpone's performances constit~te a degeneration 

is therraticalJ.y underlined by Hosea's entertainment for Vol-

pone. Nano, Androgyno, and Castrono, each a sick parody of 

a man, describe the transmigration of the soul of Pythagoras, 

its met&mo:rphosis :J_nto ever mor9 ludicrous shapes until it 

becomes /111drogyno. The whole scene constitutes a satiric 

condemnation of shape-changing when applied to the larger 

action of the play. 

The real Volpone -- whatever he is -- is most appareDt 

j_n his scenes with Mosca and in the scenE: where he attempts 

to seduce Celia. But even here there is so strong a suggestion 

of .self-dre..rnatization tl:lat we are never sure of what we are 

seeing. In the openine; scene of the play Volpone's boasting 

about the way in which he carries on his "vocation" reaches 

a level of self-consciousness ·which suggests that here, as in 

public, Volpone is only striking a pose: 

I use no trade, no venter; 
I wound no earth with plow-shares; fat no beasts 
To fcedc the s~1ambles; have no mills for y·ron, 
Oyle, corne, or men, to grinde 'hen into poulder; 
I blow no subtili glasse; expose no ships
To thrcateninzs of the furrow-faced sea; 

lj 
Leggatt, "The Suicide of Volpone", p.23. 
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I turne no moneys, in the publicke banke; 

Nor usu1·e private -

( I • i • 3 3 -1+0) 


His pride in not soi.ling his ha:ods with mundane business is 

highly ironic in light of the n~anner in whlch he does make 

his money. The tone of his :::;peech, a.nd even more so the tone 

of Mosca's response, suggests that this is merely a game that 

the two play, keepinG always at a distance from each other: 

your sweet na.tu:re doth abhorre these courses; 
You lothe, the widdm·.res, or the or11hans tea res 
Should vmsh your paven:EHlts; or their pittious cryes 
Ring in your roofes; and beate the aire, for ,vengeance. 

( I • i.48- 51) 

Both are aware of the cynicism behind their words; even here 

they are playing their own parts, Volpone the part of patron, 

Mosca the part of flattering parasite. It is because of their 

continuous sparring that each fails sufficiently to know the 

other, so that each is finally able to misjudge the other to 

a degree th~t brings about their downfall. 

When he takes on actual disguise Volpone becomes the 

person he pretend8 to be more fully than he knmvs. When he 

pretend.s to be sick, his siclmess becomes a physical emblem 

of his own moral nature. Ar"1.d when he disguises as someone 

else, he takes on that character completely. His first dis

guise is as the mountebank Scoto of Mantua, and it is signi

ficant that he should choose to play the role of one who is 

himself playing a. role; as Peregrine says, 11 I have heard they 

are r10st lei::d impostors;/1<ade all of termcs, and shreds" 

(II. j_i.14-15). During this scene there is no reference what
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ever to the fact that Volpone is Volpone; his identification 

14with his role is complete. A similar snr,;::estion is made 

later in the play; when in the fj_nal act Volpone disc;uises 

as a c01~1mendatore and asks Mosca how well he fits the part, 

Mosca replies "0 sir, you are he"(V.v.1). Having rejected his 

self, the play-actor can only exist through a false identity. 

In connection with this question of Volpone's absolute 

submersion in his roles, we can con;'lider Jonson 1 s remarkably 

infrequent use of the "aside" for comic purposes, especially 

during the sickbed scenes. This would obviously be a very 

successful satiric device, allrn:1ing Volpone to comment upon 

the folly and greed. of the gulls, yet it is very rarely used. 

Volpone malrns only one aside in the early scenes (I.iv.18); 

Mosca has rather more asides, especially with Corbaccio. This 

suggests someth:tng of the degree to which the actors are in

volved in their performances. Later in the play, when confron

ted by Lady Would-be (III.iv), Volpone makes greater use of 

asides; but his inability to cope with Lady Would-be has 

forced him into a greater awareness of his role-playing -- as 

he says: "Before I fayn'd diseases, now I have one"(III.iv.62). 

Volpone himself enjoys the immorality of his role

playing. The central scene of the play, where he attempts to 

1 
Leggatt's view coincides with mine on this point:

"Volpone' s imper~;onation of Scoto is so clu.zzlingJ_y conplete 
that he seer::'.s, duTing that scene, to have surr·2n...l.ered his own 
identity 11

( 
11 The Suj_cide of Volpone 11 

, p.23). Perhaps one .:.:11ould 
add the suggestion that VoJpone's identity is lo3t fron the 
beginning. 

http:one"(III.iv.62
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seduce Celia, demo11strs.tes this, for the idea of his shc-Jpe

shifting becomet> part of an erotic fantasy which has affini

ties with the charades of Sir Puntarvolo and his wife in 

];y_ery Han_Qllt of Eis Rulli.QQ!., etnd with the activities of the 

degenerate Stuffes of The New Inn, in spite of its more poe

tic nature: 

Whil 'st we, :i.n ch3.n?E1d sh2.p0s, act OVIDS tales, 

Thou, like ELT..:tOPA now, anu I 1ike ~TOVI~, 

Then I like llARS, (ijJQ tiiOU lj}ff) EHYCiill!.:, 

So, of the rest, till we h:J.ve quite run throuc.h 

And weary'd all the fables of the gods. 

'l'hen will I have thee in r~o:ce moJorne formes, 

Attired li1':e sorre sprightJy dar::e of fl:fD1Q.s, 

Br"'Ve mvr·,..~n Jnriv or P"'OU,.:;i C',v-....... ~ "'(.., b"'"1'+-·y·
c~ ~ ..~..;.;;-!~::...~~.. _o ....~ ..; ' ,,1. ..4 ..~2-:=<-.!..;.~ l,..c~ A..V ' 


So'rf1e-.t i• .,.~f'.'' C' ,-,·,1-:· Q +-h-; f-'=.>"t' C' ~ ;'.; '1 C'', ,' '-1 -: f:> (' \•Ji r" e• • 

ll'.'.V .l• _..,,, LA., v v V .,;~~.;....~ ~-:..;_~ ...,.. ' 

c. . . ' ' ~ l0r the grc:irir.-.;;]_2.P:.r::Lot. mist::ress•;; o.na, IOr c1ange,J .:"l 

To one of our r;1ost art-full courtizans, 

Or smr1e qu}.ck Herrro, or cold Russio.n; 

And I will meet thee, in as ma:r.y sbo.:!JeS: 


(III.vii.221-233) 

Volpone cannot enjoy even the highest of pleasures without 

the continuo-:.1s flux of shape that is a compulsion with hin~. 

He has already boasted to Celia of his own play-acting genius; 

seeing himself as god-like in his acting abilities, he can 

even go beyond Proteus, master of shape-shifting: 

r, before 
I would have left my practice, for thy love, 
In varying figu:::-e s, I ·wculd have contended 
With the blue PROTI~us, or the horned flouq .. 

(III.vii.150-153) 

But what Volpone is defining as his genius ought, of course, 

to be recognized as the devil's capacity to assur.:te whatever 

shape he pleases. 

The fact that Volpone's cor,;pulsive desire to play a 

http:continuo-:.1s
http:Rulli.QQ
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part su.[r;ests a loss of identity, of the self', loads !3(:WeT·al 

of !1i s 1 j_nes 1·~ith ambiguity. Bra inwo:rm 's 11 now am I inc st like 

myself" has a basie truth to it because Brn.inworm kIJO-.-JS hi::.1.

self. Hith Volpone, hmvever, there is always confusion about 

his references to the self. At the end of Act I, when Volpone 

has decided to see Celia, this exchange takes place: 

VOLP. I will goe see her, thou~h but at her windore. 
MOSe In so~e disguise, then. VOLP. That is true. I must 
Haintayne mine owne shape, still, tho same: wee'll thinke. 

(I.v.127-129) 

Volpone cannot here mean what he says. Presumably he means 

that for his public audience he must remain a siclc man; but 

the implication of 11 mine owne shape" is highly mnbiguous, 

since what he intends to maintain is not his own shape exact

ly, but an impersonation of himself as a sick man -- a feigned 

shape, in fact~ The suggestion is that Volpone is rather un

certain about ·what his ovm shape really is. The same ambiguity 

attends his words to Hosea after his successful appearance 

in court: 

I was 
A little in a mist; but not dejected;
Never, but still my selfe. 

(V. ii. 39-41) 

Again he is referring to his feigned identity as if it were 

a true one. This being so, Volpone's words at his final un

masking, "I am Volpone", also take on a certain complexity 

of suggestion. Leggatt sees the words and gesture as a flou

rish of defiance, ~fi1ich is clearly, at lenst in part, what 

Volpone intends thern to be. But there is an implication there 
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that he would not understand, for in revealing himself he is 

revealing nothing. There are mmw Volpones and there is no 

Volpone. E.B.Partridge, in a paper entitled u'l'he Symbolism 

of Clothes in J on;·~on' s La st Plays 11 , says: 

We rarely see Volpone as he ren.11y is -- if ha renlly 
is an)r one thing. Perhaps, like Face in .Tr~..2J)..r:heY 1 i §t,,
he has no real nature except as he disguises him
self •••• His dis~uises, then~ reveal his perver
ted nature throughout the pla.yel5 

Not merely do his disguises reveal his perversion; they g.r.g 

his perversion. His essential 1n'E~ornlity 1ies in his inabi

lity or u1MilJingness to discover his self. 

Yet it see!Ts that Volpone wishes to retain an illu

sion of constancy himself. Phrases like nstill the sameu, and 

"still, my selfe 11 , are almost Jonsonian stock phrases for 

constancy. The fact that Volpone uses them so insistently 

suggests that Jonson is presenting a perversion of Stoic 

constancy, in light of Volpone's compulsion toward play

acting. His crucial failure is a failure of self-examination. 

In his soliloquy, after his appearance before the .AY.Q_catoJZi, 

it seerr.s that he is about to ana1yse himself having, for 

the first time, felt some dissatisfaction with his disguise. 

But he does not look far, turning instead to wine, and he 

is immediately ready for another disguise. He is absolutely 

superficial. 

1 
Ed1·rard B. Partridge, 11 The Syr:bolis:n of Clothes in 

Jonson rs Last Playsn, ~-!.I:, LVI (1957), 396. 
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This rejection of identity is reflected in Volpone's 

attitude toward the extern~l world. In this too he desires 

and expects coritinual ch2.nge, We have already seen hm·r, in 

his attempted seduction of Celia, he c:reates a fantasy j_n 

which Celia changes shape along with him. After lfosca's 

Victory over the suitors, who believe Volpone to be dead, 

the Fox's glee is expressed in a dcsira to transform the 

extern&l world in this case, l!osco.: 11 0 that I could now I 

Transforrie thee to a Venus" (V. iiL103-104). Just as he sees 

his greatest power as being his abi1 ity to change his identi

ty, so his greatest love is for those things which have the 

power to transform~ So he worships gold, "the dwnbe god, that 

giv'st all men tongues"(I.i.22). This idea is given even 

clearer expression by Mosca, who is actually articulating 

Volpone' s own views: 

It transformes 
The most deformed, and rEJ stores 'hem lovely,
As't were tho strange poeticall girdle. JOVE 
Could not invent, t 'hh-:.self'e, a shroud r.1ore subtile, 
To passe ACRISIUS guardes. It is the tlling 
Makes all the world her grace, hor youth, her beauty. 

(V. ii.100-10 5) 

The reference to Jove1s seduction of Danae echoes what we have 

already seen, the erotic element in Volpone's transformations. 

The powder which, as Scoto of Mantua, Volpone gives to Celia, 

is priceless because of its tro.nsforming power; it is "the 

poulder, that tr'ade VEEUS a godesse • • that kept her per• 

petually yong, clear 'd her wrincles, firm 'cl her guc,me s, fill 'd. 

her skin, colour 'd her hairett(II. ii.2Jlr-237). His own obses

http:tongues"(I.i.22
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sicm is apro..ront here; as in his lateJ.• attempted seduction, 

he sees the promise of an ability to transform as being the 

thing most likely to win Celia,, He believes, of course, that 

his obsession is a universal one; 1:1hen disguised as the s&.m

mernfa.tore in order to mock the gulls, he says to Corbaccio: 

11 Thus doe all gam'sters, at all games, dissemblc"(V.vi.26). 

The metaphor is typical; he and Mosca see the world as a 

stage, with themselves as both actors and play-makers. In 

this they are playing a game throufhout the drama, for to 

them all life is a game. Volpone suggests that the evttsion 

of self is a condition of success in a world where those who 

talrn up 	fixed rositions allow themselves to be outmanoeuvred. 

Volpone's punishment is particularly appropriate, as 

he is to be forced to r:10.intain an identity which he has pre

viously 	only acted out: 

since the mo:::t -v:as gotten by imposture, 
By faining lave, r,out, palsey, and such diseases, 
Thou art to lie in p:eison, crampt with irons, 
Till thou bee'st sicke, and lar::e indeed. 

(V.xii.121-124) 

The rr.an whose whole life has been based upon the assUIT'ption 

of the freedom to change at will is to have both freedom and 

will rerroved, to be forced into one shape, a shape that is, 

for him, the worst possible. To nisuse the will is to relin

quish it; Volpone wilfully made the wrong choice and in con

sequence lost his will to the disease of cor1pulsion. 

Volron2 	and :;:osca both see thenselV8S as artists in 

their acting, and as such the~r continually analy·se and criti

http:dissemblc"(V.vi.26
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cise their perforreances. But for Volpone disguising, because 

it i5 a compulsion, is also a disease. \</ith Mosca role-playing 

is a means to an end; with Volpone it is itself the end. He 

is not really much concerned with the material gains derived 

from his performances, and although as spectator he enjoys 

the discomfiture of his patrons, this is usually brought 

about by Mosca's performances. HJs real love is the acting 

itself. After his appearance in court he realizes that he 

has eone as far as he can go: 

I ne 1r;".! was tn dislike with my disguise,

Till this fled mor-tent; here, 'h:as goocl, in private,

But, in your publikc, C;~, whil 'st I breathG. 


(V. i.2-4) 

Nevertheless, he cannot resist e. further disguise, thereby 

puttj_ng himself completely into Mosca's hands, and bringjng 

about his own d.ownfall. 

Mosca is an artist on a level different from that of 

Volpone; because there are ulterior motives behind his role

playing, he has much firmer control over his performances 

than does Volpone. Disguise is not a disease with himo Never

theless, like Volpone, he takes great delight in the technical 

perfection of an impersonation. His own disguising is limited 

to verbal imposture in the :Machiavellian tradition, sj_milar 

to that of Tiberius. He never pretends to be someone else, 

as does Vol1Jone, but he presents a different version of him

self to everj,rone. We have already seen that he is playing a 

role even with Volpone; so it is also with the suitors. Fore
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shadowin~; the tr~i.cksters of 1.h?_Alchc.rJ.i§.1, he is whatever the 

clients wish hirn to be. This is best seen in the law-court 

scenes. 11 Is the lie/Safely convaid amongst us?"(IV.iv.3-4) he 

asks, and the irony is that 11 the lie0 is different for each 

of them, yet each thinks he alone Jcnows the truth. Mosca works 

here like a skilled juggler, effortlessly keeping control. 

I~ is this effortlessness that Mosca sees as the 

greater part of his genius. Volpone sees his dramatic skill 

as god-like; Mosca sees his own abilities as being in some 

way spiritual or super-human. In his soliloquy of self-praise 

he examines his sublimity: 

O! Your Parasite 
Is a most precious thing, dropt from above, 
Not bred 1rnong 'st clods$ and clot~poules, here on earth .. 

(III.i.7-9) 

He goes on to define the skill of the "fine elogantn parasite, 

in terms of his ability to change instantly, to assun:e and 

discard roles without effort. The superior parasite, of which 

Mosca is his own supreme example, can 

rise, 
And stoope (almost together) like an arrow; 
Shoot through the aire, as nimbly as a starre; 
Turne short, as doth a swallow; and be here, 
And thGre, and here, and yonder, all at once; 
Present to any humour, all occasion; 
And change a visor, swifter than a thought! 

( I I I. i.23-29) 

His skill is not the virtuosity of Volpone, who can take on 

and maintain a role indefinitely; rather, it is the lightning

quick multiplication of roles, the ability to appear an in

finite number of things almost simultaneously. In:mediately 
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after his de ~;c:ription of his skill, he is able to put :it into 

action, when he convinces Bonario that he is not a fJntterer, 

but a poor man forced to degrade himself to make a living. 

Skilled in making lies appear the truth, he can also make the 

truth appear a lie. 

M:osca 's soliloquy parallels Volpone' s later speech 

of self-analysis. By definition,. a parasite laclrn sclf-suffi

ciency, the Stoic good, yet at the sa~e time puts on a mask 

of Stoic self-sufficiency, if he is like Mosca. Just as Vol-

pone sees consuJ.rimatG role-playing as the condition of success 

in a world of role-players, so Mosca sGes the world as wholly 

made up of "parasites and sub-parasites". Both see the world 

in their own image; this makes unnecessary any serious self

examinationo All men are more-or-less successful role-players 

who can exist in the world only by deceiving others; as Mosca 

sees it, 

Hood an asse, with reverend purple,
So you can hide his two ambitio·l.rn ea.res, 
And, he shall passe for a cathedrall Doctor·~ 

(I.ii.111-113) 

There is a certain contempt in this, for such role-playing 

is based on the dazzling effect of riches, rather than on 

innate skill comparable to Hosea's; the ass is still an ass. 

On a level for which he can find more admiration, the aspect 

of the lawyer's craft which most fascinates Mosca is that 

which is most like his own parasj.te-skill, the ability to 

speo.ke
To every cause, and things mere contraries, 

http:ambitio�l.rn
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Till th.:;y were hoarse againe 1 yet all be lo..w; 
Tl1at, with r::ost quick a(".ilitie, could turne, 
And re-turnc; :r.,ake lmots, ar:.d undoe th2m; 
Give forked co1n1sell; tabJ 11rovoldng gold 
On eitber hand, and put it up.

(I.iii.53-59) 

He has a world-picture of people who succeed or fail by their 

dissembling skill. \!Tnen Corvino shows a shred of pity for the 

apparently dying Volpone, Hosea's reponse is to advise him, 

"The weeping of an heire should still be laughter, I Under 

a visorn(r.v.22-23). All nobler instincts can be rationalized 

only in terms of thei~ bein~ an act. 

Volpon0 and Hosea create a world of illusions for 

others, but because the world they create is a reflection of 

their o-.vn lack of centre, their own lack of integrity, they 

too are subject to theil" own illusions. VolponG pretertd s his 

own death be(!ause, failing to see through the illusion. :Viosca 

has created for hi.m, he trusts too far. Hosea, dressed as a 

.QJ.arisfirno, presents the i11usj_on of Volpone 's death to the 

clients, then tries to turn the illusion into reality by pre

venting Volpone from coming back to life, and in the process 

attempts to tr2.nsform his role of C1arissin:o into reality. 

Again, tricked by his illusion, he fails to foresee Volpone's 

possible reaction and his own consequent downfall. 

Like Volpone' s punishment, l~osca 1s is ironically 

appropriate, for he becomes, to the Avoca.tori, the ass robed 

in reverend purp1e. Rich implies learned, he has said, with 

contempt for those without real abilities. Now his own abi
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lities are bej.ng ignored, c::.nd he is condemned for putting on 

the appen.rance of a rich man; he has, says the judge, 

abus 'd the court, 
And habit of a gentlerr.an of Ve110~, 
Being a f'ellow of no birth, or blond: 

(V.xii.110-112) 

Volpone and Hosea want a world of illusions and, in 

fact, the world we see in the plny is one of iJlusions, where 

most people play roles, where lies are taken for truth and 

truth goes unrecognized. Each of Volpone's clients discards 

his own role: Corvino as husband, Corbaccio as father, Vol

tore as upholder of the law. Voltore, because of his skill, 

is most lil::e Volpone and Mosca, and in the court scene he 

becomes their spokesman, living up to Mosca's earlier descrip

tion of him. We have already seen how Mosca is able to turn 

the truth into a lie, in his confrontation with Bonario; in 

this scene, although unwittingly, Voltoro also turns the 

truth into a lie. He describes Volpone quite accurately, but 

in the sarcastic tone of one who is actually denying the truth 

of what he is saying: 

See here, grave fathers, here's the ravisher, 

The rider on men's wives, the great impostor,

The grand voluptuary! do you not think, 

These limbes should affect Y.fill.ery, or these eyes 

Covet a concubir:e? 'pray you, marke these hands, 

Are they not fit to stroake a ladies brests? 

Perhaps, he doth dissemble? 


( rv. vi.23-29) 

So entirely lost in the illusion is he, that he becomes its 

presenter. 

One of the major ironies of the play is that, in the 

http:gentlerr.an
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earlier court .. scenes i.n Act rv, the Sc_::::tti:noQ, whose function 

is to estal.Jlish truth, becom0s the nea.ns of extending Volpo

ne' s illusions Voltore, we have seen, turns truth into3 

falsehood here; and arr.id st the lies of Mosca and Volpone 1 s 

clients, the only representatives of truth in the play are 

accused of duplicitJr• Of Bonario, Voltore says: 

So much n:.ore full of dan<;er is hls vice, 
That can beguile so, under sbv.de of v3rtuo. 

(1V .. v$61-62) 

VJhen Bonario defends himself the first A\:2_cD.to;.:g, says 0 You do 

forget your selfe 11 -- ironicall:r, since Eonario and Celia are 

the only characters in the play who show any constancy. Celia 

too is accused of playing a role: 

This lewd woman 
{That wants no artificiall lookes, or teares, 
To helpe the visor, she has now put on) 

(IV.v .34-36) 

The inversion of illusion c.:nd rE'ality is complete, so that 

when Celia faints it is inevitaule that the Avocatori should 

think this :ret another performance on her part: "This woman, 

has too man;>.r mocdes"(IV .v.142). 

Volpone and Hosea represent a disease; the society 

in which they function reflects this disease; consequently, 

because of their implicntion in the general falsehood, the 

Avocatori are unable to see truth, unless by accident: 

As a result of the forces operating from the society 
ancl within the:'.nselves, these justicers perceive a 
distorted world of false appearances; but they con
sist311tly act incorrectly anci unjustly because they 
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·want to believe the lj.es thGy are told.16 

The play is about illusion, transformation, loss of identity 

through man's wilful neglect of his du.ty to establish the 

self on a n:oro.1 basis, and Jonson na1rns it clear that the 

role-playing this involves is wrong. \·Je have seen how the 

whole idea of metan:orphosis of the self is satirized in the 

entertainment r,iven by the freaks; it is further mocked 

th1~ough Nano, who puts the idea of impersonation into its 

proper perspective. The dwarf, he says, is not grotesque, but 

a pretty little ape: 

And, why a pritty ape? but for pleasine imitation 
Of greater mens action, in a ridiculous fashion. 

(III.iii.13-14) 

The absurdity of all role-playing, its foolish imnorality, 

is made quite plain here. 

The examination of role-playing and transformation, 

of the folly of those who discard the integrated self, that 

is the concern of the main plot, is echoed in the sub-plot. 

Sir Politic Would-be purports to be a rnan of the world. He 

affects to know all current news, and to be an expert in 

understanding plots and intrigues, yet he is easily taken in 

by the claims of the mountebank. Jonas Barish has written 

perceptively on the subject: "Sir Politic and Lady Would-be 

functlon to a large extent precisely as mimics. They imitn.te 

1 
Lawrence L.Levin, "Justice and Society in §e;jarms 

and VoJ T'Cn~ 11 , Di....2.£..ourse, XIII (1970), 321. 
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their environment, and without knowing it they travesty the 

actions of the main characters. 11 17 In a less self-conscious 

manner they have a function similar to that of the grotesques 

who entertain Volpone. Sir Politic plays a role from his 

first appearance, his wife has come to Venice to learn more 

about the role she wants to play. She has come 

for inte11~.p:ence 
or tyres, and fashions, and behaviour, 
Ar.-iong th8 curtizans. 

(II.i.27-29) 

The co1:.fusion of the Would-be,:; about illusion and 

reality is as r,reat as the confusion of the characters of the 

main plot, but it is demonstrated on a much n;ore literal and 

obvious level. Lad~r Would-be, lGd to believe that her husband 

is associating with a courtesan, makes the absurd mistake 

of convincing herself t1'at Peregrine is a woman disguised as 

a man, ua 1ev.rd harlot, a base fricatrice, I A female devill, 

in a male out-side"(IV.ii.55-56). This ridiculous confusion 

foreshadows the rather more serious confusion of truth and 

illusion that is to take place in the ScrutiJ"\9.Q• 

Lady Would-be is associated with the theme of dis

guise and the creation of illusion through her use of cos

metics, which parallels Volpone's use of disguise as an 

evasion of id.entity. Concerned always with her appearance, 

17 
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and the success of her 11 fucus 0 , she reminds us that it was 

a cosmetic povder that VolJJOne, as Scoto, offered to Celia. 

Volpone desi~es the part of Golia that is closest to illusion, 

her appec:rancc; he wants only E:!Xternals, and rejects Celia's 

"identity", which is represented by her purity and her con

stancy to the ideal of marital fidelity. Seeing this, Celia 

offers to destroy the ilJ~sory surface if this will allow her 

to retain her self: 

pun:tsh that unhappy crime of nature, 

Which you rr.iscal r"ljr beauty: flay my face, 

Or poison it, with oynt:-::ents, for seducing 

Your bloud to this rebellion. 


(III.vii.2 51-2 51+) 

Appearance is only the illusion of beauty; true beauty con

sists in integrity and a refusal to dincard identity. So Lady 

Would-be, who thinks she c.qn create beauty on the out side, 

and has no identity, becmr:es polar-opposite and foil to Celia. 

Peregrine believes that Lady Would-he's mistake about 

his identity is part of a plot by Sir Politic to prostitute 

his wife. In revenge he literally gives up his identity by 

disguising as a merchant to punish Sir Politic. He too is 

tricked by an illusion and consequently becomes, like Vol

pone, a creator of illusion~ He causes Sir Politic to make 

a visual transformation into a tortoise -- the cold, slow

moving, lowly creature that Sir Pol really is. Sir Politic 

then becomes an emblem for all the transformations of the 

play, for all transformation is, in Jonson's world, degra

dation. 
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It is d:U'ficult to assess Peregrine 's role here. Ac

cording to Dorothy Litt, he provides a direct parallel for 

Volpone: 

V?lpoi:ie,. in dis7uise as a. court o~~ice~, humiliates 
h.J.s victims, wlnle Peregr1n<::, in a.:i. sr:ui3e as a mer
chant, ps.ral1els ·volpc.ne by 1:-Ja.king thE:J Knight crawl 
literally .. Finally, both J.irotagcnists show by example 
that decepti0n need not lead to self-d0co~tion, for 
each strips himself of his own disguise.1~ 

Clearly we cannot accept this conclus:i.on, since when Volpone 

strips himself of his disguise he does not show that he is 

free of se1f-deception, as we have seen. Conversely, it is not 

totally apparent that Peregrine is implicated by the eencral 

atta~k on self-deception. He has some affinities w:tth Brain

worm, some with True•t1it, but he does not really· seem to fit 

in with the moral scheme of the play. In the end we cannot 

be sure whether or not he too is being satirized. 

The animal imagery prevalent in the play also con

tributes to the general criticism of role-playing that Jonson 

is making. There are references to many animals that mimic 

other creatures, or that can actually change their appearance. 

Baboon, parrot and hyaena are a11 mimics, the crocodile traps 

its prey by playing a part, and the chameleon can change its 

appearance to suit its environrr:ent. Lady Would-be, the inver

ted reflection of Celia, accuses her of duplicity usine such 

18 
Dorothy E. Litt, 11 Unity of Theme in VqJ..rSJ..!!Q 11 

). B1.l].
letin or th(:) 1;.2w Yo:ck Pu11l_ic Liorcn7 LYJ\III (lSo'?l , 2,..:3-;:;.~D+. 
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anitral comparisons: 0 0ut, thou .<::.!•BL~ harlot; now, thine 

eies I Vie teares with the hvaern."(IV.v1.2-3) .. In spite of 

her mistake about the hyaena's tears, the words are a :far 

more appropriate description of Lady Would-be herself. 

Barish succinctly .sums us the suggestions of such 

images, and their wider relevance to the concerns of the play 

in general: 

The juxtapositicn of the hyena and the cbameleon 
reminds one that tbEn-·e is a ro:int at which the idsn. 
of ir~ctainorpbosis and mirr:icry coales~e .. Tho ch~rn:e ... 
leon, Bhift:.i.nr:, :tts colo:rs to l"'lend itself ~:1ith its 
envir·ont'lent, j_niu:i ges :i..n n. hJi:shly dsvoloped form of 
protec:tiv€~ mi:r;1:i.ery. Volpone c~:.:r.»i8S tho rr:iJ:icir;lo a 
step further., HE:: goes thrcmr:h h:Ls :re stlc ss seri'2:S of 
transfo:r-m~::.tions not as a si1:Leld but in order to prey 
on his own kind, to satisfy something in ids unnatural 
nature which demanJ.s in~es~~a.n-C change of shG.pe and 
form. But knavery and credulity, mir1icry and metar:or
phosis, alike reflect aspects of one basic folly: the 
folly of becor.d.ng ~ or trying to becm-:le, ·what on2 is 
not, the cardinal sin of lo sin~ one's natuI·e. Only 
Bonario and Celia, of all the creatures in the play, 
never apo other·s, neve:r.- cb::-inco their shapes, nev<.::1~ act 
c01Ycrar-y to their esseY1tial natures. And in the unna
tural state of Venice it is c:hi2fly thr;y, the unchan10ging ones, who are attacked as hyenas and chan~cleons. 7 

Barish here underlines many of the points made in the present 

discussion -- Volpone's diseased need to change his shape, 

the ideas of mi~icry and metamorphosis (combined, one might 

add, in the idea of disguise), the crime of the loss of one's 

nature, and the hunting, by a diseased society where most 

have lost their identities, of those who remain constant to 

the self. 

19 
Barish, "'rhe Double Plot in :Volpon.e. 11 , p.102. 
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Vo1_r:,or;_g is Jonson's most central disguise-play, and 

his most serious and sustained attack on inauthentic beha

viour .. In Everv Van in His Eurno_ur, as we saw, the shurns ".vho 

played roles and affected hu.LJours were attacked, but the 

disguiser-Brainworm was treated with genial tolerance because 

the wit of his plots was essentially undestructive -- although 

he did not eo uncriticized. In .Se.ittrU.fl. we witnessed an exa

mination of the destructive power of those ·who wilfully take 

on roles, and in Y.olponq this examination is continued. Vol

pone and Mosca, having disca.rded their own identities, at

ten:pt to create a world of illusion, a world without identity, 

for themselves and for others. But because they have lost 

their own j_dentities they too become enmeshed, the dupes of 

their own illusion. Those who people the world of VoJnon8 

are not merely foolish, but are in fact actively vicious, for 

they too have wilfully discarded the integrity of the self. 

So the entire world of the play becomes an expanded metaphor 

for the disguising of Volpone, a world of false surfaces and 

invarted values. Even the theme of materialism in the play, 

embodied in the blasphemous religious elevation of gold, 

contributes to this metaphor, since we~alth becorr.es only a 

means of putting a rich and attractive surface on an ugly 

reality -- anothGr roe&ns, that is, of transformation. 

The implications of the use of disguise, consequently, 

are spread through all levels of the play. The two constant 

http:Se.ittrU.fl
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characters, CDJ ia and 13onario, are finally vindi.cated, cut 

this is lorgely by accident, because even the ministers of 

just ice are cB.ught up in the illusion. So al though Celia and 

Bonario are adequate no~ms, their virtue is shown to be pas

sive and impotent, and no explicit celebration of their con

stancy is voiced in the final judgementsc Nor is there a 

presenter .or col:l~entator to make judgements for us, as there 

was j_n the Comicall Satyres, and even in .s_ejar:i-~o But the 

clues to judr,ement are there, in the network of com:rr'.entary

parodies of the ~ain action, and in the action itself. Once 

we realize tha·c for Jonson alJ role-playing is evil, and can 

only create evil, we can see that the central target of his 

satire is not materialism, nor even the abuse of other reople, 

but is rather the discarding of the self, the wearing of rnazks 

that for Ser~eca characterized the foolish and iDr::oral r:0.n, 

that leads to all other evils. 
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Jon.son's next p1ay, 1'22,i__e...Q!ill.Q, or 111.P- Sil c.:nt Vl.9.!ill:JJ, 

appeo.red in 1609. It shows a r.'larked diffm•ence in tone to 

Y.:S.2.1.DQ.~"":§.; one critic describes it as 11 D.ltogether liehter, 

wittier and more relaxed 11 than the earlier play.I In many 

Writing no-v: for a court rather than a popular audience, Jon

son w~~s able to assume a higher level of sophistication and 

delight in "immoral" wit, and to write a farce that is, at 

lenst on the surface, frothy as compared to the preceding 

comedy. :K'evertheless, as i.ve shall sec, many of the play' s 

concerns a:J.d its final rnoral direction are similar to those 

of VoJpone. 

A major concern of most critics of Er;icofilill has been 

to de:monstrate the play' s unity. Dryden first voiced the con

cern with a statement of what he takes to be unquestionable 

fact: "The action of the pla~r is entirely one; the end or 

aim of which :i.s the settling of Morose's estate on Dauphine. 0 2 

1 
J.B.Bamborough, Ben Jonson (London, 1970), p.91. 

2 
T \, "l)Y'"'r0 I; '-c ,,. ,.,. rt ..," ..~ t..! t""'li' '°"""I• o.1n ~, .... on, _, __ -c ..,rur. _,,_ ~ .l .. 1~·"'· 0f Jc'r1·r1 l'ruc~ P''l ed...... '..-.~· .1•.•~, • 

A.. C.Kirsch (Li.neoln, l(I6t;), P: 50. 
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Hodern crlti~s ha.Ve b~;en less disponeci to find thr.'.! r:1D,,Y f s 

un1ty in its plot, and have sought it else-where. E.Be}\1r

tri<ige finds it in the allusiveness of' language and imagery 

which, he shc'd.S'~ demonstrates the epicene nature of most of 

the characters; Ray L.Heffner, following Eliot's vie-w of the 

play's "unity of inspirationu, finds a thematic unity, dis

covering four thematically related intrigues.3 A more recant 

critic, Hark A.Anderson, returns to a consideration of the 

unity of the play's plot, seeing the two metamorphoses of 

Epicoene, from silent to garrulous woman, and fr·om woman to 

boy, as rev 1aaling the unity of action. 4 On the other hand 

Jonas A.Barish, finding in E-sicoene's tone an attempted fusion 

of the Ovidian and the Juvenalian, considers the play to be 

incompletely integrated.5 

A related problem with 'Which most of these critics 

have attempted to deal concerns the position of the three 

intriguers, Dauphine, Truewit and Clerimont. They clearly form 

a group separate from the other characters of the play, yet 

3 
Partridge, The Broken Co~pass, pp.161-177; Ray L. 

Heffner, "Unifying Syrr,bo1s in the Comedy of Ben Jonson 11 , in 
Barish, Ben Jon.§.Qll, pp.133-146. 

4 
Mark A.Anderson, "'l'he Successful Unity of f.nico~: 

A Defense of Ben ;ronson11 , Studies in En;:r1ish Literature,.l 
(1970)' 3l+9-366 .. 

5' 
Jon8. s A. Barish, "Ovid, Juvenal, and The Sil font Ho

man", ~' LXXI (1956), 213-224. 
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partake of the general immorality of "Lheir society. Barish 

thinks that Truewit is the play' s hero and its r!loral norm; 

Charles A.Cal'penter finds Dau1Jhine to be the hero, consis

tently triumphjng over Truewit.6 Hoffner thinks that Truewit 

and Dauphine share the honours, that Jonson favours a balance 

between noisy prankster and practical schemer. Host find 

Clerimont to be a less fully developed character, associated 

main] y by implication in the triun~phs of the other two. 

The problem conce~ning these characters arises be

cause, althouch clearly superior in wit and intelligence to 

the other clnracters of the play, they a:re hardly n:uch less 

vicious. Thus critics have tended to grant them hero-status 

on p,rounds of superior wit without coming to terms with the 

moral implications of this. But Jonson is here, as every

where, a moralis·c, and we sl1all examine a rending of the play 

which sees none of the schemers as hero, but includes them 

too in the circle of the irony. 

Epicoene is generally seen as an attack on social 

pretension and hypocrisy. Partridge, for instance, considers 

that "the play is fundamentally concerned with devie!tions 

from a norm" and that it "explores the question of decorum 

here the decorum of the sexes and the decorum of society. 11 7 

11Charles A.Carpenter, ~ Minus Its Secret: 
Sui"nrise <~s F.xrecta·cion°, }~~ 81' liniYS>.J:§;i.tv St-t:--1.ies:, VII 
(1908)' 1)-22 .. 

7 
Partridge, The Broken Coi'lr.ass, pp.170,171 .. 

http:liniYS>.J:�;i.tv
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But we must be ?.ware of Jonson's perennial ecncer:n with role-

players; those who wear r·asl:s are not merely social monsters, 

and the satire has wider implications than this. For once 

again Jonson is concerned with a more universal ethical con

text in examining the play-2.cting of those who have, wilfully 

or otherwise, lost contact with the self .. 

The most aprarent fools in tho play are Daw and La 

Foole, gulls j_n the tradition of Matthew and Stephen, and 

perhaps more richly comic than they., Everything about them 

is false; being themsel~es empty, they must give an appearance 

of learning or fu.shion, an aJ1pearance that is pathstic2.lly 

futile. Daw is "a fellow that pretend.s onely to learninr:;, 

buJres titles, and nothing else of bool{es in him"(I.ii.?5-77). 

La FooJ.e, similc:.rly concerned only with surfaces, pretends 

to a11 the tra:rpings of social position, and is actuall~r no

thing nore than a 11 precious manikin".8 They are able to fool 

themselves and each other, and they deceive the Collegiate 

women (who are also self-deceiv(~d) for a time. 

But even the roles they play are not of their own 

creation. As Dauphine says of them: 

Tut, flatter· 'hem both (as TRUE..WIT sayes) and you 

L.A.Beaurline, in his edition of the play (Lincoln,
1966), has a note to this word (I.iii.24; p.19). He quotes 
Kitt~edge's comment on the word in '.l'welfth 1''11.rJlt., III.ii.57, 
"a littJ_e 1~::ir, less th8.n a rr.an, to be p:~<-yGd with likG a 
puppet." '.Lue definition sur,gests something of' the mindlessness 
of the play-actinn: of Daw and Le.. Foole -- a.ct.ors in a motion, 
rather than a play. 

http:III.ii.57
http:I.iii.24
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may take their understandin~s in a purse-net. They'll
beleeve the1::selves to he just such men as He 1ri.C'..lrn 
'hem, ne:Lther more nor 1es~;e. They have noth:i.ng, not 
the use of their senses, but by tradition. 

(III.iii.95-99) 

So totally lackl.ng in identity are they that they ca.nnot 

even create appearance for themBelves, but think themselves 

to be whatever others say they are. So it is appropriate 

that their exposure to the Ladies Collegiate is the result 

of an illusion, created by Truewit and Dauphine, in which 

each is presented to the other as being skilled in arrr:s and 

ferocious of temper. The reality is shown in Truewit.' s de

lightfully funny comment on Da'.J 's offer to allm-1 La Foole 

six kicks instead of five: 11 \ihat 's sixe kicks to a man, that 

reads SENECA?"(IV.v.293-294). Truewit's mocking reference 

is to the Stoic ideal of fortitude and constancy, which is 

the precise opposite of what Daw shows. Daw, in fact, has 

earlier referred to Seneca as a 11 grave ass"; yet he does not 

see the mockery. Daw, that ttfellow so utterly nothing, as he 

knowes not what he would be 0 (II.iv.154-155), is as willing 

to take on the role of Senecan ~an as he is to take on the 

role of poet or lover. 

Truewit's ruse allows Daw and La Foole to maintain 

their roles, at least for themselves, so that their e~pty 

reality can be shovm. once again in relation to the final 

unmasking of Epicoene. Here, agaln made to 11 beleeve them

selves to be just such r:ien as we make 'hem, 11 they are tricked 

by Clerimont into claiming that Epicoene has been their 

http:lackl.ng
http:noth:i.ng
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mistress. So a further anC:. final role is imposed upon them 

from the outside, in order that their reality can be exposed 

in public and to themselves. 

Daw and La Foole are the most transparent of the role

players pre sent eel in Epi.Q.Q'lli.~· Hore foolish than vicious, 

they have not the intellectual control to play their parts 

convinc1-ngly; yet ln.cking all identi.ty, they are forced to 

act. Ho1·e vicious, though equally foolish and comic, are the 

IJadies Collegiates, whose rejection of identity in favour of· 

role-playing is a more wilful one .. 

Affectation and pretense, the unwillingness o:r inc::.bi·

lity to be constant to the self, are particularly associated 

with the women in J:nico.e:p_go Truewit 's apparent defense of 

the use of cosraetics, and :Morose' s attacks on court women, 

are essentially co11c2rned. with the sarne thing, and this con

cern is embodied in the Colleglc~te wom~n. The first reference 

to the:11, by Truewit, is to their "most masculine, or rather 

herr~aphr9dit:t.call authority"(I.i.79-80). They are wilfully 

usurping a role opposite to their rightful one. Clerirnont's 

subsequent description of Lady H&ughty, leader of the Col

legiates, is spoken out of envy, because he has been denied 

audience with her; nevertheless the tone leaves us in no 

doubt about the dramatist's own attitude toward her: "A poxe 

of her autun1nall face, her peec 'd beautie: there's no man 

can be admitted till she be ready, now adaies, till she has 

painted, and perfum'd, and '"'ash'd, and scour'd"(I.ie85-88). 

http:inc::.bi
http:identi.ty
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Ti'"!o song "Still to be neat" ·whj.ch irr . .:J:ediately follows this 

underlines the tone, setting up e. contrast between :r.a tural, 

unadorned beauty, and that supplied by cosr:ictics. We have 

seen in earlier plays the relevance of the use of cosmetics 

to role-playing. Here the beautician's art is, as always, 

suspect: 

Though arts hi~ causes are not found, 
All j_s rJOt sweet, all is not sound. 

(I.i.95-96) 

In response to this, Truewit defends the art of women -- but 

this raises the question of how seriously we are to take his 

words. And8rson says: "TruS!Wit accepts the reality of society 

and the artifice within it. The deceit of cosmetics is not 

socia11y harmful when ac3ri1itted, but in fact can work aesthetic 

improvement in society. 11 9 But surely the tone of Truewit's 

lines on whether cosmetj_cs should be applied in public or in 

private is satiric, rather than a genuine condoning of arti

fice: "Is it for us to see their perrukes put on, thei:r false 

teeth, their complexion, their eye-browes, their nailes'?" 

(I.i.117-119). Truewit is certainly playing devil's advocate 

here. If he means what he says, then his lines are a reflec

tion on himself as rrmch as a serious justification of the use 

of cosrr.etics. We shall have more to say of this. 

Morose too, the unbalanced satirist, attacks the role

9 
Anderson, 1'The Successful Unity of Enicoe!ill.", p.354. 
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pJ.ayin~ of the court women who "affect, 2.nd toile for, to 

seeme learn 'd, to seeme judicious, to seeme sharpe, ar:.d con

ceited''(II.v. 56-58). But his satire does not go far enough, 

for while attacking the artifice of the Collegiates he urges 

the use of art upon Epicoene, whom he wishes to be first in 

fashion, "and then come foorth, varied like i~ature, or other 

than she, and better, by the helpe of Art, her aemulous ser

vant"(II.v.73-75). In spite of his attack on woman's art, he 

is nonetheless susceptible to it. 

Already before they appear, then, the Ladies Collegi-· 

ates have been set up as representatives of deception, as 

play-actors. ifot only are they playing roles as women, in 

using cosmetics to mask their physical reality; they also, 

in their "masculine, or rather hermaphroditicall" way, attempt 

to play the rcle belonging to t'len. They are as lacking in 

idontity as Daw and La FooJ. e, ani are de scribed in terms very 

similar to those in which Dauphine has earlier described the 

two gulls. Truewit says: 

Why, all their actions are governed by crude opinion,
without reason or cause; they know not why they doe 
anything: but as they are inform'd, beleeve, judge,
praise, conder.me, love, hate, and in aemulation one 
of another, doe all these things alike. 

(IV.vi.64-69) 

Unable to be constant to a self, being entirely made up of 

externals, they· are unable to be constant to one another 

either, and are quite willing to malign each other to gain 

their own end~, despite their "aemulation one of another". 

http:conder.me
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Further, they are easily deceived by the surfac8S of others. 

They alone are misled by D.?.\·l and La Foole 51 a.:nd their allegi

ance is easilyJWitched from the gu11s to Dauphine, though 

not on account of any real superiori.ty in the latter: 11 He is 

a very worthy gentleman, in his exteriors"(IV.vi.24). 

Mrs. Otter, though only a pretender to the status of' 

ColJegiate, is the most fully developed of thes~ masculine 

women. She has achieved comp:! ete dominance over her husband, 

who is now her vassal. Loudly and comically vulgar, she 

exists as an apt comment on thQse she wishes to join, in her 

own inverted reJ at ion.ship with her husband. While she plD.ys 

the masculine role, the amphibious Otter plays a number of 

parts, most of them imposed upon him from the outside, as 

With the gulls and the Collegiates. He plays the part of 

emasculated husband for his wife, and pretends rebellion 

behind her back for his rr.asculine audience. Even his reputa

tion is a part of a perfor1!lance: "these things I am knowne 

to the courtiers by. It is reported to then for rny humor, and 

they receive it so, ~nd doe expect it. TOH OTTERS bull, beare, 

and horse is knowne all over England, in rnL'Tl natura" 

(III. i.11-15') .. His is an affected humour akin to those \le 

have seen in earlier plays, a performance put on to cloak his 

essentiol e~ptiness. 

The kind of role-playing in Epicoel.1§. we have considered 

to this point takes the same form, with varying degrees of 

Wilfulness. The actors, empty of all identity, take on what

http:exteriors"(IV.vi.24
http:superiori.ty
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ever attributes their audienco dtctat.es; thoy are mere reflec

tors of opinion. With Captain otter, we come to Jonson's em

ployment of literal disguise in the play, but this extends 

the same attitude toward role-playing. 

Cutbeard's affectation of Latin tags is as represen

tative of his actual errptiness us is Otter's affected humour 

of his. The two ~nen are perfect for the purposes of the sche

rr.ers Truewit ancl Dauphinc, who can irripose whatever externals 

they v.'ish upon them: 

Clap but a civill eowne with a welt, o'the one; and 
a canard.cal cloake with sleeves, o 'the other: and 
give 'hon a few ternes i 'thcdr r::outhes, if tbere 
come not forth as able a Doctor, and cor;:pl8at a 
Pa:cson, for this turne, as may be wish 'd, trust not 
my election. 

(IV.vii.43-45) .. 
Truewit is not here praising the acting talGnt of Cutbcard 

and Ott(~r, but is referring to the ease with which those who 

have no identity can take on n false one. For although the 

role-playing here of Otter and Cutbeard is more 11theatrical 11 

than that we have already examined, it is just as essentially 

a demonstration of a lack of identity. So, when they take on 

their disguises Truewit notes of them: "the knaves doe not 

know themselves, they are so exalted, and alter 1d. Preferment 

changes any man" (V. iii.3-5). We are reminded of Mosca' s com

ment on the effect of "reverend purple" on an ass. Barish's 

comment is appropriate: in their performance they "virtually 

cease to be Otter and Cutbe&rd, and become merely a pair of 

http:dtctat.es
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dummj_es wired for soun1. 11 lO 

All the characters we have examined up to this point, 

however differently treated, ha~;e been used to show the folly 

of those who, lacking all real identity, take on only that 

identity that is imposed on them from outside, either by 

society in general or, more usually, by schemers wishing to 

exploit them. The plots in which the~e characters appear show 

their essential emptiness, their lack of self. But these are 

mainly minor characters; it remains to examine the positions 

of Morose, of Epicoene, and of .the three plotters. 

Morose see~s, if anything, to be too strongly aware 

of his essential self so aware, that he wishes to reject 

all the external world and turn inward to himself entirely. 

In a speech late :in the play, in an attempt unusual in Jonson 

to explain the source of a rr..an's humour in his education, 

Morose describes how hj.s father taught him a philosophy close 

to the doctrine of Stoic inwardness: 

My father, in my education, wns ·wont to advise :cee 
that I should a1 wayes collt~ct, and. contayne my mind, 
not suffring it to flow loosely; that I should looke 
to what things were necessary to the carriage of my 
life, and what not: embracing the one, and eschewing 
the other. In short, that I should endeare my selfe 
to rest, and avoid turmoile: which now is growne to 
be another nature to me. 

(V. iii.48-54) 

But pe~haps he misunderstood his education; perhaps his 

failure as a satirist in the way that Macilente and Horace 

JO 
Barish, Ben Jonson and the 12.nri-uage of Prose Co

m.edv, p.173. 
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are satirists, his lapse into the grotesque, is caused by an 

inadequate view of himself. His attempts to be self-sufficient 

are thwarted over and over -- by TruP-wit, and by Dauphine's 

plots with Otter and Cutbeard and with Epicoene. Stoic self

sufficiency· is impossible without a Stoic self o 

We have already seen something of Horose's attitude 

toward role-playing in his cormnents on the relationship of 

nature and art in women. It is the view of the satirists yet 

it is not clear-sighted, but rather the manifesta.tion of a 

per~onal disease, as j_s shown by the ease with which Morose 

can be duped. That this is the result of n. lack of real iden

tity is not shown overtly, but rathE'°Jr is the subject of much 

ironic com1~ 1 entary. His first response to Truewit suggests 

something of the role he is playing: "O ri1en! o maTu'1ers! 11 The 

Ciceronian tag m1gecsts that Morose sees hi~self as Stoic 

observer, the man suff:~ciently stro:ng in him.self to be able 

to reveal the deficiencies of others. But the essential in

teJ ligence is lacking. His words "A n:anifest woman", on dis

covering that Epicoene is not silent, contain a deep irony. 

He thinks he has seen a truth, and that he is stating another 

universal truth, \·;hereas in reality it is the exact opposite 

of his state~ent of it. 

In the scenes with Truewit which follow this revela

tion a fuller comment on Horose's attempts to be constant to 

his idea of a self is provided. First Truewit refers mocking

ly to his own earlier attempt to dissuade Morose from mar
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riage: 

I cornrr:end your re;::olution, that (notwithstanding all 
the dangers I laid afore you, in the voice of a ni1?,ht
crow) would yet goe on, and bGe your seJ_fe. It shewes 
you are a rl"an con:;tant to your own ends, and upright 
to your purposes. 

(III.v.15-19) 

The implication of Stoic virtue, in the light of what Morose 

really is, is clearly comic. Shortly afterward, when Daw has 

brought in the Laclies Collegiates, and the musicians have 

arrived, Truewit again mocks J.~orose by urgine on his Stoic 

fortitude: 11 Take courage, put on a martyr's resolution. Hocke 

downe all their attomptings, with patience. 'Tis but a day, 

and I would suffer heroiC'ally. Should an asse exceed me in 

fortitude?"(III.vij.11-14). Stoic constancy is here presented 

as an implied contr·ast to the "constancy" by which Morose has 

attempted to live, since constancy only has meaning as a way 

of facing the 1-:orld, not of hidi:!.'lg from it, as Morose has 

attempted to do. 

What we have in Morose is a parody of Stoicism (some

thing of this, as we have seen, is true also of Volpone)o His 

play of constancy is as much a disguise as is the posturing 

of the gulls and the College ladies for he, like them, is 

essentially empty; but unlike them he has tried to create an 

identity for himself rather than accepting one imposed from 

outside. That this identity is insufficient is quite apparent, 

however, which is why Morose suffers so much. Barish, approach

ing the character from a different direction, from an exami

nation of the verbal surface of Norose's speech, reaches a 
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similar conclusion. Discussing Morose's confrontation with 

Truewit, he says: 

The discovery of this deeper level turns the outer 
layer of' stylistic affectation into a kind of vocal 
disguise, but in the case of Morose, at least, it is a 
disguise over which he has 1:1.ttle control•••• Morose 
is very r.m.. ch at the mercy of his O':ln disguise. For the 
moment, the disguise cracks because Horose is alonG 
and caught up in an exultstion of gratified revcngec 
But the disr,1..lise has begun to slip in public too, and 
well bef£re the play ends it has been cast aside en
tirely. 

Morose 1s apparent Stoicism, his attempted constancy to a view 

of his self, is only a pose. He cannot maintain it, because 

it is not ree.l. He too is essent:i.alJy a hollow man, and all 

his failures can be blamed on this. He is, in the end, only 

another disguisere 

Epicoene herself is, of course, the key to the play•s 

meaning. Partridge has written at length about the way in 

which -Che allusions and suggestions of the name permeate the 

play, echoed in words that suggest the ambiguous or monstrous 

nature of characters other than Epicoene. Centaur, hercaphro

dite, ani~al a~phibium -- these are the characters of the play. 

Partridge points out the meaning that fil:!2phibion had for Jon

son's audience: "The adjective amphibion (or amphibious) 

meant havirg two mcxles of existence or being of doubtful 

nature. 11 12 We can perhaps alter the emphasis of this; all 

11 
Barish, Ben Jon;;cn ar.d the Lanr-uage of Prose co

medy, p.163. 

12 
Partridge, The Broken Co!T'pass, p.168. 
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these words suggest creatures that have no essential self, no 

identity. From the rno1'e ol:vious point of view of plot-resolu

tion, Epicoene's final revelation tics together all the strands, 

releasing Morose from his torn:ent, giving Dauphine what he has 

sought throughout the play, and revealing the folly of Daw and 

La Foole, and of the Collegiate women. 

The performance of Epicoene involves both literal 

disguise and role-playing. The boy disguises as a worean, and 

in that disguise plays the role of silent woman. Thus there 

are two revelations to be made, and two levels of comment on 

the general role-playing of the play's society; for in his 

pretense at being a silent woman the boy offers a com~ent on 

the superficiality of those whose roles are concerned with 

social forms, and his act as wo~an offers a more basic comrr:ent 

on those who have no real identity at all. More than this, 

Epicoene as emblem stands as an embodiment of one who, for the 

purposes of the play, has no identity. He maintains his role 

as wo~3n up to the final point of Dauphine's revelation, and 

does not speak after that moment. He is just a boy, any boy, 

who only exists in his unreal performance. So the emptiness 

of all who play roles is crystalized in this figure. Further, 

although many of the ironies of the play can only be apparent 

to those who are aware of Epicoene's disguise, it is appro

priate that Jonson should wish to make this a surprise to his 

audience, for the sudden shock of this revelation n:akes an 

emphatic concluding com:rrent on the irresponsibility of role
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playing that has been more obliquely shown throughout the 

play. 

We are left now with the problem of the position of 

the intriguers Dauphine, Truewit and Clerimont. Most critics 

attempt to see one, two, or all of them as the play's heroes, 

yet most critics also feel somewhat uneasy about doing so. 

Because Clerimont is the least developed of the three, and 

shows a marked superficiality, the general tendency is to set 

him aside and concentrate on the other two. My own suggestion 

is that, despite their aprarent superiority of wit, they too 

are criticized on moral grounds and their criticism is related 

to their own involvement in the general role-playing. 

Barish considers Truewit to be the hero of the play, 

the figure in whom .Tonson tries to create a norm: 11 Truewit 

inhabits the same social and inte11ectual sphere as his fel

lows, and even formulates their own attitudes for them, while 

sugeesting at the same time the possibility of other atti

tudes.1113 But perhaps there is a warning in Truewit's name, 

with its affinities to 11 Lovewit", for perhaps wit is not 

enough. As chief schemer, most of the time he seems to be in 

control of the situation and of himself; yet many critics feel 

uneasy about his peculiar stubbornness in refusing to admit 

his fault in his attempts to dissuade Morose from marriage. 

13 
Barish, ionson and the Language of Prose Co~edy,

p.148. 
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After boasting that he has turned Morose against the idea of 

marriage, he cannot believe that he has done wror1g. In face 

of the accusations of Clerimont and Dauphine his first reaction, 

as a dissembler himself, is to assume that his friends are 

dissembling: "Gent: come to your selves again •••• My mas

ters, doe not put on this strange face to pay my courtesie: 

off with this visorn(II.iv.29-35). When Cutbeard announces that 

Truewit's persuasions or Morose have only made the old man's 

resolution firt·ter, Truewit insists that this was always his 

intention: "Fortune had not a finger in't. I ~aw it must 

necessarily in nature fnll out so: my gent!l,2 is never false to 

me in these thingstt(II.iv.74-76). In effect he is doing just 

what he has accused his friends of doing; he has rejected his 

self, to put on a stra11ge face, or a visor. This is the more 

ironic, as Truewit is the champion of Stoicism both in the 

opening scene of the play, and in his mocking encouragement 

of Morose at the latter's marriage. But Truewit is, of course, 

the man who argues for the sake of the argument, whose wit 

can be applied to defending the indefensible as well as to 

praising virtue. We can be delighted by him without accepting 

that he himself embodies those virtues he so often defends. 

In him is implied the basic question suggested by the play 

itself: whether wit and Stoic virtue can be allied at all. 

No answer is stated, but the implication is that they cannot. 

If we examine also Truewit's statements about cosme

tics, we find that his tendency is to emphasize the ugliness 
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hidden, and the unnatural mean~ u::rnd to hide it, rather tb.an 

the resulting beautyo Yet he continually praises social arti

fice. Truewit's tone is always ambiguous, and Barish finds 

this ambiguity somewhat disturbing: 

If it is satire not only by True\·1:-i.t agah1st soc:i.ety
but satire against Trucwit himself, the situation 
becomes even more peculiar, si.nce it plac~..:s TruC'!lit 
exactly in the position of Mr1orphus in Q:::,:i_~::111.~. 1 ~ 
~evel_§., where Jonson ridicules at one and ·cne sarae 
time the social custom:..: bGing dGscribed and the im
becile who is deEcribing and approving them. And if 
this is the case, the 6ifferences between Truew:it the 
Stoj.c moralizer, T.ruewit the fashionable r,allant i; 2..nd 
Truewit the dupe of fa~~hion becomo i.r:ioosslble to re
concile. Orio if- for·ced to conclude that TrtFfr!lt is 
really too rc:my t:-1:!.ng:s B,t once a:1d net e.n ntlcqu~te 
fusion of them, that the irresolutiohs of tone in 
his spreches reflect irresolution in the play it
self .141

But it seems to me that Barish is using the right ev1.dence to 

draw the wrong conclusions. Because he wants to see Truewit 

as hero he cannot reconcile the difi.'erent roles the gallant 

plRys; but surely the fact that they cannot be reconciled is 

precisely the point. Truewit is not an imbecile, but he is 

finally immoral because he is inauthentic, a play-actor with 

too many roles. His advice on courtship in rv.i. shows how a 

man must play a part in order to seduce a woman. He is not 

merely an observer of social duplicity; he is deeply involved 

in it. His "irresolutions of tone" are not indicative of ir

--...~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~---

1' 
Barish, "Ovid, Juvenal s and TllL§J._lQ!lt T:l21!'!'1U", 

pp.218-219 .. For a more extensive rebuttal oi' D:;.ri;.;h, soe John 
Ferns~ "Ovid, Juvenal, and .The S_tl 0nLJon211: A Reconsidera
tion11, Hodern LB.ng,ll_~.ee Review, Lx~r (19'/0), 21+8-253. 
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resolution in the play; rather they involve him in Jonzon's 

general criticism of the play-acting of society. In many ways 

he is more to blarr:e than the gulls an:l Collegiate women, 

because his duplicity is a wilful misuse of a superior in

telligen.ce. 

There is also a strong case against accepting De.uphine 

as hero. His peculiar coldness, his willingness to cut off 

Daw's left arm, his cruel dismissal of his uncle have often 

been commented upon. Nevertheless to :many critics, because 

the play is directed towc=:.rd his social and fir1ancial triumph, 

Dauphine is the hero. Yet to see him as such necessitates the 

justification of much that is unjustifiable. Despite his ac

knowledgement of their shallowness, Anderson sees merit in 

Dauphtne's winning of the affections of the Ladies Collegiates. 

More generally, the real triumph is "in the increased esteem 

held by the members of society for Dauphine. 0 15 But the esteem 

of a superficlal society is hardly of much value, and the mere 

fact that Dauphine wants the affections of the Collegiates 

suggests a corresponding emptiness in himself. 

John J.Enck, who also sees Dauphine as hero, also 

attempts to justify the unjustifiable. He says "before f,DJ.

coene, any disguise has been censured, but Dauphine, the 

nominal hero, himself hires the actor to be the silent bride, 

15 
Anderson, "The Successful Unity of En:i.coene", p.361. 

http:towc=:.rd
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and this deception redeems the whole situation."16 He does 

not n.ttempt to explain Jonson's unaccountable change in atti

tude toward disgutsec In fact, Dauphine sustains his deception, 

in effect plays a role, throughout th8 play. I should prefer 

to reverse the emphasis of Anderson's and Enck's arguments: 

the acceptance by hero-Dauphine of his hollow society, and 

his involvement with disguise-deception do not raise the value 

of these things. Rather, thoy undermine his credibility as 

hero. 

The n.tternpt by critics to find heroes or norms in the 

play seems to st8m from a fallacy upheld also by Aurelia Henry. 

In the introduction to her edition of the play she says: 

"Jonson judges humanitJr first according to an intellectual 

and social standard, and last by a moral one. 11 17 Anderson 

echoes this fallacy: "Success determines the victors, and their 

merit lies in their success, not in their moral quality.ul8 

But Jonson is always a moralist, and his denunciation of so

ciety is rather more integrated than Hiss Henry suggests. For 

Jonson imroorality is a kind of folly. It may be that in terms 

1 
John J.Enck, Jonson ar~ the Comic T!JJ.th (Madison,

1957)' p.144. 

17 
,Epicocne, ed. Aurelia Henry (New York, 1906), p. 

lxvii.• 

18 
Anderson, "The Successful Unity of Epicoene", p.364. 
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of the society of the play Truewit and Dauphine do triumph, 

are the norms. But we are intended to see the play in a wider 

moral context than its society offers. Already in y_<2J-...P.QJ.1fi we 

have seen that the man who willingJy takes part in the decei

ving of society becomes himself a victim of that deception. 

As much as the less 11witty11 characters of the play, Truewit 

and Dauphine are self-deceived. L.A.Beaurline, from a dif

ferent approach, arrives at a siwilar conclusion: 

the audience ts encouraged throughout the final 
scenes to adopt a superior, detae:b.ed point of view 
and to laugh at tho wits as well as at the 
dupes •••• Ultimately we laugh at Truewit, Cle
rimont, and Dauphine because they have cared to play
such a game in the first place.19 

Epicocne marks a further stage in Jonson's withdrawal 

of 11 norms 0 from his plays. In Volpone Celia and Bonario rep

resented valid but impotent norn:s. Truewit and :Morose con

tain many of the elements of the satirist-figures of the 

comicall satyres but, as is quite obvious in Morose, less 

apparent in Truewit, they themselves are also being sati:r•ized, 

because they lack the consistency of self necessary in the 

moral man, the real "norm". The next stage in this development 

is, of course, Surly in Th0 Alchemisi. The total picture 

becomes more and more subtle, so that we can accept the 

judgements of such as Truewit without necessarily accepting 

19 
L.A.Beaurline, "Ben Jonson and the Illusion of 

Completeness 11 
, PMLA, LXX:XIV (1969), 59. 

http:place.19
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that those who make the judgereents totally embrace the posi

tives they seem to be demanding. This surely i::: why Jonson 

is making :more and ?!:lore derr:ands upon the nunderstander", who 

will be able to see through the apparent contradictions of 

his dramatic world. 



THE ALCHEMIST 

Thq_b,lr:1;:1~.m1~! (1610) is generally considered, along 

with yol..JlQ1llh to be Jonson• s g:reatest ach:i.evement and, ~-s has 

often been pointed out, shows many similarities to the e.>~rlior 

play. It is, however, much more of n ''ve:cnaculo.r" play; the 

tricksters have hUJ:;bler clients, 1r.ore closely identifiable 

with tyr)ss c•t contor:porary Londo.n c ltizens, and the:t:r la11gu:ie;e 

is more often iu thG J.o·.J ,: tyle .. F·'1rthcn'rnors, whereas the gulls 

of y_oJ.nilllft hr~d a11•2ady abandoned their own idontiti.os i.n 

:favour of t;10 ro1Eis given to them by Volpon0, and wore con

cerm~d only ,~·ith the acquisitiori of wealth, and not what they 

would cl.o wtth jt, :i.n ~.Kl.9!1·11!D.Ji:. '.Te a:N:: p.rE'sented with cha.

:racters at the V•?ry po1 nt where they art.~ trying to take on 

new roles. Dapper, D~ugg~:r an::l Mammen all as:pire to be what 

they u:re no·(:., ar~d 2,tu: Al~1r:-,~-:1.st. provides an eXmJination Cif 

the very rnornent of attempted transmutation. 

Transwutation, in fact, lies at the centre of the 

play, and the larger mota.phor of' alchemy represents this. As 

a m:1gicul art, it sugp:estod the possibilities of spiritual as 

well B.s mate:i'ial transformation: 
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AlchGmy tC'o was called an a.1~t ••• by its masters, 
and, with i.ts ir.age of the transmutG.tion of base 
m0tal~ into the noble metals gold a1::1 silver, serves 
as a highly evocative syr:1bol of' the inward process
referred to. In fact, alchemy may be called the art 
of the transmuta.tio~1.S 01· the ;,oul.l 

Each of Subtle's dupes seeks to transform himself into his 

own dream, but the transmutations inevitably fail. Just as 

Subtle cannot really transform base metal into gold, so the 

gulls cannot really transform themselves, and all succeed 

finally in showing only their own emptiness. 

A good dPal of interest has recently been shown in 

the rolationshj_p of ~T.!,.'.L§.i to the morality play.2 

William Blissett relates Subtle to the morality Devil through 

various rneta.phors taken from the play. There is one aspect 

of the Devil to which he refers, but which he does not deve

lop, that is impol'tant to the present discussion: 

The Devil is subtle: he is devious, and he is prince
of the powers of the air. Caxton (i471) says, 11 He 
cbaunge,l hi111self in guyse of a serpent this is to 
understand in subtyll0sse and in malice,"3 

Blissett•s main concern is to relate Subtle to the Devil 

through mediaeval and Renaissance usage 01· the word "subtle". 

1 
Titus B~rckh~rdt, Alchemz1_Science_of the Cos~os, 

Scionce _qt. the @ul ( R:.1 timore, 19'71) , p.23. 
2 

Se.e Alan C.Dessen, "Th0 AJ':!heTYli~t: Jonson's 'Estates' 
Play"' E:.:~J2i.0 ~lli:.!.rr~e Drg.illJ., vrf"Tft~'bft) ' 35-?:1)+; Wllliam Blissett' 
"Tho VE·rrc8r \'ripa:ctite in J').10.J,1~1.st", Stuiies 5.n Ell,'.',;,.li.~h 
L,;ttcr.:::..tm:Z:;, VIII (1968), 32.3-3./r. 

3 
Blissett, "The Venter Tripartite in ~h~ A1<"!h?!11:1.st:.",

p.327. 

http:A1<"!h?!11:1.st
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But it is surely significant that the tlan who purports to be 

the: ag~nt of change ln the play should be, as Volpone is in 

many ways, an ima.ge of the archetypal master of change am 
disguise. If we follow the implications of the play's rela

tionship to 11orality drama,. we ce.n see also traces of the 

morality tradition wherein Vice masquerades as Virtue. On 

this level alone we are given strong clues as to the inter

pretation of the play, llhich reflect Jonson• s general atti

tude toward the use of disguise. 

'J'here is :tmpJ icit in the idea of transformation the 

idea also of creation. A man who can change th9 self, it is 

sup:r,ested, can also create the self. Thus Subtle may actually 

be repr(~Se'.!1tative of the Devil but (in the tradition of Vice 

m:u1querading n'3 Virtue) he play~ God. This idea of transformer 

al~o bejn~ creator is 1"'.ade quite clear in the opening scene 

of 11!~ Alch8~is·t, for much of thG dialogue is concerned with 

tho question of identity. The a11iance of Subtle, Face and 

Dol is a much more uneasy one than that of Volpone and Mosca, 

much more a.pparE!ntly fragile, since those involved are more 

fulJy aware of the real basts of their relationship, and less 

blinded by self-love. They know that their alliance is purely 

pragmatic, and the opening struggle for supremacy between 

Subtle and Face is conceived in terms of the possibility of 

each de~troying the "self'" (which is, as we shall see, in 

this case the "role") of the other. Each realizes that the 

other can be negated by stripping away the surface. This 
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surface is firzt seen simply as clothing, the most obvious 

syml>ol of superficiality of identity. Face's op0nj_ng threat 

to Subtle is that he will "strip" the nlcr.:.emist. Subtle' s 

response is a threc:t to "marre/All tho~t the taylor has 

made 11 (I.i.9-lO). Each is fully aware of the precar:tous nature 

of the other's claim to identity, and sees that the destruc

tion of appearance is the destruction of all. This is imrnedi

ately made qutte ~xplicit by Subtle, who actually defines the 

self, as he sees it in Face, in terms of something manufac

tured: 

FAC .. Why! who 
Am I, my rnungrill? \Tno am I? SUB. I'll tell you,
Since you lmow not your selfe -

( I • i .12-14) 

Volpone and Mosca are wilJing to accept at face value the de

finitions of identity that they present to each other because 

of their own self-involvo1:ient; but Subtle leaves no doubt in 

these lines that he is trying to reach a definition of the 

self -- a definition he makes in terr,;s of clothing. He tells 

us that Face was once a "livery-three-pound-thrum"(I.i.16), 

that he was, in fact, only what he wore. Now he is "translated 

subu.rb-Captayne"(I.i.19) but, whe»tever Subtle would have us 

believe, the identity is no more real. Face counters with a 

description of Subtle as he was at the time they met, and 

this too is largely presented in terms of clothing, as if 

that were 2. I!lea.n$ of definition: 

When you went pinn'd up, in the severall rage, 

http:subu.rb-Captayne"(I.i.19
http:livery-three-pound-thrum"(I.i.16
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Yo 'had :r.~a:Ked, nnd pick 'd fro_n dung-hil1 s, before day, 

Your feet in mou11ie sJippers, i'or ycur kibes, 

A felt of rug.~, and a thin thJ:edden cloalrn, 

That scarce would cover your no-buttocks -

(I. i. 33-37) 

Each can describe the other only in terms of what he wore. 

Subtle responds with a definition, in alchemical terms, 

of the Face he has created: 

F'AC. Tht.~ place has made you valic:.nt. SUB. No, your clothes. 

Thou vermine, have I tane thee, out of: dung,

So poor::::, so wretche'.l, when no living thing 

Would lrne11e thee corrpanie, but a spider, o:r worse? 

Rais 'd thee fr01~ broomes, c.:nd dust, and. watring pots'? 

S~J.~fi thee, 3.nd £2':~;,l:.~.sd. 'Ch01e, and ;(:i X~<! thee 

I H·.he 
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Would t·,.ri se ha.v e -won'L: fJ t be·-·;;·..·:; Yo!-:0;:. -~:::::r ~; 1wricn '? 

Put thee in words 9 and fashioii:?-r:lad.0~~t11ae i·fc 

}~or rno1·e than ordinari(~ fellow!.lhips? 

Giv 'n thee thy othos, th:r qu;.rrelling dimensions? 

rrhy ru.les, to che3.t <:'..t horse-race~ cock-pit, cardes, 

Dice, or what e··ve1· galla1;t ·tincture, else? 

Mada thee a secon:.1, in rrine owns great art? 

And have I this :f'or thanke? Doe you rcbell? 


(I. i.63-78) 

Here the symbol:l.sm of clothing is underlined -- it is the 

knowledge that Face is no more than his clothing that gives 

Subtle his str0ngth. His main means of controlling Face is 

his awareness of the reality of the situation, although it is 

an awareness that ignores his own involvement in performance. 

Beyond this, the themes of alchemy· and of the definition of 

self are united. What you are, says Subtle, is what I have 

made you with r.:y alchemy. As a true definition of identity 

Subtle's is, of course, wrong, as we are aware from our own 

knowledge of Jonson's abidjng interest in the value of Stoic 

self-consistency. Subtle is not a real alchemist; by an~tlogy 

http:symbol:l.sm
http:2':~;,l:.~.sd
http:valic:.nt
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he is not a real representative of self-knowJ.edge. But Subtle's 

d~finition provides not only the inpetus for, but also the 

moans of judging, the remainder of the play, for we will now 

be presented with a group of characters who are all seeking a 

new self. The identity Subtle will offer each will of neces

sity be, in the light of his own definition of ''self", a 

meaningless one; but we are now in a position to judge the 

essential moral direction of the play, because we k1:1ow the 

terms and can reject them. Disguise and role-playing, the 

attitude that a man can be what he wiGhos to be simply by 

changing his external or material circumstances, are at the 

real centre of the play. 

In fact, in his employment of alchemy as the unifying 

image of this play, Jonson has discovered a metaphor that can 

be applied to all of his plays. Of this r.letaphor Alvin Ker

nan says: 

In a very real sense, life in all of Jonson's plays
is viewed as a process of alchemy, the transmutation 
of base r,mtter into gold; a:1d each of the characters 
is an nlcll2mist att(:;1upting to transforn:. himself by 
means of his particulc.i.r 11 philosopher's stone" into 
some form higher up on t~e scale of being than the 
point at which he began. 

The chnracter wishing to make this transformation is always 

either fooJi~h or vicious, a moral imbecile who sees improve

ment only in materialistic terms, never as a spiritual gain. 

The phi1osopher's stone is a sham; such changes cannot be 

Kernan, The Canl~er0d Mu~e, p.173. 
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made, and a man's duty is to remain constant to his true 

self .. But those who seek the change a.re always essentially 

empty, having no real identity to which they can remain con

stant. Kernan again says: "in Jonson's satiric plays the 

assumption of a mask usually has an ironic function: it 

serves to reveal the character for what he truly is."'
r: 

I 

would rather say that the assumption of a mask reveals that 

a character truly is nothing. Real virtue is suggested by 

Surly's definition of the kind of' man liho traditionally would 

have the power to make the philosopher's stone: 

he mu~t he h21:i.;0 fru.'.'.;t, 
A piou~, holy, and reli~ious nan, 
One free from mortall sinne, a very virgin. 

(II.ii.97-99) 

This, of course, is ironic if we infer its application to 

Subtle; on the other hand, it does suc;gest a moral order 

beyond the play, in it~ implication of Christian or neo-Stoic 

temperance and withdrawal from the accidents of the material 

world, and above all the desirability of retaining constantly 

one's spiritual identity. 

The masquerades of the three tricksters contain in 

themselves implications of moral criticism. Mosca's role

playing was more complex, since for the most part he played 

different versions of himself. Vo1po11e, involved with the ar

tistry of his porfm:mances, could assume any role, though his 

Kernan, Jha Cankered Mnse, p.165. 
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roles were 1::ia~t_nly beneath his real social position. Subtle 

and. Dol play roles more obviously in the tradition of Vice 

assuming the mask of Virtue. Only Face's role-playing sug

gests any real virtuosity in the style or Volpone and. Mosca. 

Nevertheless, we must be careful not to underest:tmate 

the importance of these disguises. Paul Goodman docs th:ts, I 

think, when he says that disguiBe has no rc:ally serious im

plication ,,.,1thin a comic plot, but is mainly a device to begin 

intrigu3: 

Spectacular disGuises ••• imply a comic intrigue, 
accident~l conno~tions. In ~crioua plays the 
disguises are for tbs irost part 112,tu.ral, deep-go:i..ng
trc.its ...... And in e;eneral, the nbility to asmxne 
different disguises 63 a comic talent; it sets 
intrigues in motion. · 

This begs many questions. The tenor of Goodman's a1•gument is 

to show that :J'he A1 chemill is not a "serious play'· (a t~rm he 

seems to be reserving f'vr tragedies). But it is, I thinlc, 

unacceptable to suggest that a comedy cannot be serious, es

pecially when discussing Jon.son. Further, Jonson uses dis

guise, in comedy, as a nnatural, deep-going trait", as an 

integral part of character, and as a device for moral cri

tic ism. 

Knoll, too, over-simplifies i.vhen he sees the disguises 

as having little more than a mechanical function in helping 

Paul Gooimo.n, The Str:.icture of Litoratura (Chic~go,
1954), pp.95-96. 
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us to clarify a rather complex plot: 

Interestingly enough, Subtle, Face, and Dol change 
costume for each of the six intrigues • • • • These 
costumes separate the intrigues from one another 
and help the audience keep them straight.7 

The suggestion here is that the change in costume does not 

really announce a change in role; but this is rather hard to 

accept in the light of Jonson's usual attitude toward change 

in outward appearance. In fact, a great deal is demanded of 

these tricksters. Subtle's basic disguise as learned scien

tist remains constant throughout his dealings with his clients 

and, indeed, in his dealings with Face and Dol. Until the 

final scene he maintains his imposture even with them. It is 

not made entirely clear in the play how far he is taken in 

by his own performance. But within that one disguise many 

different modifications of tone are required to lead on each 

of the dupes. He must be saintly for Mammon, irascible for 

the Puritans. As Enck points out, Subtle, Face and Dol "im

provise disguise and become whatever their clients yield to 

most susceptibly. n8 They rely less on the planned control of 

Volpone and Mosca, more on an ability to change immediately 

as their clients change. This is virtuosity of a different 

order, demanding a very fine awareness of the different nature 

7 
Knoll, Ben Jonson's Plays, p.123. 

8 
Enck, Jonson and the Comic Truth, p.160. 
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of each client. Volpone's performance as dying man may have 

been brilliant, but it did not have to be different for each 

client; Subtle's is necessarily so. The essential difference 

seems to be that whereas Volpone and Mosca were acting largely 

for the delight of themselves and each other, Subtle and Face 

are acting solely for the benefit of their clients -- they 

are professionals where Volpone and, to a lesser degree, 

Mosca were amateurs. 

There is no need to examine at length the exquisite 

brilliance of Subtle's performance. It is somewhat like 

Volpone•s impersonation of Scoto of Mantua in that both 

Volpone and Subtle are playing the parts of men who were 

essentially charlatans -- this in itself implies criticism 

of the hollow motives of the actors. The alchemist was occa

sionally a fraud who knew the emptiness or his pseudo-science; 

more often he believed in what he was doing, in which case 

he was self-deceiving. Either way, Subtle the deceiver is 

playing the part of a deceiver; a man who has lost his own 

identity is playing the part or a man who, in the same terms, 

has lost lli identity. According to J.B.Steane, "part of the 

comedy of Subtle's impersonation is in the very fact that he 

does it so well. The authenticity of the charlatan in itself 

ridicules the practice. 119 This is undeniable, but we should 

p.6. 
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add that it ridicules also the impersonator. We can admire 

the astonishing comic eloquence of Subtle as alchemist while 

at the same time seeing that part of the comedy lies in the 

fact that Subtle is, in one sense, only a more brilliant 

version of the Bobadils and Daws of earlier plays, a man 

made out of words. He may be more aware than they of the fact 

that his appearance is not reality; nevertheless his own 

essential lack of self parallels theirs. 

Dol Common is, in spite of her verbal vigour, the 

least developed of the three tricksters, and is largely a 

tool of Subtle and Face, a counter in their bargaining, the 

butt of their sexual jokes, and a carnal magnet for the dupes. 

Her "mad-scenett with Mammon provides the absolute dislocation 

of word and identity, an epitome of the meaninglessness of 

all the activities in Subtle's laboratory. Since she is nothing, 

she can be made into anything, a quean who can appear a Queen. 

Like Subtle, she is not punished, because of her vitality and 

wit; but we are left in no doubt about the judgement required 

of us. 

The third of the tricksters, Face, presents a much 

more complicated case. The fact that he finally triumphs 

over the others suggests that he is, in some way, a "norm", 

yet this is quite clearly not the case. In fact it is an 

ironic triumph, since he is the most accomplished actor of 

the three, and his triumph is a result of the astuteness of 

his performance. For, as we shall see in our examination of 
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Lovewit, a triumph of wit is in no way to be taken as a moral 

triumph. 

Goodman says of the relationship of Subtle and Face, 

and of Face's final superiority: 

In the beginning, Face and Subtle seemed almost 
formally identical; but, as the intrigue pro
gresses, we find Face infinitely various, while 
Subtle is handled more and more as an expert in 
one line; therefore Subtle is deflatable. But Face 
is not •••• Face is a wit; he can operate in 
normalcy, where normalcy belongs to a Lovewit, not 
a Surly who has the vice of honesty.10 

The final conurent on Surly suggests Goodman's view of this 

upside down world that vice does indeed triumph over vir

tue, as wit triumphs over honesty. But Surly's fault is not 

that he is honest, but that he lacks wit; not that he repre

sents morality, but that he represents it poorly. The fact 

that Face's wit can triumph in the world of Lovewit 's 11 nor

malcy11 is surely a moral comment on that normal world. 

What Face represents is suggested by his name. The 

Q!fil2. defines "face" as, amongst other things, "command of 

countenance, especially with reference to freedom from shame; 

a bold front; impudence, effrontery, 'cheek'." But as Jonson 

uses the term, there is more than the suggestion of an ability 

to brazen out an embarrassing situation (although Face, con

fronted by Lovewit, obviously has this ability). In Epicoene 

Truewit says to Dauphine and Clerimont, who are angered by 

10 
Goodman, The Structure of Literature, p.94. 

http:honesty.10
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his interference in Dauphine's plot against Morose, "doe not 

put on this strange face to pay my courtesie: off with this 

visor"(II.ii.34-35), which equates "face" and "visor", and 

suggests that "putting on a face" means a much more conscious, 

planned effort to deceive. More to the point is Jonson's use 

of the word (as a proper noun) in his epistle to Lady Wroth 

that prefaces The Alchemist. In stressing the sincerity of 

his letter, he says that he does not wish it to "talke, like 

one of the ambitious Faces of the time~ who the more they 

paint, are the lesse themselves"(l6-18). The implications 

here are wide-ranging: that all who are. ambitious, dissatis

fied with what they are, are Faces, and that the more they 

struggle toward the creation of an appearance the more in

authentic they become, and further from a real identity. So 

Partridge's comment on Face is a very valuable one: "In one 

sense Face alone remains what he was -- that is, nothing in 

himself, but living only in the disguises or "faces" which 

he assumes. 1111 This, of course, is precisely the wrong sort 

of constancy, since it presupposes a void as replacing iden

tity. A man who has more than one identity has no identity. 

Whether as Captain Face, Ulen Spiegel, or Jeremy the 

Butler, he is no more real. To the "normal" world he is 

Jeremy the Butler yet, as Subtle tells us, that role has no 

great reality, since even then he is only "livery three

11 
Partridge, The Broken Compass, p.118. 



pound-thrum", only the clothes he is wearing. His unending 

metamorphosis is a comment on Subtle's alchemy, just as 

alchemy is a comment on his inconsistency. This accounts for 

our acute uneasiness in applauding Face's success in his 

final address to the audience: 

And though I am cleane 
Got off, from SUBTLE, SURLY, MAMMON, DOL, 
Hot ANANIAS, DAPPER, DRUGGER, all 
With whom I traded; yet I put my selfe 
On you, that are my countrey: and this pelfe,
Which I have got, if you doe quit me, rests 
To feast you often, and invite new ghests. 

(V .v.159-165) 

The normal world is Face's "countrey": that is, he is saying 

that Lovewit's world is the world of the audience. Yet that 

world of wit precludes moral judgement, so Face is mocking 

us. For in asking us to applaud -- to "quit", that is to 

acquit him -- he is asking us to say that he is right. We are 

~is judges and he is asking for a verdict of "Not guilty". 

The self he is offering to put upon us is essentially nothing, 

since he has no self. We are making what is essentially a 

moral judgement upon a world from which moral concerns have 

been assiduously excluded, and in applauding Face we are 

applauding what is evidently wrong. This is why Jonson's co

medy is finally so serious, for so often it forces us into 

an ambiguous position by directing us, through the vigour of 

its comic "heroes" into applauding what is immoral. 

Moving from those who purport to have the transforming 

power of the philosopher's stone, we must examine the base 
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metal that would be turned to gold. All the alchemist's 

clients are pathetically empty, and all are punished by being 

made to remain the blanks they are, doomed never to have real 

identity. The most pathetic of these gulls are Dapper and 

Drugger. They have the most limited vision; they seek an easy 

way to material success, a success they think can be bought 

from Subtle with material payment, and which will make them 

into greater social beings. Drugger•s dream is modest: 

This summer, 
He will be of the clothing of his compan:te:
And, next spring, call'd to the scarlet. 

(I.iii.35-37) 

This is all that self-betterment can mean to men who have no 

real conception of selfhood. Kastril, beginning from a better 

material and social position than these two, also sees self

improvement in terms of outward social appearance -- he wants 

to be one of the "angrie Boyes", an even more limited ambition 

than that of Dapper and Drugger. His sister, Dame Pliant is, 

as her name suggests, a more insipid version of the sexual 

object that Dol also represents -- a woman who can be turned 

into anything the tricksters wish. Surly or Lovewit -- it is 

irrelevant which one wins her, and her emptiness implies a 

criticism of both. 

The Puritans, Ananias and Tribulation Wholesome, are 

slightly different in that they are not simply seeking new 

roles; they are already playing roles. They too seek material 

benefits, but they are hypocrites, and can only come to terms 
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with what they are doing by fabricating an appearance of 

righteousness. They are differentiated, since Ananias, hot 

and quick-tempered, at least believes in his ovm hypocrisies, 

whereas Tribulation 'Wholesome is willing to bend the rules, 

to rationaJize his way around obstacles, however false this 

may make him to his professed beliefs -- he is the more con

sciously hypocritical of the two. But the difference is one 

of quantity rather than of quality. They are closer to Subtle 

than to the other gulls, for they, like him, fall into the 

tradition of Vice masquerading as it~ opposite, corrupt men 

playing at being men of God. 

The most fully drawn of the clients, and the one with 

the most magnificent vision is, of course, Sir Epicure Mammon, 

and a closer examination of him will show the general attitude 

toward all the gulls. According to Surly, Mammon was, before 

coming to Subtle, "a grave sir, a rich, that has no need,/A 

wise sir, too, at other times"(II.iii.279-280). But if this 

was his original identity, it is lost to us, for we see little 

of it in the play. To be sure, at first, he shows an admirable 

altruism: 

This is the day, wherein, to all my friends, 
I will pronounce the happy word, be rich. 

(II.i.6-7) 

But he seems to be doing little more than paying lip-service 

to the demands of charity; the wonders he will work for others 

disappear -- they only existed as a part of his own image of 

himself as benefactor, and are swamped by his more materialistic 
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and selfish desires. As we see him, he shows neither gravity 

nor wisdom, the virtues of the constant man. Drawn by the 

vision of the possibility of unlimited material power, he 

lives in a dream world of physical pleasure and opulence. So 

most of his speeches are in the future tense, for he has lost 

touch with the reality of the present. He expects, through 

art, to gain control over nature, and this is at the centre 

or the criticism of him, and of all who think that reality 

can be changed by changing surfaces. Subtle shows that he 

sees this when he mocks Mammon's aspirations: 

He will make 
Nature asham'd, of her long sleepe: when art, 
Who's but a step-dame, shall doe more then shee, 
In her best love to man-kind, ever could. 
If his dreame last, hee'll turne the age, to gold.

(I.iv.25-29) 

The mockery here turns back also on Subtle, since he plays 

such a large part in the creation of Mammon's dream. 

Mammon himself later echoes Subtle's words in his 

promises to Dol: 

And thou shalt ha' thy wardrobe, 
Richer than Natures, still, to change thy selfe, 
And vary ofter, for thy pride, then shee: 
Or A.!:1, her wise, and almost-equall servant. 

(IV.1.166-169) 

This hint of Protean power reminds us of the promises made 

to Celia by Volpone, who also thought to conquer nature 

through his art. In his preface "To the Reader", Jonson 

suggests that art must come to terms with nature, not avoid 

or conquer it: "to runne away from Nature, and be afraid of 



her is the onely point of art that tickles the Spectators"(6-7). 

The man who can retain his identity will not lose sight of 

reality, will not substitute art for nature, and this is the 

error of Mammon, and all the dupes who cannot see through 

surfaces. 

This brings us to Surly, the one visitor to the trick

sters who·apparently can see through surfaces. It seems at 

first that he is to be the play's "norm", the satirist-figure 

who will finally expose the fol1ies of all; yet he is defeated 

and is himself satirized. From the beginning, however, we know 

that he is not necessarily an honest man himself. He is a 

gamester; Volpone, mocking Corbaccio, said "Thus doe all 

gam'sters, at all games, dissemble"(V.vi.26), which suggests 

that all gamblers are role-players. Surly himself defines 

Subtle's activities in terms of the illusions created by his 

own: 

I'll beleeve,
That Alchemie is a pretty kind of game,
Somewhat like tricks o'the cards, to cheat a man 
With charming. 

(II.111.179-182) 

An accurate description of both, but the speaker shows no 

awareness that he is also condemning himself. He is, of course, 

sceptical of Subtle's alchemy, determined not to be taken in 

by anything: 

Faith, I have a humor, 
I would not willingly be gull'd. Your stone 
Cannot transmute me. 

(II.i.77-79) 

http:dissemble"(V.vi.26
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It is consequently ironic that he is the only visitor to 

Subtle's laboratory who actually does change his appearance, 

who is visually ntransmuted", and taking on disguise brings 

about his down.fall, since by using deception against the 

deceivers he underlines the fact that he is really like 

them -- he gives up his identity. He is made immediately 

ludicrous in his disguise as a Spaniard, and is forced to 

listen to the comic or obscene insults of Subtle and Face. 

This, of course, undermines all his credibility with the 

audience: 

SUB. He lookes in that deepe ruffe, like a head in a 
platter,

Serv'd in by a short cloake upon two tressils! 
FAC. or, what doe you say to a collar of brawne, cut 

downe 
Beneath the souse, and wriggled with a knife? 

( I:V. iii.24-27) 

Who could possibly take his revelations seriously after this? 

Because he gives up his identity by disguising, he loses 

control of the situation and is easily hounded out in the 

superb farce of Kastril's and Ananias' attacks, directed by 

Face. In this world of wit, the witless moralist is out of 

place, especially when he has undermined his own identity, 

and is as unconvincing as Surly. 

The other potential "norm" in the play is Lovewit, 

who also involves himself with disguise. It is his judgement 

that allows Face his victory, and which we are applauding at 

the end of the play, since Face is asking us to agree with 

it. But it is made quite clear, by his name, and by his pro
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fession -- "I love a teeming wit, as I love my nourish

ment"(V.1.16) -- that his judgement is in no way a moral 

one. In fact he himself must be judged by the audience if 

it is to understand the play -- he is like Justice Clement 

of Every Man in His Humour, a judge whose decision, though 

perhaps dramatically satisfying, must be examined in relation 

t.o larger moral concerns. He can criticize the neighbours, 

who are ready to agree with anything said and who are mani

pulated by Face, as "changelings", yet he allows himself to 

be manipulated just as easily. 

The fact that Lovewit wears the same disguise as Surly 

implies that he has no greater authority as judge, for al

though he is not described as looking absurd in this disguise 

we will inevitably remember the absurdity of Surly in the 

same disguise. So there is surely a hint of mockery in Face's 

words to Lovewit after his marriage, if not by Face himself, 

then by Jonson: "Off with your ruffe, and cloake then, be your 

selfe, sir"(V.v.8). For Lovewit is another of those without 

an authentic self. He admits this himself, and at the same 

time makes explicit to us that his judgement of Face is not 

a moral one, but dictated by his love of wit and, more to the 

point, his self-interest: 

That master 

That had receiv 'd such happinesse by a serva.nt, 

In such a widdow, and with so much wealth, 

Were very ungratefull, if he would not be 

A little indulgent to that servants wit, 

And helpe his fortune, though with some small straine 

Of his owne candor. 


(V. v.146-152) 

http:serva.nt
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His confession that he is straining his "candor" shows that 

he knows his judgement is not really a valid one. That he 

rather than Face is the one to give out the punishments to 

the gulls reinforces this, since he is allowing himself to 

be Face's instrument -- a reversal of the master-servant 

roles, and a conscious abdication of the power of judgement 

to the master-criminal. That he finally wins Dame Pliant is 

appropriate, for we have to admit that she is just about what 

he deserves. 

The final pattern of the play is now clear. The witty 

rogues reveal the emptiness, the essential lack of identity 

of their clients, but at the same time they themselves are 

implicated in this emptiness and they live in a world where 

even the judges are implicated in it, setting as they do wit 

over morality. But there are clues for the audience, and when 

we see The Alchemist in the context of Jonson's other plays 

we know how to judge these role-players. Thomas M.Greene, ap

proaching similar questions from a different direction, admi

rably sums up Jonson's attitude toward role-playing when, in 

comparing Jonson with Shakespeare, he writes: 

Jonson's drama, more truly conservative, re
flects ••• the horror of a self too often shifted, 
a self which risks the loss of an inner poise. It 
reflects this horror even as it portrays, more 
brilliantly than Shakesp~are, the whirlwind virtuosos 
of such multiplication.I~ 

12 
Greene, "Ben Jonson and the Centered Self", p.344. 
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One would, perhaps, wish to make the case rather more strong

ly; the loss of the self is exactly what Jonson's plays are 

about. For in change, the self is inevitably lost, an addition 

that is really a subtraction. Jonson's world is inhabited by 

characters who negate themselves by trying to be what they 

are not, and who lose what they are. Their very vitality 

confuses us, for it is this that attracts us to them. None

theless, in The Alchemist, as in Volpone, we must see through 

the comic vitality to the essential hollowness, and regret 

the loss of such misdirected energy. 
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BARTHOLOMEW FAIR 

After The Alchemist Jonson did not write another 

comedy for four years, though in between he produced the 

stage-disaster Catiline. This second tragedy concerned the 

nature of the good judge and governor; and Bartholomew Fair, 

which appeared in 1614, also has as one of its main concerns 

an examination of the claims of those who pretend to the 

judgement of others. 

In fact the question of judgement is central to the 

play; as well as the judgements made by the play's authority

figures, we are concerned with the judgements to be made by 

the audience, as is suggested by the Induction. One of the 

major critical questions concerning the play centres on the 

judgements Jonson himself is making, and consequently on the 

tone of the play. Is Jonson abandoning his characteristic 

moralist's stance in favour of a more genial response to folly 

and crime? Maurice Hussey finds him "unusually tolerant", 

claimi~that "the didactic temper for which he is rightly 

important is less sternly engaged."l E.B.Partridge stresses 

l 
Bartholomew Fair, ed. Maurice Hussey (London, 1964), 

p.x. 
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the "good humour" of the play, while Barish thinks that the 

play "views the excesses of the season unsentimentally, but 

imulgently, as a product or irredeemable human weakness. 112 

Alan c.Dessen, on the other hand, rejects the suggestion that 

moral issues are extraneous to the play, claiming that "Jonson 

has succeeded in fusing together morality structure and tech

nique with comic tone and surface in order to provide an 

image of his times."3 

My own view approaches that of Dessen. The stress of 

the present thesis is on the consistency of Jonson's moral 

standpoint; he has never before treated human weakness as 

totally "irredeemable", and the general "good humour" of the 

play•s surface should not blind us to its underlying moral 

pattern. The fact that none of the characters is seriously 

punished for his follies does not subtract from the ruth

lessness with which those follies are exposed. As we have 

seen in the plays from Volpone onward, the absence of autho

ritative judge-figures does not mean that judgement cannot 

be made. 

Bartholomew Fair holds an unusual, if not unique 

position in its time, in that it was presented, on consecutive 

Bartholomew Fair, ed. E.B.Partridge (Lincoln, 1964),
p.xv1 Barish, Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Comedy, 
p.22~. 

3 
Dessen, Jonson's Moral Comedy, pp. 148-149, p.220. 
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days, to a public audience at the Hope Theatre, and to a 

Court Audience that included the King. Jonson's apparent 

indulgence and tolerance of human weakness might seem to 

reflect his determination to write a popular success, and 

are intimately related to those elements of the play that 

give it its general reputation for "realism". But it is 

clear from the Epilogue addressed to James I, and presumably 

spoken only at the Court presentation, that Jonson is seeking 

a sterner judgement: 

you can tell 
If we have us'd that leave you gave us, well: 
Or whether wee to ra~e, or licence breake, 
Or be prophane, or make ~rophane men speake?
This is your power to judge (great Sir)

(5-9) 

Obviously Jonson's intention is for us to understand that he 

is not being profane, but is making profane men speak. He is 

creating a distance between himself and his characters; far 

from being indulgent toward these profane men, he is demanding 

judgement against them. 

The symbol of the Fair is a very suggestive one. It 

allows the visitors to demonstrate their immorality through 

the baseness of their activities. In festive manner, it turns 

the world upside-down, allowing misrule to triumph over au

thority. It examines the varying influences of appetite, law 

and art. And it tests various moral attitudes, setting sup

posed representatives of the examined, consciously moral life 

against those who unthinkingly engage in natural enjoyment 

of appetite. 
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The present argument, by now familiar, is that at the 

moral centre of Jonson's plays lies an ideal of self-knowledge, 

and of constancy to that self. Folly and crime arise from a 

lack of self-knowledge, from rejection or loss of identity, 

usually manifested through play-acting or actual disguise. 

A character who puts on a disguise in order to control his 

environment demonstrates his own instability by that action. 

In The Alchemist, Jonson used the pseudo-science as a symbolic 

testing-ground for the authenticity of his characters: both 

dupes and tricksters were shown to be lacking real identity, 

through the medium of this central symbol. In Bartholomew 

~ he has found another great symbol to test the consistency 

of his characters; and other aspects of the Fair-symbol are 

enriched in relation to the theme of self-recognition. 

We shall begin by examining a passage from Discoveries 

often cited in discussions of Bartholomew Fair: 

What petty things they are, wee wonder at? like 
children, that esteeme every trifle; and preferre a 
Fairing before their Fathers: what difference is 
between us, and them? but that we are dearer Fooles, 
Cockscombes, at a higher rate. They are pleas'd with 
Cockleshels, Whistles, Hobby-horses, and such like: 
wee with Statues, marble Pillars, Pictures, guilded
Roofes, where under-neath is Lath, and Lyme; perhaps
Lome. Yet, wee take pleasure in the lye, ani are 
glad, wee can cousen our selves. .. 

(Disc. 11.1437-1445) 

In his discussion of this passage, Dessen emphasizes "the 

analogy between a child's concern for trifles at a Fair and 

man's pursuit of possessions and false ideals."4 Barish 

Dessen, Jonson's Moral Comedy, p.149. 
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quotes the passage in relation to his discussion of Cokes, 

and omits the final sentence -- yet it is there, I think, 

where the meaning of the passage lies.5 This world of illu

sions and false surfaces, of images and gilt hiding only 

barrenness, invites us to deception and self-deception. 

The use of the image of the Fair in this way perhaps 

accounts f.or the relative leniency with which its denizens 

are treated. They are the Fair; they present all the false 

surfaces, putting on an act to attract customers, and are 

thus, by definition, deceivers. They are wiser than those 

they trick, and necessarily appear vital and attractive in 

order to make their deceptions convincing. But vice is made 

attractive only as part of an illusion to test the visitors 

to the Fair. The play-acting of the tricksters is less serious 

than the hypocrisy and self-deception of the others, but 

Jonson appears indulgent towards it only because it is neces

sary for his primary aim. In fact, the Fair-people are all 

Faces; like him, they suffer no real punishment. But, as with 

Face, this is not to be taken as an indication that their 

activities are not morally censured by Jonson. 

The one real exception to this is Ursula, who alone 

is always very much herself. She is unimproved Nature, the 

self without any capacity for self-examination. In her physi

cal and moral grossness she looms as a central symbol of the 

Barish, Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Comedy,
pp.219-220. 
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Fair's meaning -- pure appetite, what all the self-deceivers 

come to indulge. She offers not merely roast pig, but ale and 

tobacco, chamber-pots and whores. In her roaring vitality she 

is as ambiguous as so many of Jonson's earlier villains. As 

Joel H.Kaplan has written: 

like the fair around her Ursula creates her own 
holiday dispensation that makes stone-faced censure 
almost as foolish and irrelevant as hearty approval.
Neither response can adequately come to terms with the 
complex experience of Smithfield, where vitali~y is 
made synonymous with obscenity and corruption. 

Appetite lies at the root of loss of self-control and in

stability; it is the cause of all the· ttdisguisings" in the 

play. 

The present reading of Bartholomew Fair obviously 

demands that a sharp distinction be drawn between those who 

inhabit the Fair and those who visit it. Eugene M.Waith makes 

a generalization about the role-playing that goes on which 

suggests that he does not entirely see this distinction: 

"Playing a part, usually with a view to practicing some de

ception, is an almost universal activity in Bartholomew Fair, 

sometimes a diversion, sometimes more nearly a profession. 11 7 

It is a universal activity, but Jonson, for the purposes of 

Joel H.Kaplan, "Dramatic and Moral Energy in Ben 
Jonson's Bartholomew Fair", Renaissance Drama, n.s.III 
(1970)' 11+?. 

7 
Ba~tholomew Fair, ed. Eugene M.Waith (New Haven and 

London, 1963), p.10. 
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his central symbol, makes it allowable for the professionals, 

the more fully-conscious role-players, in order to show up 

the more culpable posturing of the rest. 

Calvin Thayer draws the distinction more fully. He 

sees the relationship of the Fair to the world outside, as 

represented by the Littlewits' house, as "analogous to that 

between the real world and the theatre, with the Fair serving 

as a kind of theatrum mund1. 11 8 While not wishing to push the 

analogy as far as does Thayer, I should agree with him that, 

for the purposes of the play, Jonson allows the Fair special 

license, so that it can test the identity of those who visit 

it. 

The central symbol of the Fair, itself a great illu

sion presented by characters with no reality beyond their 

deceptive surfaces, is complicated by the further illusions 

it displays in the game of vapours and the puppet-show. Of 

the term "vapours", Vincent F.Petronella writes: "Two specific 

meanings of the word are what is meant by 'humour' and a kind 

of meaningless desire to contradict, to revolt, to be dif

ferent."9 Somewhat fusing these two suggested meanings, James 

E.Robinson defines vapours as "characters whose humours are 

in heat, anxious to feed the fires of their vanities and so 

Thayer, Ben Jonson: Studies in the Plays, p.131. 

9 
Vincent F.Petronella, "Jonson's Bartholomew Fair: A 

Study in Baroque Style", Discourse, XIII (1970), 32?. 
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becloud their brains even more. 1110 Vapours increase self

delusion, as they increase the eccentricity of outward appea

rance. Jonson's own stage-direction referring to the game of 

vapours emphasizes its emptiness: "Here they continue their 

game of vapours, which is non sense. Every man to oppose the 

last man that spoke: whether it concern'd him or no"(IV.iv.). 

Vapours empties all speech of meaning, since it demands that 

words refer only to the words that precede them, and to no 

opinion actually held by the speaker. 

The puppet-play has a similar !unction. It parodies 

the play itself, and the whole world-as-stage tradition. It 

is the climax of the play, for here all deceptions are re

vealed: 

it is in the puppet booth that order of the limited 
kind possible in the fair is finally re-established, 
confusions are unravelled, wives and husbands shame
facedly reunited, and false authority silenced.11 

But the motion does more than this; it takes the presentation 

of illusion to its most absurd extreme and shows, through the 

reactions of Cokes and Busy, that even then there are those 

who cannot see through the illusion. So the Fair, through 

the role-playing of its denizens, its vapours, and the puppet

10 
James E.Robinson, "Bartholomew Fair: Comedy of Va

pors", Studies in English Literature, I (1961), 70. 

11 
R.B.Parker, "The Themes and Staging of Bartholomew 

Fair" University Of Toronto Quarterly, XXXIX (1970), 295._, 

http:silenced.11
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play, presents a complete and very complex system of false 

surfaces against which the identity of its visitors can be 

tested. 

Bartholomew Cokes is the character most fully iden

tified with the Fair that bears his name. ttHe has a head full 

of bees!"(I.iv.81) says his tutor Waspe; totally lacking any 

centre, he moves in many directions simultaneously, as the 

false surfaces attract him. In response to Cokes' request to 

be allowed to visit the Fair Waspe replies: 

Would the ~Ir~ and all the Drums, and Rattles in't 
were i'your belly for mee: they are already i'your
braine: he that had the meanes to travell your head, 
now, should meet finer sights than any are i'the 
Fayre; and make a finer voyage on't; to see it all 
hung with cockleshels, pebbles, fine wheat-strawes, 
and here and there a chicken's feather, and a cob-web. 

(I. v. 91-97) 

The illusions of the Fair are ins:tde him as well as around 

him; his only view of the world is of the false images and 

trifles it presents. Throughout the play, he never sees 

beyond the surface of anything. He is, says Barish, "the 

human counterpart cf the gingerbread images sold by Joan 

Ti:ash," himself a IT.ockery of reality.12 A natural gull, he 

is the descendant of all those "meere outsides" from Stephen 

onward; yet, ironically, he cannot even play a part, so nalve 

is he, so confused by surfaces -- he cannot disguise himself. 

"Did you ever see a fellowes face more accuse him for an 

1 
Barish, Een Jonson and the Language of Prose co

medy, p.220. 

http:reality.12
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Asse?"(I.v.50) asks Winwife, using the word "face" in a man

ner very rare in Jonson -- to suggest complete openness, com

plete demonstration of the inner vacuum. 

So there is something symbolic in his being stripped 

of his clothing, and his pathetic plea for help from the 

madman Trouble-all has two levels of meaning: 

Friend, doe you know who I am? or where I lye? I 

doe not my selfe, I'll be sworne. Doe but carry me 

home, and I'le please thee, I ha' money enough

there, I ha' lost my selfe, and my cloake and my

hat. 


(IV. ii. 78-82) 

He has indeed lost himself; he has never known himself, and 

does not learn to do so. The closest he comes to the discovery 

of an identity is in his confrontation with the puppets, when 

he reduces himself to the level of the toys by conversing 

with them, presenting them with gifts, and inviting them to 

Overdo's feast. Theirs is the only world where he can be com

fortable, for here at last he has found his equals. 

Cokes, then, in his journey through the Fair, is a 

kind of Everyman-figure when seen in terms of the passage 

from Discoveries quoted above, taking pleasure in the lie, 

and gladly cozening himself. His odyssey is parallel to those 

of the other characters of the play, with the difference that, 

however ludicrous, he is at least innocent. The others are 

all guilty of the wilful creation of a false self. 

The figure most closely related to Cokes is, oddly 

enough, his governor Waspe. Supposedly an exemplary figure, 

http:Asse?"(I.v.50
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a figure of authority, he is shown to possess almost exactly 

the same faults as his charge. He too lacks any self-consis

tency: he is volatile, easily driven along tangents, as 

willing as Cokes to embrace contradictory possibilities: 

I know? I know nothing, I, what tell you mee of 

knowing? (now I am in hast) Sir, I doe not know, 

and I will not know, and I scorne to know, and yet,

(now I think on•t) I will, and do know, as well as 

another. 


(I.iv.19-22) 

His words are almost completely devoid of any meaning; they 

attach to no underlying "self". Even the otherwise impercep

tive Mrs. Overdo sees his lack of self-control, his inability 

to govern his passions (I.v.23). He falls prey to exactly 

those things for which he reproaches Cokes: he is robbed, 

and Edgeworth suggests that "you may strip him of his cloathes, 

if you will"(IV.iii.117-118), as Cokes has already been 

stripped. 

Just as the puppet-play allows Cokes to demonstrate 

that he is little more than a puppet himself, so the game of 

vapours is peculiarly well-adapted to revealing Waspe. It 

gives him reason to be self-contradictory, yet allows him to 

say exactly the same things as he says when he is not playing 

a game -- or perhaps to demonstrate that he is always playing 

a game: 

I have no reason, nor will I heare of no reason, nor 
I will looke for no reason, and he is an Asse, that 
either kn.owes any, or lookes for•t from me •••• I'le 
have nothing confest, that concernes mee. I am not 
i'the right, nor never was i'the right, nor never will 



be i'the right, while I am in my right minde. 
(IV.iv.42-44,72-74) 

It is, of course, almost impossible to analyse such gibberish; 

one can only say that the surface incoherence reflects a real 

incoherence at the base of the character. "Vapours" allows 

him more freely to demonstrate the self-contradiction that 

he is. It is only when totally deflated that he is able to 

achieve something approximating reason; and his comment ap

plies to all those characters in the play who represent 

authority:- 0 He that will correct another, must want fault in 

himselfe"(V.iv.99-100). 

Another near-imbecile, John Littlewit scorns "pre

tenders to wit"(I.i.33), but continually demonstrates that 

he is only a pretender himself. He and his wife are over

whelmed by the will of the Puritans, and have to resort to 

an act to achieve their own will -- their pretense that Win 

is pregnant and has a craving to eat roast pig in the Fair: 

"Play the Hypocrite, sweet Win"(I.v.iJ9). Throughout the play 

the word "Hypocrite" is used almost as if it were inter

changeable with "Puritan". The root-meaning of the term is 

"stage-actor"; and in Bartholomew Fair a basic assumption is 

that those who profess Puritanism are forced to act in order 

to get what they want -- that is, that Puritanism and self

consistency are mutually exclusive. Win is easily convinced 

that she wants to be a prostitute,~that a wife can accep

tably be a prostitute if she goes in disguise. The moral 

http:wit"(I.i.33
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conftrnio:::1 is tot~l. 

A more develo1·t:::d pi<~ture of Puritan as stage-actor 

is presented in Daru0 Pt~.recrart, Win.ts mother. According to 

her son-in-la,1, she i::: ''a most elect 1..lYPOCY'it~, and has 

maintain'd us all this seven yeere with it''(I.v.163-164). 

The implications of this are later demonstrated by Purecraft 

herself. John's words are a tribute to the sublimity of her 

art, ~nd to its success; her own are a little more revealing. 

Her art has been used 3.1 l for ga 1.n, but she is quite willing 

to renounce it for the same motive~. She has to unmask, to 

reveal her f'elf, to win Quarlous who is at this stage only 

an illusion himself: "I must uncover m~r selfe unto him, or I 

shall never enjoy him • • • • These seven yeeres, I have 

beene a wilfull holy widdow, onely to draw feB.sts, and gifts 

from my intangled suitors"(V.ii.48-49,53-55). One critic 

has called her a nremale Volpone";l3 we can understand the 

il!lplications of this comparison, and see that her unmasking 

reveals no more reality than does Volpone's. How involved and 

self-contradictory the Puritan's situation can become is more 

fully revealed in the figure of Zeal-of-the-Land Busy. 

In the figure of the arch-hypocrite Busy, Jonson 

takes the idea of the Puritan as "stage-actor" to its fur

thest extreme, examining the nature of the act, and demon

strating its implications. It is in relation to Busy that 

13 
Partridge, in his edition of the plRy, p.xiii. 
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the concept of "face" as an illusory surface is most commonly 

used; evE·n befo1~e he is introduced to the audience Quarlous 

says of him: 11A notable hypocriticall vermine it is; I know 

him. One that stands upon his face, more than his faith, at 

all times"(I.iii.135-137). He is more concerned with appea

rances than with the core of belief that he supposedly rep

resents; his disguise is one of words, and he can always ma

nipulate the terms of his "faith" to comply with his desires, 

as in the case of the problem of eating pig in the Fair. In 

his attempt to demonstrate that this activity can be lawful 

Busy himself uses the "facet' metaphor: 

Surely, it may be otherwise, but it is subject, to 
construction 9 subject, and hath a face of offence, 
with the wectke, a great face, a foule face, but 
that face nmy have a vaile put over it, and be 
shaddowed, as it were. 

(I.vi.67-70) 

He then proceeds to put a mask upon the mask, demonstrating 

that only surfaces matter, because they can so easily be 

modified; and in justifying Win's appetite for pig, he is 

also indulging his own. 

But in attempting to impose his view on others Busy 

succeeds also in deluding himself. As with all those who make 

of themselves an illusion, he himself is taken in by appea

rances. Cokes identifies with the puppets; Busy too fails to 

comprehend the nature of the illusion that faces him, and is 

reduced to debating with a puppet in a case where he cannot 

possibly triumph, for he attempts to uphold an argument that 
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assumes that the puppets ar.e real people, and in so doing 

falls victim to his own rhetoric. For in raising the question 

of the puppet's sex he finds that his disguise of words fails 

him. Def1ated, stripped of his rhetoric, there is nothing 

left of hjm; after his admission of defeat he does not speak 

again. Barish says of this: 

With Busy one feels that every syllable is ersatz, 
maliciously manufactured out of alien matter to 
prod.nee an impenetrable mask •••• Busy has worn 
his mask so long that when he comes to remove it, 
there can be nothing beneath but a replica of the 
mask, now the authentic face -- or voice -- itself .14 

More than this, in fact -- Busy cannot even fall back on his 

mask-voice, which accounts for his collapse into silence. 

Just as the puppet, by lifting up its dress its stage-

disguise -- demonstrates that there is nothing underneath, 

so Busy, when he loses his own disguise through the puppet's 

action, shov.·s that he too is a void underneath his "face". In 

effect the puppet becomes at this point a mirror for Busy, 

both cause and parody of his unmasking. The equation is 

pointed up by Quarlous: "I know no fitter match than a Puppet 

to commit with an Hypocrite!"(V.v.50-51) 

Busy brings to the Fair one frame of reference for 

its judgement, for implicit in his debasement of Biblical 

terminology is the possibility that a rigorous moral code 

offers when properly applied. A somewhat more well-meaning, 

f1+ 
Barish, Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Co

m,edy, p.201+. 
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though also more deluded representative of another such moral 

code is Adam overdo. OVordo 's moral code is the familiar 

Stoic one; but as we shall see, he is hardly an ideal repre

sentative of the ethic. He fits into a line of magistrates, 

both real and fictlonal, who disguised themselves to spy out 

evil, for the purification of the state: "I am the man .... 

though thus disguis 'd (as the carefull lfagistratB ought) for 

the good of the Republique, in the Favre, and the weeding out 

of enormity 0 (V.ii.91-94). But from what we know of Jonson's 

previous use of disguise, we must be aware that Overdo cannot 

possibly succeed; just as his appearance is false, so his 

Stoicism and pride in his ability as magistrate are part of 

a pose, and he finally achieves only his own repeated public 

humiliation. 

His first disguise is as Mad Arthur of Bradley: "They 

may have seene many a foole in the habite of a Juntice; but 

never till now, a Justice in the habit of a foole"(II.i.7-9). 

His disguise reveals as much as it hides, for he will demon

strate that he is a fool. His own spies, he says, delude him, 

so he must seek out enormity for himself; but he is unable 

to penetrate surfaces, and succeeds only in deluding himself. 

He takes literally the bantering insults of the Fair-people, 

the argument between Leatherhead and Trash, or Ursula's charge 

that Jordan is a cutpurse, then congratulates himself on 

seeing through such insults: "Here might I ha'beene deceiv'd 

now: and ha'put a fooles blot upon my selfe, if I had not 
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play'd an after game o 1discretion 11 (II.1ii.lK)-42). But of course 

he is still deceived, and imwediately afterwards is taken in 

yet again, by the iJlusion created by Edgworth: "A proper 

penman, I see't in his countenance"(II.iv.32). He is deluded 

by his own misplaced pride in his ability to read appearances. 

And he is deluded by Nightingale's ballad, which "doth dis

cover enormity"(III.v.112) but which iz, in fact, intended to 

attract vivtims for the cutpurse F.dgworth. 

Since he is deluded by others largely because he de

ludes himself, it is apparent that when the time comes to rip 

the mask away from the Fair's enormities, he will also be 

unmasking himself. Such self-delusion is the more culpable 

because it affects his performance as judge. While in the 

stocks he hears Bristle and Haggis discuss him: 11 I, and hee 

will be anery too, when him list, that's more: and when hee 

is angry, be it right or wrong; hee has the Law on's side, 

ever"(IV.i.79-81). In other words, he is noted for administe

ring justice largely through whim; he allows his lack of 

self-control to interfere so that he cannot distinguish right 

from wrongo But he even misunderstands what he hears, for 

instead of deciding that in future he will control himself in 

order to recognize right, that he will, in fact, administer 

justice, he decides that he will temper his judgements with 

compassion. Under normal circumstances, there would be nothing 

wrong with this; but from Overdo's point of view compassion 

is wrong, so that he is planning to set right one fault with 
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what is, to him, another fault: "I ·w·111 be more tender here

after. I see ccrnp2ssion may become a Justice, though it be 

a weah-nesse, I confesse; and neerer a vice, then a ver

tue11(IV .i.82-84). Some measure of his confusion can be gathered 

from this. 

Even his Stoicism is no more than a pose; his fortitude 

under adversit:r, when he is in the stocks, is somewhat under

mined by the fact that it is fortitude practiced not for its 

own sake, but for the sake of reputation: 

The world will have a pretty tast by this, how I 

can beare adversity: aLd it will beget a kind of 

reverence, to~ard me, hereafter, even from mine 

enemies, when they shall see I ce.rry r.y calamity

nobly, and that it doth neither breake mee, nor 

bend mee. 


(IV.i.29-33) 

He is not a hypocrite like Busy, however; his pose really only 

deludes himself. 

Because of this self-delusion, Overdo's disguise as 

a madman results in a number of ironies. He considers the 

madman Trouble-all to be "out of his wits! where there is no 

roome left for dissembling"(IV.i.65), without, apparently, 

considering the application of his words to his own situation, 

a dissembler pretendj_ng to be a madman, one who, by his own 

definition, cannot dissemble. Later, in a different disguise, 

he sets out to reveal the enormities he has discovered. One 

thing that shocks him is the discovery that the apparent madman 

Troub1e-a11 is in fact Quarlous in disguise: "Then this is the 

true mad-man, and you are the enormity!"(V.vi.61) The ironies 

http:enormity!"(V.vi.61
http:dissembling"(IV.i.65
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of this, from one who has himself been for most of the play a 

false wadm:in are obvious; he is co:r1lemning himself as an 

"enormity". It i.s appropriate that the discovery of overdo 

to hir1self should begin with the revelation of his wife 

masked lilrn a prostitute. Quarlous' admonition to him, "remem

ber you are but ~' Flesh, and blood! you have your frail

ty"(V.vi.96-97), suggesting as it does that a man should knew 

and embrace what he is, is a valid statement to apply to all 

the role-players of Bartholomew Fair. 

This failure of identity in the authority-figures in 

related to the th8mes of topsyturvydom common in festive 

comedy. Busy, Overdo and Waspe all in various ways represent 

the mote-and-beam type of censor and are all defeated because 

of the holiday licence given to the tricksters of the Fair. 

The e:cnseic.nu:; r.ic>r:.11 dj_sapprovR1 focused through these three 

is disc:::ec11·:~ed bt:·:-::ause of th,2J.r failure, bu.t this does not, 

of 001:.r:>e, !u"~n that we are to give our P.pp:roval to the tm

thinl:i'rJ~f n::~t1n·c:i:.j enjoyment offered by the:> li'c.ir .. Judgemrmt is 

not, hV'wever, a simple matter. Look1.ng fc,r· a more reasonahle 

figure of authority within the play, critics h9.Ve turned to 

the eroup of' Quarlous, Winwife, and Grace Wellborn, a group 

which quite apparnntly stands apart from tho other characters 

of the play. Qnarlous especially is cornn:only considered to 

present the final judgements of the play; but this view is 

often accompanied by a feeling of uneasiness at a certain 

arobiguity in the three. According to E.A.Horsrnan Quarlous is 

http:Look1.ng
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11 representative of the reasonable man. 1115 Hussey sees Quarlous 

and Winwife as choric commentatcrs, stage mechanisms who, 

though not attractive, are to be believed.16 Waith sees the 

group as having "a nomative fur..ction", and thinks that in 

Grace "we come closer to the point of view of the author than 

in any other character. 1117 On the other hand, Jackson Cope 

thinks that Quo.rlous inherits hell, and that the concord of 

Winwife and Grace alone transcen::ls the chaos of the Fair.18 

Parker suggests that Quarlous "has the ambiguous nature of 

the traditional satirist figure who himself suffers from the 

things he criticizes,'* and. Kaplan agrees upon this ambir:;nity, 

feeling that, nevertheless~Quarlous retains a special position 

or authority.19 

My own by now predictable suggestion is that although 

Quarlous appears to be creating order at the end of the pluy, 

his comments reflect as much upon himself as upon those he 

unmasks. He is another of those figures in Jonson made 

1 
Bartholomew Fair, ed. E.A.Horsman (Cambridge, Mass., 

1960) , p.xLx. 

16 
Bartholo!new Fa.tr, ed. Hussey, pp.xiv-xv. 

1? 
Jk..r-!;_holorf!ZW Fai:r, ed. Waith, p.18. 

18 
Jaclrnon I. Cope~ "Barth•,lonew Fair as Blasphemy", 

Renaj_zsrncc Drc·v~, VIII ll9~:n-111~9. 

19 
Parker, "The Themes and Staging of E?...r..t.bolo'.':1~1" Fair,

p.304; Kaplan, "Dramatic and Horal Energy in Ben Jonson's 
BarthoJ.omew f.,air", pp.147-148. 
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attractive by a characteristic vir,our and cynical wit, but 

not intended to go unjudged. In his first appearance he attacks 

Winwife for being changeP..ble; "I feare this family will turne 

you reformed too, pray you come about againe"(I.iii.56-59) is 

a warning to Winwife to remain himself, not to join with the 

hypocrites. He fo11ows this with an attack on Winwife's 

practice of wooing old women; his horrendous satirical des

cription of the results of this has its effect, and it is the 

more ironic, therefore that merely fer personal gain, and 

totally against his original position, he embraces at the end 

of the play all that he here attacks. His 11 reform 11 is far 

more culpable than the one for which he attacks Winwife, since 

it involves self-contradiction. 

It is Quarlous who describes for the audience Busy's 

self-seeking role-playing, so that his own disguising becomes 

the more ambiguous. He feels superior to the Fair~peoplc, but 

is not above using them for his ovm ends while admitting his 

complicity: "J:8cinus c.uos inguinat, aeguat"(IV.vi.30). He is 

even prepared to malign his friend Winwife if anything can be 

gained by so doing: "Hee'll go neare to forme to her what a 

debauch'd Rascall I am and fright her out of all good conceipt 

of me: I should doe so by him, I am sure, if I had the oppor

tunity" (IV.vi.36-38). He too is guilty of the duplicity, the 

posing and the play-acting that he attacks. 

When Quarlous first appears in disguise as a madman, 

Overdo appears in his new disp,uise, having abandoned his 

http:aeguat"(IV.vi.30
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rr.adman-role; th11s the two are impl lcitly related. But Quarlous 

is aware of the superficiality sur:r:ested by his disguising: 

"I have made my ~elfe as like him, as his gowne and cap will 

give me leave"(V.ii.14-15). He echoes this idea when he finally 

reveals his identity: "I am mad, hut from the gowne out

ward"(V .vi .. 63). His disguise acts :i.s a catalyst to reveal the 

posturing .of others -- as we have ~wen, it causes Dame Pure

craft to 11 uncover 11 her self. But Jn spite of this effect, his 

disguise reflects the emptiness and. lack of identity comrfon 

to all time-ser-ving opportunists. Hts words to Overdo at the 

end reflect back upon himself for he too, beneath his poses, 

is only Adam flesh and blood, tai11ted by the corruptions and 

artificiality of the Fair, and a hollow justicer -- although 

he at least recognizes this. In tht' conjunction of Quarlous 

and Overdo we are reminded of the alliance of Brainworm and 

that other whimsical lawgiver Juzttce Clement, though the 

balance of power is reversed, and ~uarlous is not so disin~ 

terested as is Brainworm. 

As for Winwife and Grace, they share in the corruption 

of common humanity by their very l'resence in the Fair. Both 

are, in different ways, "self-as~:ured 11 and thus aloof from 

the Fai.r; yet they are in it. "Our very being here makes us 

fit to be demanded, as well as ot:h,,rs 11 (II.v.17-18), Quarlous 

reminds Winwife. The superior self camiot remain secure 

without recognizing what it is, v: l t hout acknowledging its 

share of comr1on humanity. Grace lt•:1,ves the choice of a hus
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band to fortune or, as it turns out, to the whims of a madman. 

In this complete abandoning of reason she hardly demonstrates 

that she is closG to the Jonsonian point of view. 

If any character implies the possibility of judgement 

from within the play itself, it is Trouble-all, though only 

in an oblique way. He is described by Brian Gibbons as a 

"fundamental didactic emblem", functj.oning as an implied 

comment upon Overdo, Busy, and Waspe, the representatives of 

discipline and authority.20 Heffner has a similar view: 

"Troublen.11 1 s main function is, as his name suggests, to 

trouble eversrbody as he darts suddenly on and off the stage 

with his embarrassing question, 'Have you a warrant for what 

you do? rn21 The idea of the madman seems to have a special 

place in the Fair; his visible insanity comrr.ents upon the 

general but unacknowledged madness, and it is no accident that 

the Justice first dresses as a madman. In fact it is specifi

cally stated by Overdo that Trouble-all is 11 out of his wits! 

where there is no roome left for dissembling"(IV.i.65), and 

Dame Purecraft says of him: 11 the world is mad in error, but 

hee is mad in truth"(IV.vi.169-170). This is why the madman

disguise is so popular; it provides the dissembler with the 

cover of one who cannot dissemble. It is ironic that the one 

20 
Brian Gibbons, JBcobeRn Citv CQI'.'§dy: A St1:,1y of. 

c.,,tirit"' p]"V" bv T""nc-on l' r"tr. - ".:lY'1'1 '"ir'(·'L-·'- 7 -· ·• .~le:'•.' ~ ' ·-' .. \.' •J , .·,·J. '2... ,,n, <..,u l;!;;~·'-'·'.. ~~GCD \LODu.011, 

1968)' p. i86. 

21 
Heffner, "Unifying Symbols in the Comedy of Ben 

Jonson", p.J.43. 
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character who is, in Stoic fashion~ always what he seems to 

be, is so not by rational choice. But in his obsession with 

having warrant for action, he constantly questions reason and 

motivation in others, keeping us aware of their inadequacy. 

It is not that Trouble-all really knovrs more than others, but 

almost by accident what he says contains truth. Almost his 

final words, when he enters the scene of judgement, are: 11 By 

your leave, stand by my Masters, be uncover'd"(V.vi.49), as 

if he knew of the masking and unmasking generally taking 

place. His function is to show, totally unconsciously, the 

widespread play-acting. 

That Bart£o1omew Fair has virtually no internal norm 

of judgement does not mean, as I have tried to demonstrate, 

that its characters cannot be judged in the light of what we 

know to be Jonson's abidinc concerns. The harsh light of his 

morality is somewhat tempered; but we nmst not be misled into 

thinking that he is no longer concerned with moral judgement. 

In fact, in the Induction we find the author genially dis

cussing the question of judgement, and both demanding and 

mocking constancy. In the Articles drawn up between Author 

and Spectators, he considers the question at some length: 

It is also agreed, that every man heere, exercise 
his owne Judgement, and not censure by Contagion, 
or upon trust, from another voice, or face, that 
sits by him, be he never so first, in the ~or,i..E!.i§sion 
ot_fil..t_: As also, that hee bee fixt and settled in 
his consure, th~1t v1l 1eit hee approves to day, bee wi11 
doe the same to morrow, and if to morrow, the next 
day, and so the next weeke (if neede be:) and not 

http:uncover'd"(V.vi.49


to be brought about by any that sits on the J?3~ch 
with him, thoueh they hxl i to, and arraigne EJ.c.,.YQ!?. 
daily. Hne that will sweare, .J:fil'.'O'.Q})J-lQ, or Lr!:l;02_n::L..QY~~ 
are the best playes, yet, shall p~Ese unexceptea at, 
heer8, as 2. me:<.n ·,1hose Judgewent sh ewes it j_s constant, 
and hath stood st:Lll, these five and twentie, or 
thirtie yeeres. Though it be an 1KD.2J.'2J1!:.Q., it is a 
vertuous and stay :d j_gnorance; an:J nsxt to truth, 
a confirm 1d errour does i;Jl~ll; such a one, the Ai.:thor 
kn.owes where to f inde him. 

(97-112) 

Jonson is, of course, facing in two opposed directions here. 

He begins in familiar vein, concerned. that a man's judgement 

should be his own, not affected 'by his neighbour's. We are 

back with such gulls as Stephen and :V.tatthew, or Jack Daw, 

people who disguise themself in received opinion, having none 

of their own. He goes on to ask that, once such a reasoned 

judgement has been made, it be maintained, that the critic 

remain constant to it. This~ of course, is Jonson's usual view, 

but he goes on to mock it by drawing it to its logical con

clusion, that men may form foolish opinions and stick to them 

for thirty years, unwilling to revise them in the light of 

fresh evidence; but constancy, Even in error, is a virtue. 

Jonson is, of course, treating the whole question ironically 

here; he is quite able to mock his own beliefs. 

The Induction is in keeping with the sardonic tone 

of the play. The Fair, like the play, invites criticism and 

judgement. But both Fair and play mock judgement, because 

those who judge are implicated in the faults of what they are 

judging. To make judgements, we must be on very firm ground; 

judgement made from confir'.'!led error must be mocked. The 

http:EJ.c.,.YQ
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audience, whether made up of Busys, or of men who have been 

praising the same plays for thirty years, has to be made to 

examine its own criteria. The fact that Jonson mocks all 

authority in B~.rtho1orne\'l Fair should not make us think that 

he no longer believes in authority. Judgement demands the 

rigorous use of reason, and undermines its own validity when 

based on short-~ighted prejudice or self-delus:lon. For a 

true understanding of the world, self-knowledge is still the 

primary requisitea 



VI 

THE DEVIL IS AN ASS 

The Devil Is an Ass (1616) occupies a peculiar posi

tion amongst Jonson's plays. Most critics see it as the 

beginning of a decline in the powers of the dramatist; even 

though it appeared only two years after Bartholomew Fair, and 

ten years before his next play, The Staple of News, it is 

generally classed along with his remaining plays as a "dotage". 

Some critics, to be sure, assign it more value than this; L.c. 
Knights makes it central to his discussion of Jonson, and 

Brian Gibbons calls it Jonson's "last great play".1 But out

side studies of the entire body of Jonson's work, and Kit

tredge's attempt, in 1911, to find in contemporary events 

sources for elements of the play, it has aroused little real 

interest.2 

It is, I think, quite apparent that Jonson is moving in 

a new direction here, in taking a popular form, the morality 

1 
L.C.Knights1 Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson 

(Harmondsworth, 1962J; Gibbons, Jacobean City Comedy, p.192. 

2 
G.L.Kittredge, "King James I and The Devil Is an 

!.!§.", Modern Philology, IX (1911), 195-204. 
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play, and modifying it to apply to contemporary topics. The 

didactic nature of the form he is modifying urges the drama

tist toward more overt didacticism than he has been accustomed 

to in the plays of his great period, and he is moved to in

troduce characters who make explicit moral judgements without 

themselves being exposed as was Quarlous. Nevertheless, he 

makes use ·of disguise and role-playing in this play, as he 

has done before, to demonstrate the emptiness, the failure 

of identity, of those he satirizes. 

The structure is much changed. The Devil Is an Ass 

has its brilliant creator of illusions, Meercraft, who is a 

not unworthy successor to Volpone and Subtle; but he is no 

longer at the centre of the stage, for much of the play 1 s 

emphasis falls upon the failures of the na~ve devil, Pug. In 

effect, the disguised Vice is paralleled by a disguised devil, 

who provides an apt motif for the play, for in Jonson disguise 

or playing a part other than one's own can never be good. As 

we know, play-acting inevitably suggests a failure to accept 

the self, a foolish ambition, or a criminal urge to be someone 

else. 

The opening scene in hell demonstrates this idea at 

various levels. Satan's words to the ambitious Pug could well 

apply to all those poseurs in Jonson who, in attempting to be 

what they are not, succeed only in being nothing: 

Foolish feind, 
Stay i'your place, know your owne strengths, and put not 
Beyond the spheare of your activity. 

(I. i.23-25) 
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It is mildly ironic that this sentiment, central as it is 

to Jonson's philosophy, should be expressed by the Devil 

himself. Pug's response is a demonstration of his own lack 

of self-knowledge, for after a fairly accurate description 

by Satan of what he is, he says "You doe not know, deare 

Chiefe, what there is in mee"(I.i.35). As the play will 

d-emonstrate, neither does Pug. This devil, supposedly the 

final creator of all illusions, will, as we shall see, fall 

victim to all the illusions that earth can present to him, 

without himself ever being able to convince anyone of anything 

(not even of the truth; Fitzdottrel, who passionately wishes 

to see a devil, will not believe that Pug is one). 

Satan goes on to tell Pug WhY he will fail. The Vice 

Iniquity, whom Pug wishes to tak~ along with him, is outmoded 

in a world where conventional moral standards are disregarded; 

more subtle Vices are called for. Satan's description of moral 

anarchy in the world of 1616 is conceived in terms of role• 

playing: 

They have their Vices, there, most like to Vertues; 
You cannot know 'hem, apart, by any difference: 
They weare the same clothes, eate o'the same meate, 
Sleepe i'the selfe-same beds, ride i'those coaches, 
Or very like, four horses in a coach,
As the best men and women. 

(I.i.121-126) 

Vice has become so adept at play-acting that it cannot be 

distinguished from its role. All surfaces are suspect, and 

the appearance of the best has become the reality of the 

worst: 

http:mee"(I.i.35
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Tissue gownes,
Garters and roses, fourescore pound a paire,
Embroydred stockings, cut-worke smocks, and shirts, 
More certaine marks of lecheryl now1 and pride,
Than ere they were of true nob lity.

(I.i.126-130) 

As always in Jonson, it is the least noble who are most con

cerned to show a noble surface. 

As if to demonstrate this, we are immediately presen

ted with the hollow man Fitzdottrel, one of whose character

istics is an obsession with fine clothing, which he needs 

when he goes to plays. This is so important to him that he 

allows Wittipol to woo his wife in order to get an ornate 

cloak for his next visit to the theatre. The implications of 

this are clear enough: he is a play actor going to see play

actors; one thing is a comment on the other. This relates to 

the significance that the practice always has for Jonson of 

paying extra to sit on the stage. Spectators want to identify 

with the actors, much as Cokes does with the puppets. Wittipol 

actually refers to the cloak as Fitzdottrel's "Stage-garment", 

as if he were a player. 

Fitzdottrel is so unsure of himself, so devoid of 

reality, that he only feels that he exists from the outside, 

that is, when he is seen. I seem, therefore I am. He describes 

this feeling at some length: 

Heere is a cloake cost fifty pound, wife, 
Which I can sell for thirty, when I ha' seene 
All London in't, and London has seene mee. 
To day,I goe to the Black-fryers Play-house,
Sit 1 1 the view, salute all my acquaintance,
Rise up between the ~' let fall my cloake, 
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Publish a handsome man, and a rich suite 
(As that's a s:peciall end, why we goe thither, 
All that pretend, to stand for't o'the Stage)
The Ladies aske who's that? 

(I.vi.28-37) 

Who's that indeed? We are familiar with this type of play

goer from many sources in Jonson, but he has never been so 

central to the play, nor has his need to prove a false exis

t~nce been so fully shown. It is an appropriate comment upon 

him that he should be accompanied by a disguised devil; 

further, it is typical of those who are themselves illusions 

to be unable to see through the illusions of others. So 

Fitzdottrel is an ideal gull. 

He is inevitably a victim of Meercraft. It is this 

very false appearance that Meercraft uses as a pretext for 

involving Fitzdottrel in his schemes: 

Sir,
You are a Gentleman of a good presence, 
A handsome man 

(II.i.22-24) 

As a manufacturer of illusions himself, Meercraft is quite 

happy to support the illusions of others, to turn Fitzdottrel 

into the nobleman he thinks himself to be although this 

too, of course, will be only an illusion. the gull will "put 

on his Lords face"(II.vii.13), and we know the derogatory 

suggestions of "face". Meercraft's plot against Fitzdottrel 

involves yet another illusion, the Spanish widow, who is, of 

course, Wittipol in disguise. The Spanish widow is also an 

expert on another form of disguising, for she knows all 

http:face"(II.vii.13
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there is to know about cosmetics (II.viii.34-36) and is "a 

Mistresse of behaviour"(II.viii.37). 

After the revelation that the Spanish widow is Wit

tipol, Fitzdottrel resolves to take himself out of the hands 

of all others, including Meercraft: 

I will not think; nor act; 
Nor yet recover; do not talke to me! 
I'll runne out o'my witts, rather then heare; 
I will be what I am, Fabian Fitz-Dottrel, 
Though all the world say nay to•t. 

(IV.vii.90-94) 

An admirable moral, Stoic resolution, except that being what 

he is entails the rejection of both thought and action -- in 

fact, entails making himself nothing. It is by no means a 

coming to self-awareness, nor is it very long-lasting, for 

the next time we see him he is being taught by Meercraft to 

play at being possessed by the devil. There is an emblematic 

truth in this, for all play-acting in Jonson amounts to pos

session by a devil. The surface is pierced by Wittipol: "How 

now, what play ha'we here?"(V.viii.39) filling out the impli

cations of Fitzdottrel's relation to the stage that have been 

made throughout .the play. It is a performance that deceives 

blind justice, even though Sir Paul unwittingly points out 

that it 12 a performance: 

GUI. How the Divel can act! 
POU. He is the Master of Playersi 

(V.viii.77-78) 

The implications should be clear to the audience, even if 

they are not to the Justice. Even Fitzdottrel's final con

http:here?"(V.viii.39
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fes:-don of his "counterfeiting0 is brought about not by a 

change of heart, but by the realization that he has lost the 

chance of real possession offered to him by Pug, through his 

inability to see the truth; the very word he uses takes us 

back to that Dituation: "Out you Rogue! You ltlOst in.fernall 

counterfeit wretch! 11 (V.v.28-29) A man who refuses to know 

himself cannot know another. 

The projector Meercraft is, as we have said, in the 

line of Volpone and Subtle. Like them he is a creator of 

illusions, offering to make Fitzdottrel a D1tlre and Plutarchus 

a gentleman. As in .The Alch~m:tst, th0 idea of "making" someone 

into something else is prevalent throughout the play. In han

ding over his wife to the disguised Wittipol, Fitzdottrel 

says: 

Do with her ~hat you will! 
Melt, cast, and forme her as you shall thinke good:
Set any stamp on! 

(IV. iv.253-255) 

In spite of his brilliance, ho~ever, Meercraft is not so 

firmly in control as his earlier counterparts, and is con

stantly on the brink of disaster. In keeping with the more 

blatantly didactic nature of the play, he is more completely 

exposed than Subtle and Face, or the Fair-people. He is 

totally silenced by Fitzdottrel's final revelation of his 

duplicity in front of a Justice who will now "make honorable 

amends to truth'' (V. viii.147). 

Because this play-maker, or illusion-creator, has 
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less control than his earlier counterparts he is not, as they 

were, at the centre of the play. Furthermore, whereas Volpone 

had his Mosca, and Subtle his Face to share in the play

rnaking, Meercraft has Everill, uho is less a partner than a 

constant burden and threat. Everill affects to be a gentleman, 

and is almost as concerned about his appearance as is Fitz

d.ottrel with his. He wastes a disproportionate share of what 

Meercraft gains; he is a boor, with no subtlety, and adds 

very little to Meercraft's schemes. 

Volpone and Subtle both fell victim to their own 

illusions. Meercraft does not. He moves in the more pragmatic 

world of business enterprise. Perhaps the materialism of his 

schemes is less compelling than the visionary promise of 

Volpone and Subtle; he does not believe in them in the way 

that the earlier tricksters believed in theirs. He is much 

more detached. Consequently, his schemes are easily turned 

against him by Wittipol, and we are less concerned with the 

trickster than with the tricked. 

Amongst Meercraft's dupes are the ladies of fashion, 

Lady Tailbush and Lady Eitherside; and through them Jonson 

launches a now-familiar attack on another aspect of play

acting, the use of cosmetics. We know from Sejanus and 

Epicoen~ how the f_ucus is a form of disguise; but here we 

have one of the fullest considerations of the ideao That Lady 

Tailbush should want the monopoly to sell cosmetics is in 

itself a warning to us. She wishes to be the leader of 



fashion: n1•11 eve1y day/Bring up some new device"(IV.ii.16). 

The desire for constant novelty for its mm sali::e is a frequent 

characteristic of empty role-players; Satan pointed this out 

in the play's first scene: "Unlesse it be a Vi~ of quality,/ 

Or fashion, now, they take none from us"(I.i.111-112). The 

mask of social politeness worn by these ladies is only a means 

of making acceptable their hypocrisy: 

Pr'y thee, let's observe her, 
What faults she has, that wee may laugh at 'hem, 
When she is gone. 

(IV.ii.68.. 70) 

They expect to see the Spanish widow speak in praise of cos

metics, but instead are mocked by the disguised Wittipol. 

There is obvious irony in the disguised gallant's attack on 

a much more prevalent form of disguise: "They say, that 

painting quite destroyes the face"(IV.iii.28). Since "face" 

generally refers in Jonson to a false appearance, we have a 

wry acknowledgement of disguise upon disguise. Wittipol 

stresses the ugliness of painting, rather than the imagined 

fair face. A lady of sixty who appears to be sixteen is still 

a lady of sixty. 

These ladies are, of course, closely related to the 

Ladies Collegiates of Epi.coene, and some measure of the more 

overtly didactic nature of the present play can be seen from 

the way they are treated. In the earlier play Dauphine im

plicated hin:zelf :tn the emptiness of the Ladies by insisting 

on embracing them even after that emptiness had been fully 

http:face"(IV.iii.28
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demonstrated. Manly shows a sim;.1ar interest in the present 

ladies at first, but when their emptiness is demonstrated to 

him, he leaves in disgust. We shall see later the effect this 

has on our attitude toward Manly, and on the overall direction 

of the play. What these ladies have to offer is a model for 

duplicity. As Fitzdottrel tells his wife: 

yo'are come into the Schole, wife, 
Where you may learne, I do perceive it, any thing!
How to be finG, or faire, or great, or proud, 
Or what you will, indeed, wife; 

(IV.iv.110-113) 

To be any thing, in fact, except your self. This is closely 

related to the idea, outlined earlier, that people can be 

made into something else -- here, they can make themselves 

into something else~ 

Mcercraft is pushed from the centre of the stage by 

the minor devil Pug. Fug is a presenter-figure, but one who 

has absolutely no control over what he is presenting. He is 

comic because he is totally confused and bewildered by every

thing on earth. He functions as a permanent comment upon the 

world he views, having on one level, like Epicoene, an em

blematic function. According to Larry S.Champion: 

Pug's appearance, if considered closely, becomes a 
remarkable symbol of the deceptiveness of vice in 
that, basically a devil, Pug is enclosed in a 
hanc1.somely shaped and apparently virtuous body, in 
rea1i t3r that of a cutpurse.3 

3 
Larry S.Champion, Ben Jonson's Dota~es: A Reconsi

deration of the L!lte Plavs (Lexington, 196·7);' p.35. 
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But, as Vice disguisad as Virtue, his existence is ironic, 

since he is a disguised devil outmatched by the disguised 

devils of seventeenth-century society. 11 SatDn himselfe, has 

tane a shape to'abuse me"(III.vi.32), he says after being 

deprived of the ring by the disguised Traines, and his remark 

is not totally inappropriate in a world where all take false 

shapes to abuse others. In .fact, by the end of the play he 

is learning to disguise or dissemble like the rest of the 

world; when Ambler taxes him about the theft of the clothes 

he becomes an actor himself. But even in this he finally 

fails; as Sat~n points out, all he has met have proved to be 

more devilish than he. Thus we have the ironic inversion of 

the devil being carried out on the shoulders of the Vice: 

The Divell was wont to carry away the evill; 

But, now, the Evill out-carries the DiveJl. 


(V. vi.;70-7:-7) 

The Devil is an Ass has its short-sighted justice 

who, like so many others in Jonson, is unable to see through 

the tricks of the villains. According to Kittredge: 

We should note, by the way, that Sir Paul Eitherside 
is not treated contumeliously by Jonson. When Fitz
dottrel confesses, and Manly says to the justice,
"Are you not asham'd now of your solemn, serious 
vanity?" Sir Paul answers, like a dignified and con
scientious4gentlerran, "I will mal{e honorable amends 
to truth." 

I think that Kittredge is rather kinder to Sir Paul than is 

Jonson. His very name suggests his ambiguity, with its im-

Kittredge, "Kine James I and The Devil is an Ass", 
p.202. 

\ 
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plications of an arbitrary taking of sides, in spite of his 

claim that he is discharging his conscience. He is pompously 

serious, and totally taken in by Fitzdottrel's ludicrous 

performance, against a11 common sense. He believes the charges 

of the tricksters, and refuses to give a hearing to Wittipol 

and Manly, at the same time believing that he is acting "To 

the Meridian of Justice". He has in him elements of Cler,1ent 

and Overdo, but also of the Avoc<ttori of Volpone. Like them 

he is beguiled by a stage-act and, like them, finally gives 

justice almost by accident, when he is forced to see the 

truth. 

In fact, the judgements of the play, judgements not 

only of superior wit, but also of morality, are made by the 

gallants, Wittj_pol and Manly. It is the roles of these two 

that define the difference between The Devi.1 Js an Ass and 

the earlier masterpieces. Quarlous, as we have seen, is a 

somewhat ambiguous figure; so are the gallants of Epicoene. 

But Wittipol, ambiguous at the start, undergoes a change 

during the play, and Manly has an overtly didactic role from 

the beginning. Of Manly, Gibbons writes that his role is 

0 wholly and plainly didactic, his comments are to be relied 

on and it j_s he who delivers the judgement and the moral 

homily which is to be learned from the ~emp1um provided by 

the play."5 His moral comment is applied to all, including 

Gibbons, Jacobean City Comedy, pp.198-199. 

\ 
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his frlend Wlttipol. This friend~hip exists in contrast to 

the somewhat sel:f·-seeking friendship of Quarlous and Winwife; 

as Manly says, "ill mens friendship, I Is as unfaithfull, as 

themselves"(IV.ii.34-35). Faithfulness, integrity of the 

self ...... these are the qualities that Manly represents. This 

explains his disgust when he discovers the superficiality or 
the ladies, and his attitude, totally different from that of 

Dauphine Eugenie in a similar situation. 

Wittipol is a rather more complicated figure. He 

starts out with the ambiguity cf a Quarlous, a witty but im

moral figure, and a dissembler. In spite of his claims to 

the contra1·y, his interest in Mrs.Fitzdottrel is adulterous, 

and the piety of his line to Fitzdottrel, "Who covets unfit 

things, denies hirnselfe"(I.iv.91) is palpably false. In .fact, 

the line is more suitable fo1· Manly. Wittipol 's courtly ap

proach to the lady, complete with denial that he is interested 

in the externals of appearance, is an exercise in polite 

irony. Mrs.Fitzdottrel's attitude is not totally clear, but 

she is obviously open to persuasion. Consequently, when Wit

tipol takes on disguise, we know what to expect. He tells 

Manly that his disguise has a revelatory function, "To shew 

you what they arc, you so pursue"(IV.iv.4), when he is, in 

fact, using it as a means of reaching Mrs.Fitzdottrel. But in 

his disguise he changes his mind, under the pleas of the lady 

and the persuasions of Manl~r. In effect, the use of disguise 

is inverted here; instead of demonstrating an inner emptiness, 

http:hirnselfe"(I.iv.91
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i~ loss of identity, it becomes the sign of a change back to 

integrity, to being oneself. As Thayer puts it: "The process 

by which Wittipol's adulterous love gives way to virtuous 

friendship is Platonic, although still symbolized by a basic 

comic device, the disguise.n6 But it is not very convincing. 

Jonson starts out by using the Spanish widow disguise in the 

manner to wh1.ch we are by now accustomed, as a means of cri

ticizing Wittipol, then abandons this function, for the salce 

of more apparent didacticism. In fact, we get the feeline 

that it is not so mu.ch Wittipol as Jonson who chn.ngas hi.s 

mind. It is certainly a move in the wrong direction, away 

from irony and subtlety of presentation cf the moral point .. 

As Dougla.s Duncan puts it, in a different context: 

When Wittinol in the fourth act ••• is converted 
fr0m a dangerously ambj.guous figure into a. simple
champion of virtue, n. play vhoso devil-plot h'.J.c 
promised to he a brilliant application of Luciunic 
irony descends into explicit moralizing and the 
sequence of Jonson's comic masterpieces comes to 
an end. 7 

It is a pity that Jonson's urge to experiment should have made 

him change from a manner which had previously brought him such 

great success. 

But his concerns remain the same. The world of his 

stage is filled with men whose lives are merely acted parts, 

Thayer, Ben Jonson: studies in the Plax~, p.166. 

7 
Douglas Duncan, "Ben Jonson's Luc:J.anic Vision", 

firiel, I (1970), 53. 
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with nen who, in their performances for their social audience, 

have lost all grip 0~1 reality and identity. Some act in order 

to dupe their neighbours, others merely for the satisfaction 

of a false reputation; but the excesses of all these are 

rooted in a refusal to learn the truth about the self. The 

world is only their theatre, and they are no more than their 

audience thinks them to be: 

Come but to one act, and I did not care 

But to be seenA to rise, and goe away, 

To vex the Players, and to punish their 

Keepe him in awe! 


(III. v .1;2-45) 

Action comes from the outside, not rrom the inside. It is 

not dictated by a self, but by the effect to be achieved. 

Only a social mask remains, an appearance that has no bearing 

on an identity. In the plays prior to The Devil Is an As~, 

the metaphor of the play-actor, the disguised man, extended 

throughout the play, involvtng even those who from a dramatic 

or intellectual point of view triumphed, implying an ethical 

judgement, if not one of wit, upon them too. But in this play 

the more overt didacticism leaves open the possibility of the 

man who can remain himself (:Manly) or the man who can recover 

himself (Wittipol). Unfortunately, neither is very convin

cing, ani they remain moral ciphers rather than real charac

ters, even in the Jonsonian sense. Thus The Devi1 Is an Ass 

is inferi.or to the earlier plays, where inauthenticity de

monstrated itself ironically and obliquely. However, if we 

set aside this more blatant moralizing, there remains much 

http:inferi.or
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in the play that is equal to the best of Jonson. Much is 

demonstrated by implication in the play-acting of the majori

ty of the characters; we are still tn a world of hypocrisy, 

of concealment that leads to loss of self. 

In fact, the device of allowing disguised characters 

or role-players to demonstrate their own lack of identity 

through the very activity of play-acting carries its own 

moral weight, and does not require moral spokesmen to point 

it out. In "An Epistle to Master Arth: Squib 11 (Und.er-woocl 1.'T.V) 

Jonson speaks of the difficult)r involved in trying to discover 

what other men really are, when so many wear disguises; but 

he goes on to say that these disguises will, of themselves, 

eventually become apparent: 

there are many slips, and Counterfeits .. 
Deceit is fruitfull. Men have Masq_ues and nets, 
But these with wearing will themselves unfold: 
They cannot last. No lie grew ever old. 

(11.17-20) 

We know what the performances of Fitzdottrel, or Lady Tail

bush, or Mee:i.~craft mean. Manly may represent truth in his 

insistence on faithfulness, in his revulsion at the super

ficiality of the ladies of fashion, and in his warnings to 

Wittipol not to be a hypocrite. But he is not necessary for 

the pattern of the play. Pug, the deceiver constantly deceived, 

opens up far more fruitful possibilities. Jonson is always 

a moralist, and it is wrong, I am sure, to say as so many 

critics do, that he begins to mellow with Bartholomew Fa:lr. 

In his four great plays he is able to create a complete and 
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satisfying moral pattern without resorting to the use of 

~haracters whose sole function it is to be good and to say 

moral thines. Here the artist begins to lose control, to 

give way to the moralist, and that control is never again to 

be regained. 



VII 

LAST PLAYS 

Not until 1626, ten years after .'.J1l~e;v:l..L~'1n Ass, 

did Jonson;s next play, The s.:t,111le of N,0~, appear. Here, 

the morali ty-s'tructure is even mo111 e evj.dent than in the 

earlier play; Penniboy Junior is a Prodigality-figure who 

is tested and finally cured of his vice. The play also pre

sents overt allegory in the scenes concerning Pecunia and her 

train, c:md scenes which many critics consider 1trealistic 11 

concernine the news-staple itself. 

It must be apparent from this that the major problem 

fol" critics is the unity of the play. Traditj.onal criticism 

concerns itself with the lack of structural unity; more 

recent criticism seeks unity rather in theme.l But even here 

there are difficulties. Because of the obvious implications 

of the Pecunia sequences, and the education of both Penniboy 

Junior and Penniboy Richer in the right use of wealth, there 

is a temptation to see abuse of rnon€y as the unifying factor. 

But where does the news-staple fit into this? J.B.Bamborough 

l 
Dev:r.a Rowland Kifer, "The: Stanle of Ncwf:.: Jonson's 

Festive Con1edy 11 
, Sti.1dies in Enr:lish Li terci. tu.1".Q, XI (1972) , 

329-34l+. 
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suggests one answer: 

Thematically ••• the links are strong. Greed i'or 
novelties, marvels and "inside inforrration 11 is easily
related to greed for money, and the prodigal's
glorying in the outward trappings of wealth and the 
public rs credulous reception of the wpnders offered 
to them, are both species of Opinion.~ 

Perhaps Barnboroneh is .forcing the correspondence a little, 

as regards the money-theme. Richard Levin directs the empha

sis away .from the money-theme, pointing out that the Staple 

has little to do with money. He finds in the triadic rela

tionship of the Staple, the society of Jeerers, and the 

Canters' College a unity both structural and thematic; the 

use of overlapping characters and their placing in the deve

lopment o:r the play suggest unity of structure, while a 

thematic unity is provided by the satire directed, in all 

three establishments, against abuse of language. Further, 

Levin contends that the three structures are allegorical in 

nature, translating the phenomena of real life into fantastic 

"imagin'd structures" -- this in sharp contrast to the usual 

view of the "real" nature of these sequences.3 The most 

recent study of the play sees it as a festive comedy, "a 

holiday celebration appropriate to the pre-Lenten season. 0 4 

2 

Bamborough, Ben Jonson, p.127. 


3 
Richard Levin, 11}.'he Stanle of Ne't§., the Society of 

Jeerers, and Canters' College 11 
, FhiloJ.ogical Q:Jarterl:t:, XLIV 

(1965)' 4>+5-)+53. 

4 
Kifer, "The Staple of T>Tews: Jonson's Festive Comedy",

p.330. 
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We should here take note of the effect that the new 

stress upon morality-elements has upon the play's structure, 

as compared with earlier plays. Jonson's major comedies are 

built around a centre, whose function it is to create illu

sions to beguile the world. Whether this centre is an indi

vidual like Volpone, or a complex symbol like Bartholomew 

Fair, it is of supreme iL~portance to the shape and meaning 

of the play. But we saw, in examining The Devil Is an Ass, 

how the source of ilJ.usion, Meer-craft, was no longer at the 

centre; in this latest play the news-staple is the source 

of 111usion, but it holds a very marginal position in the 

shape of the play, driven to the side by the morality

elements, and only uneasily related to them. 

From the point of view of the present study, Levin 

provides, in his comments on the play's satire on the abuse 

of language, a good starting point. It has been my conten

tion throughout this thesis that Jonsonian characters often 

use language as a disguise; it is the case with so many of 

Jonson's creations that there is nothing whatever beneath 

the verbal surface -- they create themselves through words. 

Having no identity, they hide beneath the faca4.e., they become 

what they say. Levin identifies the specific abuse of language 

associated with each of the establishments: 

The Stanle is in business to collect and sell gossip;
the jeei·er~ nake a game of trading insults, and sa
voring them; and the College will treat as Rn aca
demic discipline the investigation and disse111ination 
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of the various obscurantist jargons comprehended
under ttca.ntingu.5 

What these abuses have in common is that they deprive lang

uage of its meaning; each provides a mask, a surface with 

nothing underneath. The Staple transmits rumour or illusion, 

and its patrons buy news wi.thout concern for its truth: 

"Though it be ne're so false, it runnes Newes still 11 (I.v.50)e 

Its imposture, like that of Volpone, or of Subtle, depends 

on the beguiling power of words, though the words have no 

substance. News is th~ new fashion, created for those empty 

people whose existence is defined by what is fashionable. 

Thus, during the Third Intermean, Gossip Tattle says of 

rumour: 

But whether it were true, or no, we Gossips are 
bound to beleeve ).t, an•t be once out, and a .foot: 
how should wee entertaine the time else, or finde 
our sel.ves in fashionable discourse, for all com
panies, if we do not credit all, and make more of 
it, in the reporting? 

(11. 37-1+1) 

This kind of fashion is a game, depending upon a willingness 

in those who are involved to be deceived. and to be self-

deceived, and to propagate the deception. The language with 

with which the end of the Staple is described is fully ap

propriate; it dissolves, it is blown up; as Tom says: 

Our .~issaries, Re~ister, Jgami~, 
Flew into vapor: our grave Governour 
Into a subt'ler ayre; 

(V. i.1+5-47) 

Levin, "The ~taple _Qf !~e~, the Society of Jeerers, ' 
and Canters' College", p.447. 
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These images of complete disappe~runce sugGest the lack of 

substance, the Jack of reality, of the Staple. 

The jeerers are closely involved with the Staple, 

for those guilty of one abuse of language will be guilty of 

another. Jeering is an activity closely related to the Va

pours of Baytho1omew Fair, and as defined by Penniboy Canter 

it is a :form of role-playing: 

as confident as sounding brasse, 
Their tinckling .Qantain~, f~§J,., and the rest, 
Dare put on any visor, to deride 
The wretched: 

(V.vi.8-10) 

The Biblical reference sugrests empty noise, sound without 

meaning, which is linked by the moralist to the idea of 

disi:;uise, put on to exploit others, thus expanding an i~age 

condemning the play-actor, but also defining a specific lin

guistic abuse. 

Canting is close to jeering in that it uses words as 

a visor. Words m:ike up a private language the point of which 

is that it cunnot be understood by others but is ornate 

enough to impress them, thus creating a false image of the 

speaker. When Pyed-Mantle describes Pecunia's coat of arms, 

Penniboy Canter asks his son "Is not this canting? doe you 

understand him? 0 , to which his son replies "Not I, but it 

sounds wel1 11 (IV.iv.27,28). Penniboy Canter's own language is 

described as "no language it, something that "no honest .Q.h.ri!i

ti~.p/Can un0erstand u (IV. i. 51, 52~-53). Ca.nting "affects the 

~Q, it has not"(IVeiv.75). The canter is a shara, bringing 

http:not"(IVeiv.75
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disgraco to the profession he prcten1s to serve; but canting 

is a universal activity -- as Penniboy Canter says, "All the 

whole world are Cante_r...§" (IV.i. 56) e The satire is against 

those who pretend to be what they are not because they do 

not know what they are. 

This moralistic attitude toward the abuse of language 

is related to Jonson's view of "the impossibility of any 

man's b0ing the good poet without first being a good man.n6 

Proper use of language is a moral question, unless we under

estimate the power of language to create illusion; and the 

right use of language involves honesty and self-knowledge. 

Otherwise it becomes only a mask. 

Another way in which those who are lacking in identity 

disgulse themselves, which has been a constant preoccupation 

with Jonson, is by creating a r.iask through dress. E.B.Par

tridge has demonstrated the increasing interest in clothing

symbolism in the late play~, and it is certainly very impor

tant in the present play.? Penniboy Junior illustrates the 

absurdity of the belief that "the tailor makes the man", a 

belief which he, at least for the major part of the play, 

firmly embraces. As the play opens, he is throwing off the 

gown of his student days, to put on instead the trappings of 

Volnong, Dedicatory Epistle, 11.20-21. 

7 
EaB.Partridge, "The Symbolism of Clothes in Jonson's 

Last Plays", ~' LVI (1957), 396-l{-09. 
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a gentleman. To him, the act of throwing off his gown is not 

merely symbolic -- he bell.eves that an actual change is taking 

place, that with his new clothing he will become a better 

man. Thomas the Barber describes the "creative 11 function of 

the tailor: 

Mr Fashioner 
Has hit your measures, sir, h ihas moulded you, 
And made :y·ou, as they say. 

(I .1i. 92-94) 

This new Penniboy has liberty and a greater wit, or so he 

believes, given to him by his new suit. Partridge explains 

this belief: 

The tailor makes the man because man is the clothes 
he wears. His intelligence (that is, his "wit") is 
his reputation fer intelligence, and reputations 
are based on sight, not reason. Thus, a stain on 
the suit is a stain on the sou1.8 

Penniboy is yet another in Jonson's gallery of rools who 

confuse the reputation for the reality, who confront the 

world in disguise. The difference between him and ea.rlier 

fools is that, in keeping with the explicit moral pattern of 

the play, he reforms, and begins to develop a real self. 

In implicit contrast to Penniboy Junior is his dis

guised father, Penniboy Canter. We shall examine the implica

tions of his disguise later; but here we must note the em

blematic force of the moralizing beggar. Penniboy Senior 

Partridge, "The Symbolism of Clothes in Jonson's 
Last Plays", p.398. 
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suggests that his nephew must love the begr;ar "For some con

cealed vertue, that he hides/Uroer those rags"(II.v.36-37); 

but in fact Penniboy Junior loves the Canter largel~r because 

it was he who brought the news of the death of Penniboy 

Ju..~ior 's father and the young man's consequent wealth. The 

Canter 12 virtue in rags, but no one else recognizes this, 

and that is the point. Penniboy Senior's suggestion is only 

a guess -- he does not :recognize any com~ealed virtue him

self. The on-stage audience even sees the Canter as the 

villain of the piece not because he is a beggar, but 

because of his rags: 11 I cannot abide that nasty fellow, the 

Begger; if hee had beene a Q9urt-J2egp;er in good clothes, a 

Beg,~er in velvet, as they say, I could have endur'd him" 

(First Inte.rmean, 12-14). 11 Beggers of fashion" are accep

table, because they are of acceptable appearance; virtue is 

irrelevant. 

When Penniboy Canter reveals himself to chastise the 

excesses of his son, the metaphor of the beggar is expanded. 

To demonstrate the moral beggary of Penniboy Junior, he gives 

him his own beggar's dress: 

Farewell my Bee~er in velvet, for to day, 
To morrow you may pu·~ on that grave Rob~, 

(IV. iv .176-177) 

On the Canter, the beggar's cloak suggested, not that the 

virtuous man wilJ always go in rags, but that to the virtuous 

man outward appearance is irrelevant. On his son, the beggar's 

cloak at last unites appearance and reality: 
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Nay, they are fit, as they had been made for me, 
And I am now a thing, worth 1ooking at! 

{V. i.1-2) 

Penniboy Junioris ironic acknowledgement of the identification 

in this dress of inner and outer reality marks the beginning 

of h:i.s reformation. When he saves his father's wealth from 

Picklock 1 s plot, he and the Canter are reconciled, and the 

old man suggests that his son has now a different reality, 

a self that can be demonstrated by more opulent clothing: 

"Put off y·our ragges, and be your selfe againe 0 (V.iii.22)e 

Penniboy Junior has learned the golden mean, and can now use 

Pecunia rightly. 

We can now see that Jonson's main butt is not greed, 

but rather those who would hide their own emptiness by an 

imposture, whether a verbal one, or one created through 

physical a:r,ipearance. But here it is not only the impostor 

who is satirized, but also those who are imposed upon. We 

can sympathize, to a degree, with the dupes of a Volpone or 

a Subtle, since these are very plausible villains. But to be 

duped by the posturings of such as Penniboy Junior, one must 

wish to be duped. Thus a whole society is criticized, because 

it holds out values which encourage the creation of false 

appearances. The audience of Gossips provides a reaction to 

the events on the stage that implicates also the real-life 

audience. They cannot help but believe ~tunours, however false 

or absurd. They want to believe :!..n Penniboy Junior, and thei.r 

moral obtuseness makes th8rn reject the virtue that the Canter 
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represents in favour of the gentlemanly appearance of his 

son and the latter's grandiose plans for a Ce.nters' College. 

They obstinately misunderstand the moral tone of the play 

and protest against the right in favour of those who are 

mere facades. They come only "to see, and to be seene"(In·· 

duction, 9-10), like Fitzdottrel. Partridge describes the 

treatment of the Gossips as an attaclc on "spectators who 

come to see only the externals of a play -- the actor's 

figure and dress -- or, even worse, those who use the play 

simply as an excuse for being seen by other fashionable 

people.u9 The disease is not simply with the canters and the 

empty costumes. 

The relationship of the money-theme to this demon

stration of false appearance is articulated by Penniboy 

Junior. When asked by his uncle who has made him noble, he 

replies: 

Why, my most noble money hath, or shall; 
My Princess~, here. She that had you but kept,
And treated kindly, would have made you nob]~, 
And wise, too: 

(IV.iii.23-26) 

The transforming power of money is seen by the prodigal in 

exactly the same terms as he sees the transforming power of 

clothing, able to give nobility and wit. The corrective to 

this is given by Penniboy Canter; first in his disguise he 

9 
Partridge, "The Symbolism of Clothes in Jonson's 

Last Plays", p .. 397. 

http:people.u9
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speaks with satiric contempt of those who think in terms of 

the appearance they are giving: 

Why, that's the end of wealth! thrust riches outward, 
And reroaine beggers within: contemplate nothing
But the vile sordid things of time, place, money,
And let the noble, and the precious goe,
Vertue and honesty; hang 'hem; poore thinne membranes 
Of honour; who respects them? o, the E.n_tQ2! 
How hath all just, true reputation fall'n 
Since money, this base money 'gan to have any!

(III o ii.2ltl-248) 

Money is responsible, to a large degree, for the decline of 

true values. VirtuE:s, equated with "true reputation", are 

lost, in favour of false reputation, a deceptive appearance 

created by money and dress. Later, out of his disguise, the 

Canter again stresses the basic opposition between the ap

pearances created by money, and real virtue: money can give 

"place, and rar1l:e, but it can give no Vertue"(IV.iv.158). 

Money, in fact, is neither good nor bad; it is neutral, and 

hew it will be used depends on the user. It cannot give 

virtue, but it cannot corrupt the truly virtuous man. 

This brings us to the problem of Penniboy Senior. He 

has in him elements of the satirist, being able to out-jeer 

the jeerers, and expose the pretensions of the prodigal. But 

his position is not one of moral rectitude; it is rather the 

product of a temperamental opposition to prodigality. As 

Partridge points out, his "possession of a contempt for one 

extreme does not validate his own extreme. 1110 We have seen 

10 
Partridge, "The Symbolism of Clothes in Jonson's 

Last Plays", p.399. 



how the beggar-image is used to suggest moral deficiency; 

the Cc:..nter implicr;tes his brother in this by suggesting that 

he shares in the moral beggary: 

For you are neere as wretched as my selfe, 
You dare not use your money, and I have none. 

(II.i.18-19) 

In a way d:-i.fferent from his nephew, Penniboy Senior has given 

up inner values for the externals of money. Thus, he is a 

hypocri.te who will lie for money; when Cymbal comes to talk 

with him, he pretends to be deaf, until he discovers that 

there is money to be made. Then, he lays claim to absolute 

moral rectitude: 

I am loth to seeke out doubtfull courses, 
Runne any hazardous paths, I love streight waies, 
A just, and upright man! 

(III. iv .31-33) 

He attacks thoze who covet more than they need, advocating 

the way of Nature, and of moderation: 

Say, that you ·were the Emperour of pleasures, 

The great J.li~t:ttor of fashions, for all Eu1•ope,

And had the po1:ipe of all the Courts, and Kingduo~, 

Laid forth unto the shew? to make your selfe 

Gaz'd, aDd admir'd at? You nust goe to bed, 

And take your naturall rest: then, all this vanisheth. 

Your bravery was but showen; 'twas not possest: 

While it did boast it selfe, it was then perishing. 


(III. iv. 57-61+) 

All this is admirable, even moving, in its attack on those 

who roistal:e the trappings of reality for reality itself; but 

1t rings son;ewha t hollow when we take into consideration the 

monstrous covetousness of the speaker who can recognize one 

manifestation of the disease without recognizing his own. 

http:hypocri.te
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So j_t is that at the end of the play he demonstrates his 

reformation by giving up all his possess:lons as being the 

only way fer him to reach an authentic self. 

The Staple of News deals with ways in which those 

who are lacking in identity try to create the appearance of 

identity through various metaphorical types of disguise, 

creating false selves through words or dress. There is only 

one literal disguise in the play, worn by Penniboy Canter, 

and it must be apparent that here Jonson is using disguise 

in a manner different from his earlier plays. Penniboy Can

ter, the Stoic moralist, is clearly meant to be a spokesman 

for the author, the voice of truth that deflates the jeerers 

and exposes the pretentions of all. On one level, as virtue 

in rags 1 he provides an emblematic comment upon the nature 

of those of more splendid appearance. Certainly, it does not 

appear that he is being criticized for the mere act of dis

guising, as were characters in earlier plays. 

Yet there is something ambiguous in Penniboy Canter. 

His relationship with the hypocrite Picklock has echoes of 

the master-parasite relationship of Volpone. Penniboy Canter 

uses the lawyer precisely because of what Picklock claims to 

be: 

Tut, I am Verturnnus, 
On every change, or chance, upon occasion, 
A true Q0a~~lion, I can colour for•t. 
I move upon my axell, like a turne-pike,
Fit my face to the parties, and become, 
Streight, one of them. 

(III.i.34-39) 
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It is these very qualities that the Canter eventually de

nounces in calling him "gowned Vultu:re"(V.ii.93); we are 

reminded of Voltore, useful for precisely these qualities. 

As Larry S.Champion describes him, Picklock is: 

an invisible form which assumes no single physical
shape, hypocrisy ••• cloaked be11eath surface dig
nity and honE!St appearance. This [is] the most 
powerful form of evil because there is no defense 
against it ••••11 

But it is the Canter who initiates the deception that takes 

on more serious implications when Picklock gains control. The 

abandoning of identity suggested by his disguise puts him in 

the hands of the villain; and even though he is rescued by 

his son, his moment of danger can be seen as a punishment for 

his action. By taldng as accomplice the arch-deceiver and 

perjurer, he somewhat undermines his own credibility as one 

who can always demonstrate truth; and when, to his relief, 

his son saves him from the trickster, the morality of his 

reaction is a little dubious: "To cheat the Cheater, was no 

_ghea_t_, but justice" (V. iii.21). So Penniboy Canter is not en

tirely free of the vices of the society he castigates, how

ever Jonson intended him. 

This study has treated the realistic level of ~ 

Staple of Wev.:§.. The sequences of the Staple and the Penniboy 

sequences a.re connected by the more overtly allegorical 

11 
Chawpion, Ben Jonson's Dotages, p.69. 

http:Vultu:re"(V.ii.93
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Pecur1ia sequences; but the fusion of allegory and realism is 

at best uneasy. The realistic treatment of the Penniboys does 

not make more acceptable their participation in a lesson 

about the Golden Mean. It is the allegorical nature of the 

play that causes the moralizing to be so insistent. No longer 

is Jonson writin~ plays which present a fallen world, but 

without explicit comment. Here he points the moral, as he did 

in his earliest plays and, as a result, loses the ironic 

subtlety and complexity of his greatest work. 

The audience of The New Inn prevented its complete 

performance in 1629, and so Jonson turned to the Reader in 

the hope of a better reception. Most readers of the play have 

been as unhappy with it as was that first audience. The use 

of disguise in The New Inn is more widespread and basic than 

in any other of Jonson's plays, yet it seems to be both ar

bitrary and irr8sponsible. Gregory Smith refers to "the forced 

device of disguise" in the play; Syinonds finds the confusion 

"almost too bewildering to disentangle 11 .12 Freda L. Townsend, 

in her attempt to defend the use of disguise here, becomes 

rather lame: 

The establishment of the identity of the four Fram
puls is not very significant in itself, and is not 
the end of the comedy, but is used as the means of 

1· 
G&Gregory Smith, Ben Jonson (London 1919), p.123;

John Addington Symonds, Ben Jonson (London, 1B88), p.176. 
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resolving the dj.lemmas, as the umnasldng of Epi
coene served to untie the knots in The Sllent 
Woman.13 ~ 

If the disguising is only a plot-device, as this suggests, 

it is indeed somewhat arbitrary. 

On the whole, the play has been given a more sym

pathetic reading by more recent critics. E.B.Partridge, R.E. 

Knoll and Harriet Hawkins have found much to praise here.ll+ 

The New Inn is seen to be essentially parodic, full of 

11hilarious commonts on the absurd situations of romance. 1115 
When the play is viewed as being ironic, the reversals and 

revelations of its ending become "a challenge to the audience 

to swallow a camel if it will and weep tears of joy at the 

achievement. 1116 But even such attempts to justify the play 

have come urrler fire from Richard Levin, who sees them as 

13 

The Art of Jonson's Conedi_~ 

14 

Freda L. Townsend, _,A.._.............._.____....___..__ __...._....~-.--

Partridge, Jhe Broken......Q.,onnass and "The Symbolism of 
Clothes in Jensen's Lt.st Plays 11 

; Knoll, ]J&n Jonson's Plays:
An Intrcductio~; Harriet Hawkins, "The Idea of a Theater in 
Jonson's Tl:e Hew Inn 11 

, Renaissance Drama, IX (1966), 205-226. 

15 
Partridge, The Broken Comp<!,ss, p.190. For a similar 

view, see Larry S.Charnpion, "The Comic Intent of Jonson's The 
New Ini1", Western Hu.rnanities Review, XVIII (1961+), 66 ...71+. 

16 
Douglas Duncan, 11 A Guide to The New Inn", Essays in 

Criticism, XX (1970), 324. 

http:Woman.13
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trying to turn a bad play into a good parody, and returns 

The New Inn to the pile marked "dotages 11 .17 

The revelations of the final act of the play do indeed 

tax our credulity, especially if we take them seriously, or 

assume that Jonson did. But Jonson's tendency in these later 

plays has always been away from credibility. In T.V~- ~iew Inn, 

he is more explicitly concerned with the nature of the illu

sion created by play-acting than in any other play, and seems 

to be demonstrating its implications on a nu.~ber of levels. 

In the body of tha play he dramatj_zes in various ways, through 

the charade of the love-court, the posturing of such fools 

as Ti.pto, and the obscenity of the Stuffes, a world totally 

given over to false identities. It is a world which needs no 

comment, yet the playwright cannot resist comment, so that 

the final act has the fu.ii.ction almost cf a dumb..shcw. Its 

exemplary urunaskings demonstrate the nature of the less 

mechanical disguises of the body of thE1 play, while at the 

same time sugf:esting that illusion can never be !'ully pene

trated, that there is always another level to be uncovered. 

The revelations of the final act need be taken no more seri

ously than the tricks of Pug, or the existence of Pecunia. 

It is clearly not Jonson's intention to sustain dramatic 

illusion at all, but rather to force his audience to examine 

17 
Richard Levin, "The New New Inn and the Prolifera

tion of Good Bad Drama", Essavs in Critkism, :XXII {1972),
41-4?. 
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the implicatious of dramatic illusion, which he does through 

the apparently outrageous unrnaskings. 

There can be little doubt that the play is con~erned 

to exa.r.r.ine the nature of theatrical illusion. Tha.yer sees 

the Inn as representing the comic stage, with the Host as 

the play-maker.18 Harriet Hawkins follows this lead also 

seeing the Host as "Jonson's spokesmann.19 This suggestion, 

of course, is based upon the lines spoken by the Host about 

the world-as-stage. But these lines should not be removed 

from their context in an argument about what a man is, and 

the freedom he has to choose his role. The Host at first 

likens life to a game of cards: 

Nor can we, as the §g..ng_ster sayes, come all 
To be wrapt soft and warme in fortunGs smock: 
'When she is pleas 'd to trick, or trompe manldnde: 
Some mny be Cotes, as in the cards; but, then 
Some must be knaves, some varlets, baudes, and ostlers, 
As aces, duizes, cards o 'ten, to face it 
Out, i'the game, which all the world is. 

(I.iii.101-107) 

According to Duncan, "Fatalistic metaphors of life as a game 

or play invariably imply criticism in Jonson, 1120 but it should 

be pointed out here that the Host is not describing people as 

having an active role, as players in a game, but as Fortune's 

1 
Thayer, Ben Jonson: Studies in the Pla_ys, pp.202

232. 

19 
Hawkins, "The Idea of a Theater in Jonson's The 

New Inn", p.2o6,n.3. 

20 
Duncan, "A Guide to The New Inn", p.31.4. 

http:spokesmann.19
http:play-maker.18
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"cards", each with a fixed value, having to remain what he 

is& It is Lovel who first raises the idea that man is an 

actor: 

But 
It being 1' your free-will ~as 'twas) to choose 
What parts you would sustaine, me thinkes, a man 
Of your sagacity~ and cleare nostrill, should 
Have made, another choise, then of a place
So sordid, as the keeping of an Inne: 

(I.iii.107-112) 

A man can choose his parts, but according to Stoic doctrine, 

should remain firmly in the legitimate part he first chooses. 

Freedom in Jonson implies acting with integrity, it implies 

discipline and order. The change suggested by Level is an 

irresponsible one, as the Host immediately points out, for 

his objection to the Host's choice of role has a social rather 

than a moral basis. If he deceives no one, the Host replies, 

if only he suffers from his choice, why should anyone begrudge 

htm his position? 

If I be honest, and that all the cheat 

Be, of my selfe, in keeping this Light Heart, 

Where, I irragine all the world's a Play;

The state, and mens affaires, all passages

Of life, to spring new scenes, come in, goe out, 

And shift, and vanish; and if I have got 

A seat, to sit at ease here, i'mine Inne, 

To see the .Qgmedy; and laugh, and chuck 

At the variety, and throng of humors, 

And dispositions, that come justling in, 

And out still, as they one drove honce another: 

Why, will you envy me my happinesse'? 


(I. iii .126-137) 

One is obviously attracted by the viewpoint, which leads up 

to the Host himself becoming a play-maker, with Lovel taking 

one of the starring roles; but one must recognize the ambi
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guity of the Host's position, since he will finally be shown 

to be a role-player himself, not really sustaining the de

tached position he here claims. 

Within the play of the Court of Love, the main oppo

nents arc Lovel and Lady Frampul. They are involved in a 

game that at some point becomes reality. Lovel has to play 

a part that he wishes could be real, while Lady Frampul 

becomes more and more the role she plays. But she constantly 

plays a part of sorts, so that in her case there arises the 

question of how to distinguish between actor and role, rea

lity and appearance. Lovel has to create two definitions -- of 

love, and of valour. For his first hour he describes love, 

expounding the familiar Platonic definition. Love must be 

"fixed, constant, pure, immutable"(III.ii.12,+). Inner reality 

is contrasted with outward appearance, demonstrating that 

constancy is an aspect of the inward: 

The bodyes love is fraile, subject to change,
And alters still, with it: The mindes is firme, 
One, and the same. 

(III. ii.159-161) 

This, of course, is another aspect of the immutability needed 

for integrity of the self. Lovel's noble definition is coun

terpointed, and somewhat undermined, by Beaufort's comments 

relating to a rather more carnal version of love. Further, 

we are constantly aware that Lovel is only playing a part, 

and that the woman to whom his conunents are directed is to

tally incapable of appreciating them. 

http:immutable"(III.ii.12
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That Lovel is playing a role i.s made even more evi

dent during the second hour of the love-court, when he dis

courses on the nature of valour. \Vhat he defines is, in ef

fect, Stoic constancy. "It springs out of reason,/And tends 

to perfect honesty"(IV,.iv.>+4-45). It "Renders a man him

selfe"(IV.iv.125). It cannot be injured by others, since it 

cares nothing for reputation, nor can. it be harmed by For

tune. It is not confused by appearances, not "made afraid 

with visors"(IV.iv.165). The valour of a wise man cannot be 

harmed by anything outside himself: 

A wise man never goes the peoples way,
But as the Planets still move contrary
To the worlds motion; so doth he, to opinion:
He will examinef if those accidents 
(Which common fw.me cnls injuri.es) happen to him 
Deservedly, or no? come they deservedly,
They are no wrongs then, but his punishments:
If undeservedly, and he not guilty, 
The doer of them, first, should blush, not he. 

(IV.iv.213-221) 

As a statement of Stoic fortitude, this is impeccable. But 

as a definition of how Lovel himself behaves, it is imme

diately belied, for at the dissolution of the Court of Lo7e, 

he shows that he is in:leed susceptible to injuries done to 

him by those outside him: 

From what a happinesse hath that one word 
Throwne me, into the gulfe of misery?
To what a bottomlesse despaire? how like 
A Court remooving, or an ended Play
Shewes my abrupt precipitate estate. 

(IV. iv .249-253) 

The tone of this is somewhat ambigu~Js, and has been a point 

of contention amongst critics. Do we, with Thayer and Par

http:injuri.es
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tridge, see this as a criticism of Lovel, who is preaching 

ideals he cannot put into practice; or do we accept Duncan's 

viewpoint, that Lovel has relu~tantly taken part in a game 

that is traditionally well-defined in its rules and is not 

too seriously to be blamed for not living up to a code that 

he does not genuinely claim to approach~ Or, finally, do we 

accept the view of Harriet Hawkins, that the code of behaviour 

here defended is "almost inhumanly abstract and severe 11 ?21 

We may see Lovel in relation to Morose, or Justice Overdo, 

who also failed to live up to a Stoic code of sorts. Duncan 

is right, Lovel is outlining a view which is by no means a 

personal statement; but I do not think that we can go as far 

as Miss Hawkins and say that its severity is reason enough 

for us to forgive Lovel for not living up to it. The juxta

position of the ideal with the extremity of Lovel's plunge 

into "bottomlesse despaire" in itself implies comment; faced 

with the loss <'f Lady Frampul he becomes self-indulgently 

hopeless. He has already, in response to the Host's question 

about the significance of his name, demonstrated a lack of 

self-knowledge, an inability to understand his own motiva

tions: 

liQ.§1. But is your name Love-ill, Sir, or Love-We11? 
I would knm.r that. Lov. I doe not know 't my selfe, 
Whether it j.s. 

(I.vi. 95-97) 

1 
Hawkins, "The Idea of a Theater in Jonson's ~ 

New Innn, p.223. 
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Although superior to the other participants in the game, he 

is nonetheless a figure lacking a certain control. Yet his 

very participation in the game allows him finally to see it 

in perspective, as an "ended Play"(IV.iv.252), and gives 

him the resolution not to involve himself again with such a 

game: 

Farewell the craft of crocodiles, womens piety,
And practise of it, in this art of flattering,
And fooling men. I ha' not lost my reason, 
Though I have lent my selfe out, for two howres. 

(IV. iv .273-276) 

The implication of this is that Lovel has at last regaiued 

his self. 

His opponent in the Court of Love, Lady Frampul, is 

also very much involved with play-acting; but with her it 

is not merely for the duration of the game, but is the basis 

of her existence. She is irresponsible in her attitude to

ward her lovers, leading them on as a matter of course. As 

Pru describes her to Lovel, however, the appearance she 

shows to her servant is quite often the opposite of her 

reality: 

0 master I.ovel, you must not give credit 
To all that Ladies publiquely professe,
Or talke, o'th'vollee, unto their servants. 

(I.vi.60-62) 

Lady Frampul herself, when she is dressing up her chamber

maid Pru, tells her that nall are Players, and but serve the 

Scene"(II.i.39). This is so largely because she makes it so; 

we know the implications for Jonson that this idea has -- it 

http:Scene"(II.i.39


is not merely a metaphorical commonplace, because of the moral 

weight he makes it bear. Her willingness to maintain life at 

the level of play is demonstrably dangerous; the transition 

from play to reality becomes very difficult. Thus she becomes 

indignant when Pru suggests that others might condemn her 

behaviour: 

as if I liv'd 
To any other scale, than what's my owne? 
Or sought my selfe, without my selfe, from home? 

(II.i.58-6o) 

The words remind us of the fine Jonsonian Stoicism of "To 

the World", where the lady resolves to consolidate her 

strengths "Here in my bosome, and at home". But Lady Frarnpul 

really only pays lip-service to the idea. 

One who so easily wears a mask, and makes the world 

aware of it, cannot complain if the world cannot tell when 

the mask is off. Part of the game of the Court of Love is 

for Lady Frampul to act as if convinced by Lovel's arguments; 

at some point, possibly from the very beginning, she actually 

is convinced. But it j_s impossible for her audience, either 

on or off stage, to know that this is the case. Pru's remarks 

on her reactions form a commentary on this: "Well fain'd, my 

I~ady: now her parts begin!"(III.ii.179); "Excellent actor! 

how she hits this passion!"(210). Lovel too is totally un

aware that her mask is down: "Tut, she dissembles! All is 

personated .,/And counterfeit comes from her:" (2 59-260). After 

the game is over she is unaware that her reactions have been 



totally misinterpreted: 

Lad. I was somewhat froward 
I must confesse,-but frowardnesse sometime 
Becomes a beauty, being but a visor 
Put on. You 'l let a Lady weare her n~asque, .£rg.
Pru. But how do I know, when her Ladiship is pleas'd
To leave it off, except she tell me so? 

(IV .iv.292-297) 

And even when the Lady says that her visor is off, it is 

not easy to see that this is not a part of the act~ 11 I 

sweare, I thought you had dissembled, Madam,/And doubt, you 

do so yet"(IV~tv.310-311). Pru's perfectly justifiable doubt 

is met by intemperate anger on the part of Lady Frampul, \.lhc 

even here does not fully understand the implications of her 

masking. This is perhaps the most overt application of the 

play-acting metaphor as criticism that we have as yet seen 

in Jonson. 

This major statement of the theme is echoed and pa

rallelled throughout the play. The most apparent commentary 

on play-act:tng comes in the episode of the Stuffes. Pinnacia 

wears the fine clothing that her husband makes for the gen

try, and the couple act out sexual fantasies; she thinks that 

the clothing is sufficient to transform her: "why doe you 

make me a Lady,/If I may not doe like a Lady, in fine 

clothes? 11 (IV.ii.86-87) But of course, she is not made any 

finer by her clothing; it rather highlights her essential de

pravj_ty·. At the same time, the behaviour of the Stuff'es im

pli.es comment upon the nobles themselves, who also believe 

in the transforming power of clothing -- hence the violence 
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of their revulsion against the Stuffes. Partridge sums this 

up: 

Clothes hc:ve the faculty of conveying reality·: the 
Stuffes think Pinr:acia is a fashionable lady because 
she wears fashionuble clothes. The extent to which 
this pretense is accepted even by the fine company 
is apparent in their react.;tqn to this presumption on 
the part of a mere tailor.2' 

This belief in the magical transforming power of clothing is 

to be expected of those who are anyway constantly involved 

in play-acting. 

An even more ludicrous expression of the belief that 

clothing has such power comes in the figure of Sir Glorious 

Tipto. He is a creature long farr.iliar to readers of Jon

son -- a cowardly soldier whose bravery is all in his mouth, 

and a fop who believes he is as glorious as he appears -- in 

effect, a combination of Bobadill and Stephen. He berates the 

Host for appearing in Querpo, and goes on to describe how he 

would dress if he were Host: 

I would put on 
The ,Savoy chaine about my neck; the ruffe; 
The cufS'os of .flnrKlE·:r..:.s,; then the N~pJe§. hat; 
With the Ror0Ei hatband; and the Florr--:nti:tJ.g Agate; 
The illJ~l5~Jl sword; the cloake of ~nqs,; set 
With 12!.;de.!!1 buttons; all my given pieces: 
Except l.1y gloves, the natives of Madrid. 

(II.v.61-67) 

But his real place, despite his fantastic image, is below 

stairs with tho servants, the half-beasts and Centaurs, final

ly to be put to flight by Level. 

22 
Partridge, "The Symbolism of Clothing in Jonson's 

Last Plays", p.4oJ. 
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The corrective to all this is provided by Pru. She 

is in control of the game, and performs with good sense. She 

sees the irresponsibility of Lady Frampul's play-acting, as 

we have already seen. When she is fir}.llly fitted out in the 

clothing originally made for her, but soiled by Pin:nacia 

Stuffe, she is told by Lady Frampul: 

thou becom'st 'hem! 
So they doe thee! rich garments only fit 
The partyes they are made for! they shame others. 

(V.ii.2-4) 

There is an element of truth in this, although not exactly 

as Lady Frampul means it. She still thinks that it is the 

clothing that gives the nobility, although there is a sug

gestion that at last internal and external coincide. But it 

:l.s hardly a causal relationship, as Pru points out: 

I had rather dye in a ditch 7 with Mistresse §hore,
Without a smock, as the pitifull matter has it, 
Than owe MY wit to cloathes, or ha'it beholden. 

(V.ii.24-26) 

In Pru, good sense and strong awareness of the integrity of 

self are united. 

So Jonson has written a play about the folly and 

irresponsibility of play-acting which, up to this point, is 

complete in itself. Yet he added the astonishing revelations 

of the final scene. What we think we have seen proves to be 

yet another deception which includes the play-maker Host. Of 

course, we cannot believe in these revelations, and Jonson 

does not intend us to do so. It is almost as if he had unmaslwd 

his characters to show the players beneath (Harriet Hawkins 
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points out how often during the play Jonson refers to the 

actors and the nature of the illusion created on stage). 

Another level of deception is added to those already exposed. 

All the world is indeed a stage, and we can never be sure 

that what we see is not mere illusion. If the Host is really 

a persona for Jonson, then the playwright too is involved 

in the deception and, by implication, the audience. In a way., 

character, the self, ceases to mean anything for the role

player. We see this particularly in the figure of Frank

Laetitia. When first introduced to Lovel, and to the audience, 

it is suggested that Frank is a blank, an empty form that can 

be made into anything. The Host says, early in the play, of 

his son's education: 

By degrees,
And with a funnell, I make shift to fill 
The narrow vessell, he is but yet, a bottell. 

(I.iii.17-19) 

Frank at first speaks only in Latin, and only what he is 

told by the Host to say. He is later transformed into a 

girl, and finally revealed to be a boy, and then again, to 

be a girl; but all along we are aware that the part is 

played by a boy. Thus there is nothing that is definable as 

Frank -- what he is at any given moment is what he is dressed 

as. 

In his EroJogue to the play, Jonson is as arrogant 

toward his audience as ever. If any do not like this latest 

concoction, the cook tells them, "'Tis not the meat, there, 
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but the mouth's displaced"(8). Those who fail to see the 

meaning of this play, with its exposure of role-playing and 

its analysis of the lack of identity of those who are too 

much involved with mere outsides are not Understanders; and, 

of course, those who are not Understanders are, as always, 

implicated in the fo11y depicted on stage: 

Beware to bring such appetites to the stage,

They doe confesse a weake, sick, queasie age,

And a shrew'd grudging too of ignorance,

When clothes and faces 'bove the men advance. 


(Prologue, 17-20) 

This la.st line sums up much of Jonson's thinking. Those who 

do not understand are probably men who set appearance above 

reality, who do not know the meaning of the self. 

Of course, the audience proved not to be made up of 

Understanders; rather, they were "fastidious impertinents" 

who, not without reason, thought that Jonson was insulting 

them. In the two plays prior to this one, Jonson actually 

brought his audience on to the stage in order to ridicule 

it -- in the person of Fitzdottrel of The Devil is an Ass, 

and in the Gossips of The Staple of News. That he saw the 

whole of his audience, and not merely one delinquent section 

of it, in these terms is apparent from his Dedication to 

the Reader. The audience which drove The New Inn from the 

stage becomes a vast crowd of Fitzdottrels: 

What did they come for, then? thou wilt aske me. I 
will as punctually answer: To see, and to bee seene. ro rr.ake a generall muster of themselves in their 
clothes of credit, and possesse the Stage, against
the Play-. 'l'o dislike all, but marke nothing. And by 
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their confidence of rising between the Actes, in 
oblique lines, mnke gff'n.dav:i.t to the whole house, 
of their not underst::i.nc.J.ing cne Scene. Arm'd, with 
this praejudic6, as the Stage-furniture, or Atr§.S
clothes, they were there, as Spect~tors, away. For 
the faces in the hangings, and they beheld alike. 

(Dedication, 7-16) 

The attack on those who come to see and be seen is by now 

quite familiar; but the extraordinary twist of the final 

lines is something new. Suddenly the audience is whisked on 

to the stage, and set into the hangings. The distinction 

between the play and the audience is totally broken down as 

the audience is equated with the emptiest part of the stage

illusion. Loathed stage and loathed audience are at last 

united. 

The Magnetic Lady (1632), Jonson's last play,22 is 

generally considered to mark the low point in Jonson's de

cline; so much so that few critics have chosen to write cf 

it in any detail. The mechanics of the play are a little too 

obvious, according to Partridge; Joe Lee Davis agrees, saying 

of the play's ove!'-involved metaphor that it is "an extended 

comic 'metaphysical' conceit that fails to come off.n23 L.c. 
Knights thinks that "The only parts of the play that are of 

any interest are those that deal with money and business 

For a discussion of The Tale of a Tub and The Sad 
Shepherd, see Appendix. 

23 
Partridge, The Broken Comna.~.:h p.206; Joe Lee Davis, 

The Sons Of Ben: Jonsonian Cor11 edy in Caroline England (Detroit,
1967), Po86. 
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methods. 1124 He thereforB confines his discussion to Sir Moth 

Interest. Only Swinburne holds the somewhat eccentric view 

that the play provides "one brilliant flash of parting 

splendour. 112 5 

The majority of critics object to the apparent "tired

ness" of the writer in presenting his latest play. The Center 

Attractive, Lady Loadstone and her niece, and the manipulator 

Compass are totally lacking in vitality, and are surrounded 

by a. familia:::- collection of Jonsonian types who themselves 

can generate little real interest. But there is something to 

be said for the view that the play is a retrospective exemplum 

of Jonson's comic theory and themes, written for an audience 

that had forgotten him. This theory can account for the formal 

strength of the play, which is apparent in spite of its theat

rical lifelessness. The amount of formal analysis in the 

Chorus-sections suggests that Jonson was indeed attempting 

a theoretical presentation of some sort. This does not, of 

course, mean that ,±he Magnetj_c Ladt is a good play, a "bril

liant flash of parting splP.ndour"; merely that it deserves 

better than the contempt with which it has too often been 

treated. 

We can, therefore, expect some repetition of familiar 

2 
Knights, I?.,rama and Society in the Age of Jonson, p.188. 

25 
A.C.Swinburne, A Study of Ben Jonson (Lincoln, 1969), 

p .. 81. 



themes, and even though there is no literal disguising in the 

play it does offer severaJ. points of interest to the present 

study. Sir Diaphanous Sillu-:orm is perhaps the most extreme 

version in Jonson of that ty-pe of fop who equates clothing with 

the self. As characterized by Compass, he is a figure of con

stant flux: 

§.tr Diarhanou s Si1ke-worm8 ! 
A Courtier extraordinary; who by diet 
Of meates, and drinkes; his temperate exercise; 
Choise musick; :frequent bathes; hin horary shifts 
Of Shirts and Wast-coats; means to immortalize 
Mortality it selfe•••• 

(I.vi.3-8) 

Silkworm does not see the irony of this "Encomiastickn, in that 

it ascribes immortality to a creature who almost has no existence 

at all, who has no reality. Later, when Ironside attacks him, he 

sees the only insult done to him as that done to his clothing. 

Compass's comment is perceptive enough: 

Shrewd ma.irnes! your Clothes are wounded desperately,
And that (I thinke) troubles a Courtier more, 
An exact Courtier, then a gash in his flesh. 

(III.iv.11-13) 

Silkworm is almost the paradigm of the whole series of "mere 

outsides 0 , the final transformation of man into clothing. 

The corrective to this is provided in the first scene 

of the play, by Ironside, who draws a distinction between an 

attack upon himself, and an attack upon the external part of 

him. His stance is close to the Stoic position: 

For I doe never fee'.l.e my selfe perturb 'd 

With any generall words 'gainst my profession,

Unlesse by some sma~t stroke upon my selfe 

They doe awake, and stirre me: Else, to wise 
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And well-experienc~d men, words doe not signifie; 
They have no powere • • • 

(I.i.76-81) 

The emphasis on the power of the word to betray those who can

not distinguish between word and thing is important. So many 

of the characters in this play (as in all Jonsonian satire) 

cannot see the difference between profession and self, between 

what they are, and what they appear to be. Thus Bias admits 

that, as a grave courtier, he is merely a collection of man

nerisms: 

But wee 
(That tread the path of publicke businesses) 
Know what a tacit shrug is, or a shrinke; 
The wearing the Callott; the politique hood: 
And twenty other narerga, o'the by,
You Seculars understand not•••• 

(I.vii.65-70) 

Interest thinks that he is praising the man when he describes 

him as "cut from the Quar/Of Macch:l.avel" (I. vii.30-31), but the 

audience would hardly miss the re2:?.. implication of the reference. 

The major difference between a Bias and a Silkworm is that the 

former is more consciously a play-actor than the latter. 

In fact, the character more effectively "cut from the 

quar of Machiaveltt than Bias is Mrs.Polish. This "shee-Parasite" 

is, as her name suggests, a politic surface, made up of words 

with no reality beneath them. She is indeed a great torrent of 

words without meaning: 

Rut. Death, she cannot speake reason. 
Com. Nor sense, if we be Masters of our senses! 

(I.v.26-27) 
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A flatterer who, for much of the time, is in control of the 

play's action, she has nmch in common with earlier Jonsonian 

parasites. She sees herself as a creator of others; she says 

of Placentia: 

I moulded her, 
And fashion'd her, and form'd her; she had the sweat 
Both of my browes and braines•••• 

(I.iv.40-42) 

Those Jonsonian characters who lack an identity themselves, we 

have seen, often think cf identity in terms of something to be 

imposed from the outside, through clothing, as with Silkworm, 

or through words, as with Polish; the more subtle of them 

believe that they can create identity for other people. 

It has already been suggested that The Magnetic Lady 

is less interesting as a play than it is as a blueprint for 

the urderstanding of Jonson's attitude toward what a play should 

be. Between acts, the Chorus describes the structure of the 

play; and the play itself provides a number of suggestions 

about Jonson's moral view, and about his conception of dramatic 

character. During the Chorus following Act I, Jonson himself 

is brought up in implicit contrast to those role-players within 

his plays who believe that clothing- makes the man. Probee asks 

the Boy why Jonson dresses so poorly, and the Boy replies that 

the Poet would dress better if the King would take note of him, 

but that he retains the integrity of self no matter how he 

dresses: 

But his clothes shall never be the best thing about 

him, though; hee will have somewhat beside, either 
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of humane letters, or severe honesty, shall speak
him a man though he went naked. 

(Chorus II.54-57) 

The poet provides a contrast both with the masked characters 

of his plays, and the "Plush and Velvet outsides" of the 

audience. 

The poet's integrity is further suggested by Jonson's 

central character Compass. In keeping with the magnetic imagery 

of the play, his name suggests one who always points out the 

right direction. But there are also implications :1.n the name 

of the centred self, the fixed point within a circle. The word 

has a vast number of meanings, sug~estive of order and measure, 

or of artifice and ingenuity -- all applicable to the task of 

the poet. At the same time, we need to take account of the sig

nificance that "compass" had for Jonson himself. The idea of 

the broken compass suggested by his impresa is that the poet 

fails to achieve perfect:ton. The poet-as-entertainer Compass 

needs the poet-as-moralist Ironside; it is the latter who is 

instrumental in starting the train of events that leads to the 

discovery of truth and reconcilement of humours.26 Perhaps 

there is not the creative energy in the play to fulfil all the 

implications of the name; as Enck says, "The idea of the circle, 

of completeness, operates everywhere in this play and nowhere 

2 
For a fuller discussion of The Ma~netic Lad! as an 

allegory of the theatre, with an examination of the functions 
of C?rnpass as poet-entertainer and Ironside as post-moralist, 
see Champion•s discussion of the play in pen Jonson's Dotjiges. 

http:humours.26
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to the advantage of the actj_on9 11 27 Nevertheless, we know what 

is being suggested, as it underlines Jonson's lifelong con

cerns. The poet is the creative, harr:ionizing figure, but he is 

incomplete without the moralist. Early in his career, Jonson 

examined and discarded the non-moralist poet in the OVid of 

Poetaster. 

In fact, the moral framework of The Magnetic Laqy is 

rather too much in evidence. Appearance and reality are no 

longer treated with the irony of the earlier plays. The real 

Placentia, even though she has been brought up by the corrupt 

Gossip Polish, is quite evidently intended to demonstrate her 

nobility through her humble appearance, whilst Polish's real 

daughter shows herself' to be corrupt. Heredity triumphs over 

environment. As it happens, the noble Pleasance turns out to 

be totally insipid; but her union with Compass is inevitable 

given the framework of the play, even though Jonson's failing 

pen does not make it very convincing. 

The Magnetic Ladx contains a number of images which 

describe the Jonsonian character. The most obvious one makes 

al1usions to the idea of the role-player's concern with the 

external, to the exclusion of inner values. When Sir Moth 

Interest decides to erect a statue of the lady he believes to 

be leading him to a fortune, he says he will have it brightly 

painted. Dr.Rut replies: 

't!..? 
Enck, .J.Q.n.son arid the Comic Truth, pp.222-223. 
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That's right! all Citie statue~ must be painted:
Else, they be worth nought i'their subtile Judgements.

(V.vii.92-93) 

The image is transparent enough in what it suggests about 

the values of those who believe in the importance of the ex

ternal. 

Earlier in the play an image is used that criticizes 

the duplicity of manipulators by comparing it with the dupli

city of the theatre. Chaire, who has just thought up a plan 

to conceal the birth of Placentia's baby, says: 

Wee shall. marre all, if once we ope the mysteries
O'the Tyring-house, and tell what's done within: 
No Theaters are more cheated with appearances,
Or these shop-lights, then th'Ages, and folka in them, 
That seeme most curious. 

(IV.vii.42-46) 

The cynical attitude toward deception shown here by Mother 

Chaire becomes in effect an indi.etment of the theatre itself; 

the use of the word "cheated", with its moral loading, sug

gests something of Jonson's feeling about the stage, which has 

become more ar.d more apparent throughout his latest plays. So 

many of Jonson's characters are actors within the metaphor of 

the stage, involved with such cheating with appearances; and 

here both sides of the metaphor are involved in the moral 

criticism. 

A clue to why so many of Jonson's deceivers are what 

they are is provided by Compass. Silkworm is about to write 

a challenge to Ironside, who has attacked him; and he says he 

feels confident of victory because, having imagined Ironside 
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in the most fearsome way possible, he does not feel afraid. 

Compass replies: 

Well, yet take heed. These fights imaginary,
Are lesse then skirmishes; the fight of shadowes: 
For shadowes have their figure, motion, 
And their umbratile action from the reall 
Posture, and motion of the bodies act: 
Whereas (1mag1nar11y) many times, 
Those men may fight, dare scarce eye one another,
And much lesse meet. 

(III.iv.116-123) 

For such as Silkworm not only the self, but the whole external 

world, is really only a product of the imagination. Failing to 

grasp the reality of the self, they also fail to understand the 

nature of the outside world. Compass demonstrates that the 

world as Silkworm sees it is less than a world of shadows, 

since shadows have a greater relation to reality than do Silk

worm •s imaginings. And he himself, in the fantastical dress he 

has created tor himself, is only one of these less-than-shadows, 

as he deprives himself' of reality. 

There is summed up here one aspect of Jonson's world 

that appears throughout his work. The whole race of gulls, 

from Matthew, Stephen and Bobadill through to Silkworm live 

in worlds of their own imagining. A man who has no identity 

will imagine one for himself, but will be no more real for his 

imagining. Such characters are always misled by surfaces, 

always take the appearance for the reality, and so can be 

fooled by each other, but cannot fool anyone else. They are 

the people ·who need to have the statue painted. They are 

foolish rather than v:lc:tous, but because cf their preoccupation 
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wi.th surfaces, they are easy prey for the more vicious role

players. Such characters as Polish, and of course greater 

earlier figures like Volpone and Mosca, and Subtle and Face, 

are the ones involved in the theatrical metaphor. They are 

more conscious of the illusion that they are creating; the 

gulls do not understand the concept of illusion. The manipu

lators are more intelligent than the gulls; but in the end, 

because they too are so much involved with illusion, they too 

lose contact with the self. Tricksters and gulls alike lose 

hold on identity, and it is the lack or identity that is the 

major target of Jonson's satire, since it is the source of so 

many follies and crimes. The theatrical metaphor becomes more 

and more overtly an instrument of condemnation, at the same 

time as Jonson's distrust of the stage deepens. 



CONCLUSION 

The effect of the foregoing chapters has been to show 

that Jonson's use of disguise elements in his plays is not 

merely conventional, relating only to the mechanical needs of 

plot; rather, it is part of a consistent and unified ethical 

vision. In all his plays, a majority of characters are either 

disguisers or role-players, caught up in irresponsible play

acting. To understand Jonson's attitude to such characters as 

it appears throughout his plays helps us to understand the 

final ethical direction of the plays themselves. Especially in 

the middle comedies, there is no adequate norm or stated ideal 

to set against the almost universal corruption, so that the 

right way for men to behave can only be discovered through an 

understanding of the precise manner in which their actual 

behaviour is wrong. We can also better understand Jonson's 

attitude toward attractive but ambiguous figures like Truewit 

or Quarlous, and toward those who appear to be figures or 
judgernent, like Surly and Lovewit. 

Jonson's play-actors embody in metaphor the vicious 

or foolish man described by the Stoic philosophers, losing 

sight and control of their real selves because of their need 

to put on masks for the rest of the world. The man who is 

232 
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constantly wearing a mask eventually ceases to have any sub

jective existence, any self, that is, because reality becomes 

a question of objective definition by others. On the simplest 

and most obvious level, gulls like Matthew and Jack Daw exist 

only as they have reputation; being nothing, they believe they 

are what other people say they are. But on a more subtle and 

complex level, this is also true of the master Protean Vol

pone. For him too the mask becomes the face, and what at first 

seems to be a way of controlling the world is finally seen to . 

be the cause of loss of control. An act of the will degenerates 

into disease. 

The man who wears a mask has failed to understand the 

world, and an understanding of the world is dependent upon an 

underst~nding of the se1r, since both require the right use 

of reason. A man who does not understand relies upon Opinion, 

and so carries with him a false picture of the world. As we 

saw in our discussion of The Magnetic Ladz, so many or Jonson's 

characters live in a world created by the imagination. Accor

dj.ng to the Neostoie Guillaume Du Vair, all pain is caused by 

a false understanding or the world, and "it is an imagination 

and opinion that vexeth and tormenteth us more than the things 

themselves.nl But we need not suffer so, for wisdom "removes 

al f'alse opinions out of our heads which trouble our brains. 112 

1 
Du Vair, l}'le Mora'J, ~i.lo~,oQ..hie of the Stoj._Qks, p.95. 

http:themselves.nl


Jonson himself records a similar idea in the Discoveries: 

Opinion is a light, vaine, crude, and imperfect thing,
settled in the Imagination; but never arriving at the 
understanding, there to obtaine the tincture of Reason. 
Wee labour with it more than Truth. · 

(fil.2.g_. 11.43-46) 

So imagination is seen to be a dangerous faculty, eager to 

accept "Opinion" as "Truth", and too often opposed to reason. 

The fool accepts unthinkingly, the criminal wilfully, that 

the world is as he imagines it to be. Both then, by putting 

on masks, define themselves in terms of that imagined world, 

and lose the reality of the self. 

The right use of reason, then, means an understanding 

ot the relationship between the self and the world. Being 

constant to the self means knowing what one is, one's place 

and one's limitations. The typic~l hero of Jonson's non-dramatic 

poetry is always one thing, honest and consistent, unswayed 

by opinion. But characters in his plays are affected or ambi

tious, or are outright impostors; in effect, the ideal tor 

the plays is presented in the poetry. It nnist be stressed that 

constancy to the self does not suggest an aggressive 1nd1v1

dualisrn, of the sort that we find in so many- humour-characters; 

neither does it imply retirement from the world, as Morose 

would understand it to mean. As one scholar defines it: "It is 

by no means self-love, ~rnour-propre, but is love of self, 

amour de so1. 113 It cannot be defined as mere selfishness or 

3 
Ludwi.g Etlelstein, TlJ.e Mean:tng:_ of Stoicism (Cambridge,

Mass., 1966), p.35o 



looking after one's own interests; quite the contrary, only 

by understanding one's true relation to the self can one 

know one's true relation to the world: "Duty to oneself 

becomes duty to all others, and love of self becomes love 

of all men."4 In the world of Jonson's plays, all are finally 

isolated from each other, each behind his own mask inhabiting 

a world created in his imagination, each acting in his own 

play. 

J.B.Bamborough, in his account of Jonson, writes of 

the difficulty the dramatist's defenders have had in finding 

"some vice, other than mere affectation, which Jonson can be 

said to attack consistently in all his plays. 11 5' Bamborough's 

own answer to the problem is that Jonson's main attack is on 

those who yield to Opinion, who take a false image of reality 

for the truth. Hi?lena Watts Baum sees Jonson's central con

cern as "false social and intellectual standards. 116 fil:'lward 

Partridge, in his examination of Jonson's use of clothing 

symbolism, sees it as the basis of a satire on presumption.7 

,. 
Bamborough, Ben Jonson, p.106. 

6 
Helena Watts Baum, The Satiric and the Didactic in 

Ben Jonsgr.1 n ~omedy (New York, 1947), p.144. 

? 
Partrtdge, "The Symbolism of Clothes in Jonson's 

Last Playstt, p.408. 
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But false standards, affectation and presumption, are only 

a part of what Jonson is satirizing, symptoms or results or 

what he considers to be the real sin. Bamborough is closer 

to the truth in some remarks on Opinion: 

The flaw common to all or Jonson's comic characters 
is their failure to appreciate the true nature of 
the people and the circumstances with which they 
come into contact•••• Any yielding to Opinion is 
at once an intellectual and a moral failing, since 
it springs from a defect of reason, and can lead 
only to irrational, and therefore immoral, action.8 

But this is only part of the answer too, for it makes the 

failure passive rather than active, as if all Jonson's cha

racters were victims rather than impostors. If they fail to 

appreciate the true nature of the world around them, it is 

because they have also failed to understand their own nature. 

Those who yield to Opinion also contribute to it, and in 

deceiving others, they deceive themselves. In fact, even the 

feeblest of Jonson's dupes participates in his own deception; 

Mammon's dream exists without any help from Subtle and Face, 

and Dapper, Drugger, Kastril, all create their own versions 

of reality before Subtle and Face enter into them. 

Those who are duped by impostors are themselves im
postors in their own way. They try to use others and 
they are used by those whom they thought to use. 
Dupe and deceiver -- and which is which? -- are seen 
to be partners in the same enterprise.9 

Bamborough, Ben Jonson, p.110. 

9 
Lionel Gossman, Men and Masks: A St.1JdY of Mc1i~re 

(Baltimore, 1965), p.101. 
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These words were written about Moli~re•s !,.artuffe, but they 

could very easily be applied to almost any of Jonson's co

medies, where the victim or an impostor is rarely innocent. 

The mask worn to deceive others is always a sign or self

deception. 

Once this is understood, it becomes possible to see 

how judgement is to be applied to Jonson's plays. His comic 

world is one which is made up entirely of play-actors; all 

are implicated in the illusion. Few characters are able to 

take part in the illusion without losing themselves in it: 

Brainworm and Pru, perhaps; few others. As moralist, Surly 

fails because he attempts to use illusion to demonstrate 

truth; characters who do represent some sort or moral posi

tive, as perhaps do Celia and Bonario, are shown to be totally 

powerless; and figures of Justice, like the Avocatori, or 

Overdo and Eitherside, are also deceived and self-deceived, 

and dispense justice largely by accident. Because of thi.s 

marked absence of moral norm-figures, some critics have sug

gested that Jonson is not asking us to make moral judgements, 

but is giving his approval to those characters who are supe

rior in wit -- to Truewit arxl Dauphine, to Lovewit and 

Quarlous. But we have seen that these figures are undermined 

by the ironic treatment of their involvement in self

delusion. In fact, Jonsonis comic vision is much more in

tegrated than this; superior \\"it is insufficient in itself 

to be worthy of approval, and these characters too are subject 



to Jonson's moral judgement. The uneasiness that critics 

have felt in designating these characters "heroes" is seen 

to be justified, tor they too are inauthentic. By taking 

part in the general performance, they show themselves to be 

irresponsible, and as deserving of censure as the gulls they 

have mocked. 

Perhaps this can be better understood by reference 

to Erasmus' use of the metaphor or the world as stage-play 

in The Praise of FolJy. All human life, says Folly, is a 

play: 

If someone should unmask the actors in the middle 
of a scene on the stage and show their real faces 
to the audience, would he not spoil the whole play?
And would not everyone think he deserved to be 
driven out of the theater with brickbats as a crazy
man? For at once a new order of things would sud
denly arise. He who played the woman is now seen 
to be a ~3n; the juvenile is .revealed to be old; 
he who a little before was a king is suddenly a 
slave; and he who was a god now appears as a little 
man. Truly, to destroy the illusion is to upset
the whole play. The masks and costumes are precisely
what hold the eyes of the specta.tors. Now what else 
is our whole life but a kind of stage play through
which men pass in various disguises, each one going 
on to play his part until he is led off by the 
director? Ani often tha same actor is ordered back 
in a different costume, so that he who played the 
king in purple, now acts the slave in rags. Thus 
everything is pretense; yet this play is performed
in no other way.10 

Folly argues plausibly; things are as they are, and can be 

no other way. The man who, thinking himself wise, wishes to 

iO 
Desiderius Erasmus, Essential Works~ ed. W.T.H. 

Jackson (New York, 1965), pp.3Ih=:.3fJ2o··· .... 
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unmask the folly of others, is himself a fool, for "Just as 

nothing is more foolish than unseasonable wisdom, so nothing 

is more imprudent than bull-headed prudence. 1111 Leave things 

as they are, says Folly; let the play go on. But we should 

not miss the irony imparted to all this by the fact that it 

is Folly who is speaking, for we are not bound to agree with 

her, or to accept her view that by disagreeing we show our

selves to be fools. She is inviting our complicity in the 

stage-play of the world, just as Face invites our complicity 

in his actions, in the final lines of The Alchemist. That 

things are as they are is not sufficient reason uncritically 

to accept them. It is not enough merely to accept the surface 

of things. 

In one sense, all of Jonson's drama is an elaboration 

of Er•smus' metaphor. The unexamined life is that of the 

play-actor, and it is inadequate. The majority live the 

unexamined life, and will always be hostile to those who 

refuse to go along with them. In a passage in the Discoveries, 

Jonson equates the good man with the man who despises the 

great stage of fools: 

Good mm are the Stars, the Planets of the Ages
wherein they live, and illustrate the times. Q.QS.
did never let them be wanting to the world: As Abel, 
for an example, of Innocency; Jmoch of Purity, .ll.Q.fill 
of Trust in Gods mercies, Abraham of Faith, and so 
of the rest. These, sensuall men thought mad, because 
they would not be partakers, or practisers of their 

ll 
I12.1£., p.382 .. 
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madnesse. But they, plac'd high on the top or all 
vertue, look'd downe on the Stage of the world, and 
contemned the Play of Fortune. For though the most 
be Players, some must be Spectator~. 

(Disc. 11.1100-1109)-
The good man will inevitably be isolated, not through volun

tary withdrawal, but because of the blindness of the rest. 

Nevertheless, he must refuse to go along with the crowd, if 

he is to know truth. The examined life is superior to the 

unexamined life because the man who knows himself also knows 

the world. This is shown in a later passage or the Discoveri~, 

where Jonson writes about those who are too concerned with 

their own outward appearance. The examined life is the life 

of the understanding, the unexamined life the life of the 

senses: 

if wee will looke with our understanding, and not our 
senses, wee may behold vertue, and heauty, (though
cover'd with rags) in their brightnesse; and vice, 
and deformity so much the fowler, in having all the 
splendor of riches to guild them, or the false light
of honour and power to helpe them. Yet this is that, 
wherewith the world is taken, and runs mad to gaze 
on: Clothes and Tit!.es, the Birdlime of Fools. 

(Disc. 11.1429-1436)-
The man who wears a mask is the man who lives by the senses, 

and, be~ause he deceives the world, he also allows the world 

to deceive him. But the man who lives according to the un

derstanding, who knows what he is and refuses to take part 

in the play, cannot be ta.ken in by appearances: 

Impo~.Y!...~ is a specious thi.ng; yet never worse, then 
when it faines to be best, and to non~ discover'd 
sooner, then the simplest. For .Ir...uth and goodne_s~~ 
are plaine, and open: but Impostu:r:g is ever asham'd 
of the light. 
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But where all are impostors, there is no light; it is only 

the good man who, by the light of his understanding, can 

discover imposture. 

This, perhaps, accounts for the frequency of Jonson's 

attacks upon his audience. Too many of them are not Under

standers, and are not able to unmask imposture. As far as 

the ironic comedies are concerned, light has to be shed from 

the outside. The chara.cters may fail to see through each 

other, or themselves, but the audience should not. Over and 

over, Jonson accuses his audience of being deceived. by 

Opinion, of judging by the judgements of others, of being 

pretenders. In effect, they demonstrate the very sin he is 

attacking, for their failure to understand his play springs 

from a failure to live the examined life. Like his knaves 

and fools, they live on the surface, and consequently cannot 

see Truth. 

Jonson's belief in the accuracy of this metaphor is 

clearly related to the hostility to his chosen medium that 

the dramatist so often shows. If play-acting in life is 

reprehensible, so must play-acting on stage be. After the 

failure of The New Inn, one of his most complex examinations 

of the play-acting metaphor, Jonson took leave of the stage 

in the second "OOe to Himself": 

Come leave the loathed Stage,
And the more loathsome Age•••• 

(11.1-2) 

The conjunction of stage and age is not merely for the rhyme; 
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Jonson is embittered by the moral limitations of both. Pre

cisely because the stage is the most appropriate medium for 

Jonson's concerns, it is also one of his central targets; 

hence the contempt for players, other playwrights, and the 

stage itself that Jonson cannot always hide. Hence too his 

hostility to the merely spectacular, to that which is meant 

simply to divert, and his insistence on the moral and didac

tic obligations of the dramatist, even in comedy. Anne 

Righter is, I think, rather unfair to Jonson in her remarks 

on this point: 

Jonson's plays are filled with carping remarks about 
the theatre. Yet they reflect an attitude of distaste 
quite different from the one characteristic of Shake
speare after 1600. Jcnson•s numerous attacks upon the 
stage are almost invariably specific and topical. He 
lashes out not, like Shakespeare, at the whole concept
of imitation, the idea of the play, but merely at the 
particular circumsta.nces under which he is forced 
to write. • • • It is not the theatre itself which 
he rejects 1 but only its immediate cond~tions, con
ditions whlch he despairs of altering.l 

There is no i1eed to answer this somewhat partisan criticism 

at any length; the present discussion of Jonson has demon

strated that he does indeed attack "the whole concept of 

imitation, the idea of the play." He justified his persis

tence with the medium by using it to expound the very philo

sophy which underlay his distrust of it, and which enabled 

him to return to it after each defeat and withdrawal. 

Jonson's ethical views remained constant throughout 

12 
Righter, §J1ake~peare and the Ide~ of the Plaz, 

pp.152-153. 
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his career; he was certain that he was right in his earliest 

plays, and never lost faith in this conviction. But, fortu

nately for us, he was never a moralist merely. The peculiar 

form of Stoicism that he made his own was very demanding, 

asking that a man be a Crites; but we know that, although 

Crites might be Jonson, Jonson was by no means Crites. Even 

if we do not take too seriously the opinions of the humour

less Drummond. of Hawthornden, we have to take into account 

the Jonson of history -- chameleon in religion, flatterer of 

royalty, drinker, even killer; often, in his own way, a 

parasite. Hardly a man approximating his own ideal. But we 

have to recognize that Ben's concept of the poet freed him 

from his human imperfections. He wrote as poet, not as man, 

though he could often make poetry out of the conflicts which 

he saw bet\Teen his poetic and his actual self. On a less 

abstract level, we have to remember that the Stoic ethic is 

an ideal, and it is quite possible for a man to believe in 

it without approachi.ng it in his life; this does not make him 

a hypocrite. Jonson's humanist view of the didactic purpose 

of literature allows him to present this ideal without deman

ding that he himself be infallible. "We are all masquers 

sometimes. 0 But this very vigour with which he lived his 

life translated itself into the comic vitality with which 

even his worst knaves and fools ar~ filled. It accounts for 

the sympathy we feel for a Volpone or a Mammon, even as we 

are censuring them. 

http:approachi.ng
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Granted this, however, we are bound to acknowledge 

the centrality of his ethical views to Jonson's work. We 

must recognize the coherence of his beliefs and their con

sistency throughout his dramatic career. or course, similar 

ideas were by no means uncommon in his time; as Alvin Kernan 

has pointed out, Neostoicis~ is typically the philosophy of 

the Renaissance satirist. 13 But no other artist made these 

views so totally his own, or found so appropriate a metaphor 

for their expression. His attempts to find the significance 

ot disguise lead him through the experiments of the Comicall 

Satyres to his more characteristic forms. At the same time, 

he learns how to deal with the figure of the satirist. The 

obvious difficulty with p~esenting a persona for the satirist 

on stage is that the Stole ethic is hardly consonant with 

the railing tone required of him. A Macilente is too ambi

guous a .figure to embody a norm, and even though we sym

pathize with his actions, his motives, controlled as they 

are by en~y, are hardly admirableo When Jonson tried to 

smooth out this figure, however, by toning down the railing 

and increasing the elements of Stoic fortitude, in Crites, 

he was left with a somewhat ineffectual satirist. Horace 

suffers from the same failing, if not to the same degreeo 

The function of the satirist is to unmask hypocrisy; 

he is always concerned with the distance between what ls and 

13 
Kernan, The Cankered !Arn, p.118. 
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what appears to be. By manipulation of the mask, Jonson was 

able to create precisely the right world for his satiric 

vision. In Volpone, the figure of the presenter is as much 

the target for satire as are the figures he unmasks. Vol

pone 1s dupes deserve the punishment they get; but ironically 

Volpone embodies their hypocrisies even more profoundly than 

they do. The whole world is masked, and there are no norms. 

We judge from outside, from the point or view ot reasonable 

men who believe in the consistency that comes from self

knowledge, as against the Protean transformations of this 

world of role-players. It is this that allows us to know how 

Truewit or Lovewit, or Surly and Quarlous are to be judged. 

The irresponsibility of those who treat life as a play 1$ 

reprehensiLle even when they are superior in wit. The one 

part we are allowed to act is that which we initially create 

by a moral ~rdering of the materials we are given, and that 

is a serious business. It is a moral imperative for a man to 

.identify his self, using reason to counteract the "infected 

will", and for him to remain constant to that. So however 

outrageously comic a situation may be, however absurd a dis

guise, Jonson's underlying purpose is always serious. 

According to one critic of Jonson, nHis basis for 

judging life was intellectual; ignorance and stupidity were 

the car51nal sins .. n14 Thi.s, of course, leads to the viewpoint 

J.i;:·--
Baum, The Sa.tir!s._ an~ t.h.~~~Etd.1L1J.1__!2._en....J.£...?U...Q.U.:.£

Q.Qmfi<l....!., P .. 33• 
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that the wits a.re the norm-figures in the Jonscnian universe. 

But Jonson's vision is much more integrated than this. Reason, 

for him, is the faculty which leads to Truth, and Truth is a 

moral concept. If it were true that ignorance and stupidity 

are the cardinal sins, then we would have to say that Volpcne 

and Mosca are less guilty than their gulls, since they are 

neither ignorant nor stupid. But it is possible for in

telligence, and what Jonson calls "Reason", to diverge. Vol,.. 

pone is no doubt a man of high intellect, but he is not 

reasonable, in a Jonsonian sense, since his powers lead him 

away from Truth. Indeed, for Jonson, the idea of ignorance 

had a very special meaning, as he writes in Discoveries: "l 
~ no disease of the Soule, but Ignorance; not of the Arts, 

and Science!, but or its selfe"(Dfss. 11.801-802). So it is 

quite possibl~ for a man of wit to be ignorant in this, the 

most important sense. But a truly wise man will also be a 

man of virtue. A man who knows hj.mself has no need to deceive 

the world. 

In Jonsonian comedy, however, everyone attempts to 

deceive the world. More accurately, each character is in a 

sense a solipsist, trying to impose his own imaginary shape 

on to a world he does not really know. The most obvious way 

to create a false appearance for the world is through dis

guise; but .an equally potent way is through language. Again, 

in DiscQverie~, there is rrnlch about this: 
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Language most shewes a man: speake that I may see 
thee. It springs out of the most retired, and inmost 
parts of us, and is the Image of the Parent of it, 
the mind. No glasse renders a mans forme, or like
nesse, so true as his speech. · 

(Disc. 11.2031-2035) 

A wise man will consequently see through ver.al hypocrisy; 

conversely, a foolish or vicious man will be involved with 

his own attempts to deceive the world and will be unable to 

pierce the verbal surface. This is why the victims of Jon

son 1s eloquent knaves are never good men, and why a Stephen 

is so anxious to emulate the verbal excesses of a Matthew 

and a Bobadill. It is the reason why so many of Jonson's 

characters speak a jargon that amounts almost to a private 

language. Canting is exposed in Iha Staple of News, but there 

are canters in all Jonson's plays. The audience, says A.H. 

Sackton, 11 is required to recognize the rhetorical character 

of language when some of the stage persons fail to do so.ul5 

Words are being used to suggest a reality that is not there; 

that is, they provide a disguise. But any excess of language 

is suspect, if we are wise. 

Jonson is concerned, then, with those who take the 

word for the thing, the appearance for the reality; with 

those who mistake the disguise for the self. For these cha

racters also believe that their own d1.sguises are the self: 

not, I am what I am, but I am what I say I am• .\ false view 

l 
Alexander H.Sackton, Rhetoric as a Dramatic Lall:: 

z.y_age in p-.Q.Q....JOJlfilm (New York, T9b7) ,.. p .. G.6. 



ot the self leads to a false view ot the world. We have al

ready seen the potentially dangerous effect of Imagination. 

It must be stressed that Jonson's concept of the 

mask is not the same as the modern psycho-sociological view 

of role-playing which sees the mask as an inevitable part of 

social existence, and as morally neutral. And it is, surely, 

directly opposed to the concepts of that great modern 

theorist of the mask, W.B.Yeats: "I think that all happiness 

depends on the energy to assume the mask of some other self; 

that all joyous or creative life is a re-birth as something 

not oneself • 1116 Jonson would consider this a negation of 

Reason, and an abuse of Imagination. Ir any other writer 

ean be compared to Jonson in his use of the mask, it is, as 

has already been suggested, Moliere. As W.G.Moore has shown, 

Molie~e•s villains are those who are deluded about themselves 

and about the world, and whoss delusion creates a mask for 

them -- we are reminded of Jonson'z humour-characters; or 

they are those who are hypocrites, assuming a mask of piety. 

But the world of Moliere•s plays is different; for his vil

lains the mask is not entirely the man, and Moore shows that 

his interest lies in the point where the mask slips, and is 

abandoned for the natural beneath. Furthermore, there are 

healthy characters in Moli~re, who provide a norm. These are 

1 
William Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae (New York,

1936), p.1300 
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characters who are capable of love: "Is not love a symbol 

for what _is not the mask but the man, for nature as opposed 

to art?nl? Moore goes on to demonstrate an opposition in 

those who do not play roles and those who do, between in

stinct and intelligence. The power of will and wit is checked 

by the power of instinct and sense. The comparison with Ben 

Jonson is suggestive. There is no love in Jonson's plays, so 

there are no characters really capable of destroying the 

mask. Further, as we have seen, it is those who live by the 

senses whom Jonson sees as the failures, for they have not 

examined themselves in the light of intelligence. In effect, 

the opposition in Jonson's comedies is the reverse of that 

in Moli~re•s. 

All constituent elements in. Jonson's dramas support 

the idea that a concern with self-knowledge and consistency 

of identity is at the centre of his ethical vision, and is 

crucial to an understanding or how judgement is to be made. 

Disguise elements of the plot, whether they be literal dis

guisings like those of Volpone, or play-acting without dis

guise like those of Mosca, are used in almost all of the 

comedies. The language, as we have seen, is related to the 

theme of disguising, whether it be the self-conscious jargon 

of a gull or a canter, or the more urbanely elaborate hypo

17 
W.G.Moore, 1.12.liere,_ A New Criti,..~ (Oxford, 1961.i·),

p.;J.. 



crisy or Mosca or Subtle. Imagery too, with its recurrent 

motifs or cosmetics, o:f mask and visor, of "face 11 , and or 
monstrous creatures combining the natures of more than one 

anj.mal, supports this theme. All unite to produce a concept 

or character as mask, created by those who do not know them

selves, existing in a world of illusory surfaces. In his 

most characteristic plays, all are involved in the ironic 

dance. All, even wits and justicers, are implicated, and 

final judgement is left to the spectator who, if he be an 

Understander, will know what to say. Seen on its own terms, 

it is a world without much hope, but hope lies in the constant 

heroes of Jonson's poetry, and in the elaborate harmonies of 

the masques. 

The consistency with which this approach appears in 

Jonson's pl~ys would appear to refute Eliot's view of the 

dramatist: 

Jonson's drama is only incidentally satire, because 
it is only incidentally a criticism upon the actual 
world. It is not satire in tpe way in which the work 
of Swift or the work of Moliere may be called satire: 
that is, it does not find its source in any precise
emotional attitude or precise intellectual criticism

8of the actual worldol 

The world of Jonson's plays may be a world of fantasy, but 

its direct applieat:J.on to the actual world, its "precise 

intellectual cr:tticism11 of the real world, is undeniable. 

1 
T.S.Eliot, Elizabethan Drs.matists. (London, 1968), 
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It is by now a truism to say that Jonson wrote at a 

time of general and radical change. In Drama and Society :tn 

the Age of Jonson, L.C.Knights outlined the view of society 

that still had a hold in Jonson's time: 

the common analogy for the state was the human 

body: the various parts were members one of 

another, but each member ha.d his place and his 

particular function -- and on the whole a man's 

expectations in life were determined by the posi
tion in society in which he happened to be born.19 

But of course things were no longer like that; people were 

becoming aware of the possibility of social mobility, and 

to the conservative Jonson, notwithstanding his own ambitions 

as poet, the upstart and his aspirations were an easy target~ 

According to Kernan: 

no satiric author before Ben Jonson perceived and 
took advantage of the fact that the stock targets
which he worked and reworked --- the fcp, the usurer, 
the projector, and the insatiable lecher -- were but 
various manifestations of a boundless desire for 
self-gratification that escaped the restraints 
hitherto placed on it by tradition and common sense. 20 

These figures are also, of course, all lacking in control, 

all essentially hypocrites, all attempting to achieve their 

ambitions through presentation of a false appearance. Jon

son's Stoic views coincided very well with the traditional 

view that every man should remain in hj.s place. A man who, 

19- -
Knights, Drawa and So~iety ip the Age of Jon~, 

p.2?. 

20 

Kern~n, The Cankered ~' p~87. 
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to gain his objectives, has to pretend to be something that 

he is not, is turning away :rrom Tirath, for "All acting in

volves, to a greater or lesser extent, a surrender of per

sonal identity.n21 Jonson is finally hostile to mutability, 

and is seeking something in man that corresponds to what he 

finis in Nature: "She is alwayes the same, like her selfe11 

(Disc. 11.125-126). So there is a legitimate ambition, if it 

seeks final constancy and immutability: 

If divers men seeke ~' or Honoµr, by divers wayes; 
so both bee honest, neither is to be bla~'d: But they
that seeke Immortality, are not onely worthy of leave, 
but or praise. 

The poet, who is not taken in by the World, can achieve this 

state when a virtuous appearance co:1.ncides with a virtuous 

reality, when outer and inner worlds join, for permanence 

comes from within. When we know what we are, and are con

tent to be that, when we have reasonably played the one role 

we have chosen, then we can attain to virtue. When we refuse 

to do this, we become a fit subject of Jonson's comedy, as 

of his censure: 

Would you not laugh, to meet a great Counsellor of 
state :i.n a flat cap, with his trunck hose, and a 
hobby-horse Cloake, his Gloves under his girdle,
and yond Haberdasher in a velvet Gowne, furr'd with 
sables? 

(Disc. 11.2056-2060)-
21 

Ian Donaldson, !}1...§_World Upside-Down: ..Q.ot1E<ly _f.r.Qm
Jonson to_Eielding (Oxford, 1970), p~68. 
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And so it is. What makes us laugh in Jonson is exactly 

this -- the sight of a man appearing to be that which he is 

not. This imposture can derive from a number of sources: 

from pride, which makes us deny what we are through shame, 

as in the case of those who use cosmetics, or who dress to 

hide an ulcer; from ambition, as in the case of those who, 

being empty themselves, take on the outer trappings of those 

they believe to be better than they -- these are the shams; 

from hypocrisy, as in the case or those who use a righteous 

appearance to judge others; from villainy, as with those who 

put on a false appearance to deceive and manipulate others. 

Whatever the imrr.edj.ate cause of the disguise, it is always 

related to a. failure of identity, to a lack of self-knowledge; 

and know:f.nf; this, we judge as we laugh. We see that imposture 

is finally ridiculous because it arises from a false under

standing of the world at the same time as it contributes to 

the very confusion which caused it. So it is at one and the 

same time an intellectual and a moral failure. It is caused 

by misuse of Rea.son, which leads to a wilful misuse of free

dom of choice. As we saw at the beginning, a man does play a 

part, but it is up to him to build that part upon a moral 

base, to make the best of himself, and to play it well. If 

he falls 1.nto error, he rnay mistake the ne.ture of his part, 

and atteriipt to play others; but the mere roles he plays, the 

farther he strays from Truthe Thus what appears to be an act 

or freedom is in fact a step away from it. We are free only 

http:know:f.nf


when we have examined our lives, when we know what we are, 

what are our possibilities and our limitations, and when we 

are content to be ourselves. 



APPENDIX 

The remainder of Jonson's dramatic work presents 

peculiar problems. The Tale of a Tub was first performed in 

1633, but it is generally agreed to be a reworking of a play 

first written in 159?; The Sad Shepherd is only a fragment 

of a play. We need here consider them only briefly. 

It seems likely that the final version of Jhe Tal~ 

of a Tub retains the plot of the original pl~y; and it relies 

more upon its plot to generate interest than does any other 

of Jonson's plays. We are by now familiar with the way in 

which Jonson uses disguise: although disguise may often be 

the motivating factor in a turn of a plot, it always contains 

more significance than this. Jonson is interest.3<1 in disguise 

as a metaphor for certain manifestations of character, and is 

quite consistent in this. Disguise may be the means whereby 

a character takes control of the world around him, thereby 

controlling the plot of the play; but this effect upon the 

plot is essentially a secondary interest -- we are mainly 

concerned with the meaning of disguise in relation to the 

disguiser, in the analysis of role-playing arid its signifi

cance to the problems of identity. But in The Tale of a Tub 

the function of the disguises is almost entirely related to 

the complication of the plot. Canon Hugh and Basket Hilts 
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disguise, not because they are compulsive play-actors, but 

in order to complicate, and then resolve the plot. So this 

play presents Jonson's only "conventional" use of disguise. 

The "ridiculous Play" exists, indeed, mainly on its 

plot, since Jonson does not seem to be very interested in 

any of his characters. It shows few of Jonson's characteris

tic concerns; it is not even a satire, unless one calls the 

genial contempt with which Jonson treats his rustics satiric. 

It is his only play divorced entirely from an urban setting. 

All its characters are ridiculous in some way, but there is 

no unifying concern with fools or villains as lacking in 

self-knowledge. 

If any of Jonson's usual concerns with the self ap

pear, it is in the presentation of questions of social place. 

To know oneself means, in part, to know one's place. In the 

contrast of Tub and Clay, and their various pressures on Aw

drey, something of this is dramatized. Lady Tub, in her vel

vet gown, represents one level, a level to which Awdrey, for 

all her presumption, should not aspire: 

But for me,
I know my selfe too meane for his high thoughts
To stoop at, more tht.n asking a light question,
To make him merry, or to passe his time. 

(III. vj.ii.12-15) 

Nonetheless, there is a very famil:i.ar idea behind Canon 

Hugh's words, as he describes the disguised Awdrey 's marriage 

to Pol-marten: 

But she was so dis~uis'd, so Lady-like; 

http:famil:i.ar
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I thinke she did not know her selfe the while! 
(V. iv .23-24) 

But nothing has changed; she is lady-like for one day only, 

and it is of significance that, although pursued by Tub and 

Preamble, both above her rank, she finally, almost by accident, 

marries Pol-Marten, who is much more her equal -- at the end, 

she remains in her place. But in this play, these are very 

marginal concerns. 

Jonson's final work, his fragment of pastoral Ih§. 

Sad ShepherS, (1637?), belongs essentially with his masques. 

Yet even in this play, different as it is from any of the 

others, there appear the familiar themes of identity, self

consistency, and the iniquity of false appearance; but play

acting is not here embodied in a whole gallery of figures, 

but rather in one cha.ra.eter alone, who through magic threatens 

an i.deal world. 

The play opens in a harmonious world, a world of love 

and honesty, and of consistency. But the harmony is disrupted 

by the witch Maudlin, "the last incarnation of the Protean 

figure. 01 For Jonson, it is her very Protean ability that 

gives her the power to destroy harmony. In Jonson's more 

characteristic satirical comedies the Protean figure changed 

either through literal disguise or by presenting a false 

verbal surface; Maudlin has the power to change shape by 

1 
Greene, "Ben Jonson and the Centered Self", p.31+7. 



magic. In what we have of the play we see her as a raven ani 

as Marian, but she tells her daughter, "yee may meet mee/In 

mony shapes tu day"(II.lli.36-37). 

There is a certain ambiguity about Maudlin's power 

to change, however. Although she can appear like Marian, the 

change does not go very deep, because she can only speak like 

herself, so that, being deformed, she seems a deformed Marian. 

She boasts to her daughter that she has presented an exact 

likeness of Marian: 

So like, Douce,
As had shee seen me her sel't her sel' had doubted 
Whether had been the liker orf the twft1 

(II.1.18-20) 

This is a somewhat hyperbolical boast, for in this world 

evil cannot pass for good as it so often did in the blacker 

world of the satires. Robin Hood and his men are unwilling 

to believe in this Marian, thinking rather that it is they 

who are transformed: "Are wee not all chang'd,/Transformed 

from our selves?"(I.vii.35'-36) Consequently, Maudlin's de

ception cannot last for long. When the real Marian appears 

again, the truth is soon guessed, and Maudlin fails in her 

subsequent appearance as Marian. So, in her boast to her 

daughter, she is largely deluding herself. As the wise Alken 

says, "Shee may deceive the Sense, but really/Shee car.not 

change her selfe"(II.vi.124-125). 

Maudlin is self-deluded in more than one way, for 

even her power to change is not her own, but comes from the 
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Devil, Puck-hairy. Further, Puck-hairy suggests that the 

ability to transform is not a great power: 

This Dame of mine here, ~. growes high in evill, 

And thinkes shee doe's all, when 'tis I, her Divell, 

That both delude her, and must yet protect her: 

Shee•s confident in mischeife, and presumes 

The changing of her shape will still secure her. 

But that may faile. • • • 


(III.i.6..11) 

One can easily project the outcome: Puck-hairy will be de

feated and Maudlin's power to change shape, to deceive with 

appearances, will be taken away from her, so that harmony can 

be restored to the world. 

Jonson is here working with a convention vastly dif

ferent from that with which we are familiar from his othe!' 

plays; his Stoic attitude toward constancy of the self is 

consequently modified for the new convention. The symbols 

are changed. We no longer have a world populated by rola.. 

players, a world that can never really be cured of its ills. 

Instead we begin with an ideal world, but one that is threa

tened from outside by the Protean, whose activities are now 

not so damaging, because they are essentially external to the 

world of the play, and no longer basic to it, as they were 

in the satires. The actor's power of metamorphosis is here 

associated directly with evil, a power coming from the devil, 

and having nothing even remotely noble or appealing in it. 

Furthermore, the power is shown to be largely illusory~ since 

it can easily be penetrated by the knowing man. It is a power 

that can change only the appearance, and not the self; those 
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who use it are those who have no identity, or who are dis

satisfied with what they are, but who are deluded when they 

believe that they can change. So we see that even here, 

Jonson's main concerns remain unchanged -- he has simply 

round a new language in which to talk of them. 
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